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1.0 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Optical Multi-Access (OMA) Terminal is capable of establishing up to six
simultaneous high-data-rate communication links between low-Earth-orbit satellites
and a host satellite at synchronous orbit with only one 16-inch-diameter antenna on
the synchronous satellite. The advantage over equivalent RF systems in space
weight, power, and swept volume is great when applied to NASA satellite
communications networks (Figure 1-1).
Figure 1-2 is a photo of the 3-channel prototype constructed under the present
contract to demonstrate the feasibility of the concept. The telescope has a 10-inch
clear aperture and a 22 ° full field of view. It consists of 4 refractive elements
to achieve a telecentric focus, i.e., the focused beam is normal to the focal plane
at all field angles. This feature permits image pick-up optics in the focal plane
to track satellite images without tilting their optic axes to accommodate field
angle. Figure 1-3 shows the geometry of the image-pick-up concept, and Figure 1-4
shows the coordinate system of the swinging arm and disk mechanism for image
pick-up. Optics in the arm relay the telescope focus to a communications and
tracking receiver and introduce the transmitted beacon beam on a path collinear with
the receive path. The electronic circuits for the communications and tracking
receivers are contained on the arm and disk assemblies and relay signals to an
associated PC-based operator's console for control of the arm and disk motor drive
through a flexible cable which permits __+240° travel for each arm and disk assembly.
Power supplies and laser transmitters are mounted in the cradle for the telescope.
A single-mode fiber in the cable is used to carry the laser transmitter signal to
the arm optics. Figure 1-5 shows the promise of the optical multi-access terminal
towards which the prototype effort worked. The emphasis in the prototype
development was the demonstration of the unique aspects of the concept, and where
possible, cost avoidance compromises were implemented in areas already proven on
other programs.
The design details are described in Section 2, the prototype test results in Section
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SIX DISKASSEMBUESSPACEDVERTICALLYSERVE SIX CHANNELS
FIGURE I-4
GOALS OF BASELINE MULTI-ACCESS TERMINAL
SIMULTANEOUS COMMUNICATION WITH SIX INDEPENDENT
ASYNCHRONOUS LINKS
FULL COVERAGE OF EARTH AND LOW ORBITS
LIGHT WEIGHT (=150 POUNDS)
SMALL SIZE (10-INCH-DIAMETER CLEAR APERTURE)
LOW POWER (<100 WATrS)
LOW SWEPT VOLUME (NO GIMBALS)
3 MBPS PER COMM LINK (CONCEPT SUPPORTS HIGHER RATE)
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2.0 DESIGN OVERVIEW
2.1 Optical
2.1.1 Telescope - The telescope elements are shown in Figure 2.1-1 for the space
design. Radiation hardened glass is specified for long life in space. Figure 2.1-2
and -3 show the spot diagram at the focal plane for various off-axis positions with
a 300-/_m circle for reference. This diameter represents 480 _rad in the far
field of the system. Figure 2.1-4 depicts the plastic design used in the prototype
to save cost. This material is unsuitable for space due to darkening effects of
radiation but provides comparable optical performance for demonstration in the
laboratory. Figure 2.1-5 compares the space and prototype designs. Appendix A
contains the detailed lens specifications for both the glass and plastic designs.
2.1.2 Focal-plane optics - Figure 2.1-6 shows the arrangement of optics for the
space design. The figure is arranged with the arms aligned one over the other in a
vertical plane and show the locations of the channels with respect to the telescope
focal plane. The receive channels are designed to relay the focus to the quadrant
detector through a narrow-band optical filter for transmitter rejection. The trans-
mitter signals are introduced by means of a single-mode fiber whose image is formed
at the telescope image plane and coaligned with the arm receiver optical axis. The
beamwidth is 150/_rad FWHM, so the image is 94/_m, FWHM. Because the tele-
scope forms a telecentric image, the arms need only be located at the correct spot
to receive the light, and no tilt of the optic axis as a function of field angle is
required. In the prototype we included Channel 1, a channel between 2 and 3, and
Channel 4, renamed Channels 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Figure 2.1-7 is a photograph
of a complete arm for Channel 3 fully assembled with optics and electronics.
2.2 Mechanical
2.2.1 Disk and arm assemblies - The arm is mounted on a 354-tooth worm-gear ring
and attached to a second worm-gear ring. Moving the two rings together moves the
arm pivot point through more than one complete revolution, while differential
movement of the rings with respect to each other swings the arm on its pivot.
Therefore, by driving the worm on each ring (or "disk", as we have referred to them
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addressed. Figure 2.2-1 shows the geometry of the field and the arm and disk
angles. For each location in the field, there are two possible orientations of the
arm and disk. If a low-Earth-orbit satellite passes directly through or very near
the center of the field, there will be a short outage while the disks swing 180 ° to
pick up the signal on the other side of center. These outages will be rare and are
readily predicted well in advance.
The worm assembly is shown in Figure 2.2-2. The worm is captive between preloaded
bearings with no contribution to backlash. The assembly is spring-loaded into the
worm gear to minimize backlash in the disk drive. The motors are of two types.
Channel 1 is driven by two MicroMo 3557CR motors with up to 8.5 in-oz of continuous
torque. The other two channels are driven by MicroMo 2842 motors with 3 in-oz of
torque. The two different types of motors were used to ensure adequate torque
margin on at least one channel, while exploring the possible savings in size and
weight of the smaller motor. Position feedback for each motor is provided by a
Hewlett-Packard HEDS 5010 2000-count-per-revolution incremental optical shaft
encoder.
The 3-channel structure is shown in cross-section in Figure 2.2-3 showing the
"sandwich" construction of the disk assembly. A photo showing the baseplate with
the motor amd worm interfaces is presented in Figure 2.2-4. Figure 2.2-5 gives the
mechanical constants for the arm and disk mechanical design.
223 Acquisition and Tracking Design Constraints
The approach for acquisition is simple and straightforward. Spacecraft attitude
reference, ephemeris, and mounting uncertainties require that a square 3.5
milliradians on a side be searched at the GEO. Table 2.3-1 presents the analysis of
this requirement. The LEO will stare at its uncertainty region and respond as soon
as it is illuminated by slewing its narrow transmit beam to reduce the error
measured by means of the received signal from the GEO. Consequently, if the GEO
will dwell at a given location for a time sufficient for the signal to reach the LEO
(1 transit time), the LEO to slew to boresight (say, 30 milliseconds), and return
its optical signal (1 transit time), then before it moved to the next scan location,
it would know to stop where it is and track. Figure 2.3-1 shows the resulting worst
case acquisition times given 100% probability of detection when illumination occurs.
-13-
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DISK/ARM RESOLUTION
;ONTINUOUS MOTOR/WORM DRIVE IMPLEMENTATION
GEAR TEETH PER REVOLUTION
24 PITCH ON 14.75-INCH DIAMETER
WORM DRIVE ENCODER RESOLUTION
DISK STEP RESOLUTION 2_/354/2000 =
CORRESPONDING MOTION AT EDGE OF 116-MM FOCAL PLANE
8.87/_RAD x 116mm
CORRESPONDING FAR-FIELD ANGLE






FOR D4/D3 = 2.56
ARM STEP ANGULAR RESOLUTION
8.87 uRAD x 2.56
LINEAR MOTION AT TIP OF ARM
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2.4 Electronics
Figure 2.4-1 presents an overall block diagram of the electronics showing where the
various circuits are housed. The computer contains the motor control electronics on
a special internal expansion card that plugs into the computer bus. The power
supplies, limit-switch relay circuits, and computer interface connectors are mounted
in the cradle that supports the telescope and its focal-plane optics assemblies.
The quadrant-detector receiver circuits are mounted in the arm assemblies themselves
and connect to angle-processing circuitry mounted on the disk assemblies.
Connection to the computer from each arm is made via the cradle-mounted circuitry
through a flexible cable which permits _+240 ° travel of each arm.
Summary descriptions of the electronic assemblies are presented below. Detailed
schematics of all circuits are contained in Appendix B.
2.4.1 Motion control circuitry - Figure 2.4-2 is a block diagram of the motion-
control chip used for control of the motors driving the worm-gear assemblies. The
performance of the compensation loop is controlled by downloading the desired gain,
cycle time, and digital transfer function parameters.
The overall control loop is shown in Figure 2.4-3. This diagram incorporates the
functions of the HCTL-1000 motor-control chip, the motor drive amplifier, the
quadrant detector and its angle processor, and the computer control algorithms for
open- and closed-loop control of the arm position for each channel. The design of
the control loop sought to achieve a 4-Hertz control bandwidth, supported by a
40-Hertz update rate for each channel by the computer. Figure 2.4-4 shows the
design Bode plots for the open- and closed-loop motor control transfer functions for
a 4-Hertz control loop.
Motion control circuit board - This board contains six Hewlett-Packard HCTL-1000
chips and the associated interface circuitry. This chip accepts input position
commands, incremental encoder outputs, and mode-control and loop-compensation
parameters and develops the appropriate motor drive word for D/A conversion and
amplification. Other circuitry performs multiplexing of the computer bus among the
various motor-control chips and output word conversion.
-21-
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MOTOR CONTROLLER CHIP BLOCK DIAGRAM
HEWLETT-PACKARD HCTL-1100
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Limit-switch relay circuit board - Each of the three channels has four limit
switches to sense the positive and negative limits of motion for the disk pair and
for the arm. These switches operate relays which prevent current flow in the
appropriate motor in the appropriate direction to prevent further motion in the
offending direction but which permit motion in the opposite direction. Encoder
outputs and motor drive signals are routed through this board, which is mounted in
the cradle assembly. Figure 2.4-5 shows the arrangement for Channel 2. Channels 1
and 3 are similar except that the power amplifiers are not required for the smaller
motors used on those channels.
Quadrant detector preamplifier - Two stages of preamplification are utilized to
detect a 5 kHz tone on the received optical signal incident on the four segments of
the quadrant detector. The stages are AC coupled and rolled off above 6 kHz to
eliminate DC drifts and high frequency components in of the communications data
signal. A low-noise operational preamplifier, OP-470, and post amplifier, OP-471,
from PMI are used for this purpose. See Figure 2.4-6.
Digital angle processor - The Analog Devices ADSP-2101 is a digital signal processor
utilized to process samples of the four quadrants to produce a measure of the
position of the centroid of the optical signal focused on the quadrant detector.
The familiar horizontal and vertical difference-over-sum functions of the four
quadrant signals, A, B, C, and D, are given by
av=(A+B-C-D)/(A+B+C+D )
a h = (A + C-B-D)/(A + B + C + D)
The processor computes the numerators of the above expressions in addition to the
more demanding task of extracting the amplitude of the 5-kHz tone from the composite
data and tone signal. Figure 2.4-7 illustrates the signal waveform. The amplitude
of the basic Manchester pulse train is modulated with the 5-kHz tone to a depth of
10%. The preamps described above perform some initial processing by attenuating the
components at the data frequency. The resulting 5-kHz signal is sampled at 27.18
kHz by a 4-channel A-to-D converter which simultaneously samples and holds the 4
quadrant signals then sequentially converts them for use by the processor. The
processor passes 100 such samples for each quadrant through a 40-tap bandpass
-26-
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RECEIVER WAVEFORM SHOWING DATA AND TONE





maximum extinction ratio = P3/P2 = O.114
tone modulation depth = 1 - P2/P1 = 0.125
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digital filter, a rectifier, and a 40-tap low-pass to extract the amplitude of the
tone. These four values are then used in the above equations to produce the
vertical and horizontal position components. The entire process requires 4.2
milliseconds and has a latency of about 7.8 milliseconds, i.e., the data used to
control the motors is about 7.8 milliseconds old when the resulting control is
applied. The circuit configuration is presented in Figure 2.4-8. The software for
this processor is described in the software section.
2.4.2 Communications circuits - The quadrant detector bias current is modulated
by the total optical signal incident on the detector and contains the wideband data
signal. Figure 2.4-9 shows the wideband amplifier used to detect the data component
of the optical signal. The TIEF151 amplifiers have 40-MHz bandwidth and a
transimpedance gain of 4 kilohm. The arrangement utilize here achieves a
closed-loop bandwidth 3 MHz to support the 3 Mbps receive-channel design data rate.
Higher bandwidth is achievable with the detector used given the required amplifier
design and packaging developments.
The transmitted optical signal serves as a tracking beacon to the low-Earth-orbit
(LEO) satellite and provides low-rate data capability for command, control, and
housekeeping functions. Figure 2.4-10 presents the circuit to drive an SDL-5301
laser diode to impose a 5-kHz. tone and 100-kHz. data signal on the optical beam.
Adjustments for the diode slope efficiency and threshold characteristics to achieve
the desired depth of modulation for the tone are provided. These circuits are
mounted in the cradle area with the laser diodes they drive, and the optical signal
is fed to the arm optics in each case by means of a single-mode fiber.
2.5 Software
Executive control of the terminal is provided by a CompuAdd 325 personal computer
with a math co-processor. The motor control processor described above receives its
operating parameters and mode control instructions from the executive while the
angle processors, triggered by a sync-pulse generator, acquire the latest tracking
errors. Overall synchronization of the executive, motor-control, and angle
processors is accomplished by the sync-pulse generator. This software is described
in this section. Detailed listings with comments are contained in Appendix C.
-30-
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2.5.1 Executive - There are three main executive programs for operation of the
terminal: MANUAL.C, TRACK.C, and OMA.FOR. The first two programs, written using
Microsoft Quick C are used for real-time control of the terminal when operated in
the manual or automatic mode, respectively. In addition, there is a Fortran
executive, OMA.FOR, which calls the other Fortran programs to exercise a simulation
of the system, and which represents an initial version of satellite operational
executive software. The Fortran and C programs are compiled into MS-DOS-executable
files to perform the complete job of operating the terminal in the modes required.
Manual Operation Software - Table 2.5-1 illustrates the make-up of the manual
MS-DOS-executable file, MANUAL.EXE. As seen from the table, these programs are writ-
ten entirely in C. Their functions are accessed from the main menu, presented in
Table 2.5-2. These functions permit open-loop exercising of the disk and arm actua-
tors for the three channels. For example, initial calibration of the position refer-
ences for all channels can be accomplished with Option 6, Channel Alignment. This
action is required only if a disk has been moved by hand either with the power off
or with neither MANUAL.EXE nor TRACICEXE running. Arm and disk motion to specific
locations can be accomplished with Options 1 and 2. Exercising channels to trouble-
shoot or validate mechanical operation can be accomplished with Options 3 and 4.
Various tests of the motion-control electronics can be performed with Options 7-14.
Operational Satellite Software The operational satellite software is illustrated
by Figure 2.5-1, which diagrams the interaction of the various Fortran modules of
the control software for an operational system. Where arrows indicate hardware
interfaces, this software simulates the hardware when necessary to complete an
action in the simulation mode. This organization was developed during the design
phase of this project in order to understand the constraints imposed by the
satellite and the mission. The modifications required to interface with and operate
the prototype terminal preserve this organization to the maximum extent possible.
They are discussed in Paragraph 2.5.4.
Table 2.5-3 illustrates the make-up of OMA.EXE from source code files written in
Fortran. Each terminal interface module is sensitive to a REALTIME discrete to
determine whether it simulates the inputs it needs or gets them from a hardware
source. Therefore the programs are useful for simulation studies and also contain
the switches to permit interfacing with actual hardware.
-34-
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TABLE 2.5-1 MANUAL OPERATION SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION












Subroutines to convert among az/el, alpha/delta, and
delta A/B coordinates.
Subroutines to monitor the status of all the discretes in
the system.
Subroutines to generate the menu for the manual
operation.
Subroutines to open and close all files, read and write
system and test data.
Initializes motion control digital parameters.
Subroutines for mechanical alignment of the system.
Subroutines for direct interfacing with the motor-control
circuit board in the computer.
Subroutines for controlling the motion of the disks.
Subroutines for communication over RS-232 links from the
PC to the channel angle processors or to another PC.
*Also used in the automatic mode presented in Table 2.5-3.
TABLE 2.5-2 MANUAL CONTROL MENU
* Move Channel Commands *
1. Move optics arm delta & alpha increment
2. Move arm to designated Az and E1
3. Exercise single channel through limits
4. Exercise all channels through limits
5. Compute channel Az & El
* Alignment Command *
6. Channel alignment
* System Test Commands *
7. Motor safety switch test
8. DSP to PC serial link test
9. Host PC to Monitoring PC serial link test
10. Power monitoring discrete test
11. Motor drive backlash test
12. Motor step response test
13. Channel eccentricity test
14. Reset Motor Command
-35 -
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TABLE 2.5-3 OPERATIONAL SATELLITE SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION























































Converts alpha/delta to disk A/B coord.
Simulates angle processor in sim. mode.
Takes arctan of arguments in 4 quadrants.
Converts az/el to alpha/delta coordinates.
Provides the arm/disk position commands.
Copies a vector to a new name.
Performs vector cross product mathematics.
Satellite state differential equations
Performs vector dot product mathematics.
Converts orbital to Cartesian coordinates
Generates random numbers from clipped
Gaussian distribution.
Generates random numbers from Gaussian
distribution.
Inverts a 3x3 matrix
Performs the navigation function
Adds ephemeris errors to true pos. and vel.
Quadratic time fit for pos. and vel.
Generates random numbers for noise sim.
Fourth order Runge-Kutta integrator.
Scan generator for acquisition/
reacquisition functions
Computes az/el for each LEO beam.
Simulates satellite orbital dynamics
Converts vector to unit vector.
Computes the length of a vector.
Solves Kepler's orbital equation.
Converts from Cartesian to OMA FOV coord.
-37-
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Real-time Automatic Operation Software - The software of the previous section was
modified to permit operation with the prototype hardware in a laboratory
environment. The satellite trajectory information is replaced with an initial point
for acquisition of a signal to be tracked. No effort was made to produce a
trajectory in the test equipment that could be acquired by open-loop pointing at any
point in the trajectory similar to acquiring a satellite. The sophistication,
complexity, and cost of such elaborate test equipment was beyond the scope of this
effort. Instead, the acquisition program scans a region known to intersect the
trajectory of the test source so that when the source approaches it can be
acquired. Table 2.5-4 illustrates the make-up of TRACK.EXE from source code files
written in both C and Fortran. The Fortran portion controls the automatic
acquisition and tracking functions while the C portion sets up the initial
conditions and handles all system-level interfaces.
TABLE 2.5-4 AUTOMATIC REAL-TIME OPERATION SOFTWARE ORGANIZATION
Modules called by TRACK.C or by each other to make up TRACK.EXE







Subroutines to generate the menu for the automatic operation.










Takes Arctangent of arguments in
uadrants.
onverts az/el to alpha/delta coordinates.
Accesses real-time angle processor output.










assignment to a LEO beam
Global constants collected in one file.
Provides the arm/disk position commands.
Accesses disk positions saved in C
programs.
Performs vector dot product mathematics.
Generates random numbers from clipped
Gaussian distribution.
Generates random numbers from clipped
Gaussian distribution.
Interface between executive and Fortran.
Initializes control software.
Computes new disk position commands.
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2.5.2 Angle Processor Software - The Analog Devices ADSP-2101 digital signal
processor was programmed to extract the 5-kHz components from each of the 4 quadrant
signals, then produce the horizontal and vertical coordinates of the centroid of the
spot by sums and differences as described in Paragraph 2.4.1. The system was set up
to sample each quadrant at 27.18 kHz for 100 samples and process these samples in an
algorithm described by Figure 2.5-2. The files which make up this set of algorithms
are listed in Table 2.5-5.
















Contains all routines for sampling data.
Computes the un-normalized tracking error.
Code for bandpass filter in Figure 2.5-2.
Code for low-pass filter in Figure 2.5-2.
Executive software for angle processor.
Routine for formatting and sending data to
host PC.
2.5.3 Motion Processor Software - The HP HCTL-1000 has built-in software to
implement the functions illustrated in Figure 2.4-2. The executive is programmed to
load the appropriate parameter values into the processor to effect the desired
digital filtering characteristic and controls the modes of the device in the
real-time operation of the system.
-39-
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3.0 EVALUATION TEST DATA
Prior to delivery of the system to NASA Goddard, as part of the integration process
we performed some evaluation tests on the system and its components. More extensive
testing could guide the continuing development of an operational terminal by
providing concrete results to design improvements economically before applying them
to the next-generation hardware.
3.1 Optical Tests
3.1.1 Telescope Performance - The telescope transmission was evaluated using a
HeNe laser at 6328 A to be 67%. There are 4 lenses with two surfaces each for a
total of 8 surfaces each apparently transmitting about 95% of the incident energy .
The performance at the operational wavelength should have been better since the AR
coating would be superior nearer the operational wavelength. The space system
should be capable of significantly better performance with superior space coatings.
It was noted that near but not at the focus, the spot shape to the naked eye had a
triangular shape that suggested distortion of the lens shape by the 6-point mounting
hardware. We determined which lens of the set of four was misshapen by rotating
each lens with respect to the remaining three and observing the orientation of the
triangle before and after each such rotation. The spot rotated with the rotation of
the frontmost element, i.e., the lens furthest from the focal plane, suggesting that
it alone was distorted. We conclude from this test that (1) the mounting rings for
both the front pair and the back pair should have more fasteners around each ring to
equalize the clamping around the periphery of the lens, and (2) the interface
between the two lenses in each pair should be a part machined to the correct shape
rather than a flexible O-ring. This modification prevents the pair to be clamped in
a distorted manner. It is possible but unlikely that the part was distorted in
manufacturing. The nature of the distortion is not characteristic of manufacturing
errors, which would be axisymmetric rather than triangular. The spot shape suggests
a lens bent by externally applied force either from mishandling or asymmetrical
clamping in the mounting bracketry. Because the ring had 6 equally spaced clamping
bolts, it is reasonable that it could cause a distortion with three-fold symmetry,
so as to produce a triangular spot. This aberration did not severely affect the





3.1.2 Arm Performance - The arm optics were tested for transmission and for
quadrant detector position transfer function. The transmissions were measured prior
to assembly into the disk assembly at 65%, 61%, and 55% for Channels 1, 2, and 3,
respectively. Figure 3.1-1 & -2 shows the quadrant processing characteristic for
motion along one axis for Channel 3. These data were obtained prior to installation
of the arm in the system. Note the S-shaped characteristic in the horizontal axis
and the slight tilt in the vertical axis. This result shows a slight rotation of
the detector about the optic axis. This error was corrected prior to installation
and is presented to show the value of these tests.
The spot shape on the detector was inferred from scans of the arm past the test
sources. Figure 3.1-3 shows a typical such scan using Channel 1 and diode #2 on a
three-source test fixture. The derivative of the power on the detector versus
position is a measure of the shape of the spot in the direction of the scan. Note
that the focussed spot is twin-lobed due to the laser's characteristics but that the
resolving power of the optical system is on the order of 100 microns.
3.2 Mechanical Tests
The mechanisms for the disks were tested and run in during assembly to remove
roughness and minor imperfections in order to ensure smooth operation. Upon
completion of assembly, tests for resolution, backlash, hysteresis and slew rate
were performed. Tests to determine that the lighter motors are adequate to drive
the worm assemblies when sufficiently preloaded to eliminate backlash were
performed.
3.2.1 Resolution/backlash/hysteresis - Figures 3.2-1 and -2 show the role of the
worm assembly adjustment mechanism of Figure 2.2-2. The "Displacement" and
"Command" refer to the rotation of a single disk. Initial tests showed that the
path traversed by the mechanism was very different depending on the direction of
travel. After adjusting the worm into the worm gear, the hysteresis was
significantly reduced and the current in the motors increased from .25 amps to .5
amps - still well within capacity. In an operational design, improved design and
machining approaches would be considered to reduce friction and backlash, including
-42-
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the use of a split, spring-loaded worm which could act as an anti-backlash gear.
Additional development of this assembly is recommended in order to improve the
automatic tracking performance. The steps required appear to be straightforward
extensions of the present work - not great departures from the current design.
Backlash tests were performed on each arm in each axis. Figure 3.2-3 shows a scan
which swung the arm across a spot from a test source, then back again. This test
was performed with the complete assembly, and, therefore, includes the effects of
both the telescope and arm optics. Note that the retrace is displaced about 120
microns from the first trace, indicating a similar amount of backlash in the
mechanism. The quadrant data displays some amount of cross-coupling, but the motion
is predominantly in u the cross-arm axis of the detector. The amount of
backlash observed is more than is tolerable and could have been significantly
reduced on disassembly and readjustment for optimum performance. Figure 3.2-4 shows
another spot shape scan derived from the same data as for the backlash test. The
spot shape is different because of the difference in channel optics and in location
in the field.
3.2.2 Slewing rate - The motor control chip accepts maximum values for velocity
and acceleration which result in what are referred to as "trapezoidal " moves. The
name derives from a plot of speed versus time for a point-to-point move. The speed
increases linearly at the maximum acceleration until the maximum velocity is
reached, then stays constant until close to the terminus of the move, when the speed
decreases linearly at the maximum deceleration, and the motor position arrives at
the terminus as the speed reaches zero. The computations for this move are
accomplished by the motor control chip, which also issues the commands to accomplish
the move. Figure 3.2-5 shows a step response of the motors which compares the
response of the large and small motors under various conditions after initial
assembly. The small motors were having trouble reacting fast enough when required
to work against the other disk or move the arm. We disassembled the set-up and
carefully cleaned out any residual machining debris caught in the lubricant with the
initial run in and re-ran the test. The result in Figure 3.2-6 revealed that (1)
the large motor was not hindered by the additional friction due to its higher torque
capability, and (2) the small motor can provide adequate response under all
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The slewing rate in the far field is a complex function of the trajectory across the
field. The most significant occurrence of maximum velocity is when the satellite
being tracked passes through the center of the field of view. In the limiting case
an outage occurs until the disks can swing through 180 ° and pick up the signal on
the other side of center. We designed for 10 ° per second and tested 11.4 ° per
second and 7.7 ° per second, depending on what hexidecimal number was loaded into the
chip for maximum velocity. For the prototype we utilized the slower rate to avoid a
potential problem overrunning the limit switches on initial calibration. In the
space system, the maximum slew rate can be set up to at least 30 ° per second,
resulting in a maximum outage time of 6 seconds for those extreme cases passing
directly through the center of the field of view. When another channel is
available, hand-off could occur to avoid any appreciable outage. Additional testing
would reveal the maximum reasonable value for the slew rate so that we could
determine under what circumstances the complexity of the hand-off solution would be
superior to the brute-force technique of operating at maximum slew rate.
3.3 Acquisition Time - The primary parameters which make up acquisition time -
slew rate, scan pattern, the delay inserted to allow for round-trip optical signal
propagation were either verified or are self-evident. The statistical
characteristics of the process having to do with signal fluctuations at the
threshold of detectability were beyond the scope of this exercise, but have been
explored extensively elsewhere. We feel that the estimates of acquisition time
provided in the design rational are conservative.
3.4 Tracking Error - Figure 3.4-1 & -2 shows the tracking error for a stationary
target taken on both the across-arm and the along-arm components. The backlash
caused some rumble in the motion which is illustrated by the cross-arm component.
Further experimentation with the mechanical adjustments and worm/worm gear interface
should reduce this effect and result in a smoother, quieter operation.
3.5 Weight Analysis - Table 3.5-1 presents a weight analysis of the space design
as compared to the implementation of the prototype. We conclude that the 150-pound
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4.0 AREAS FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
The design, development, assembly and testing of the OMA prototype model demonstra-
ted the feasibility of the basic concept and its advantages. A number of issues
became clear as to what is needed to enable the OMA to reach its full potential and
to be useful space hardware. The following paragraphs discuss these issues.
First, the telescope used in the OMA was necessarily composed of plastic lenses due
to cost considerations. This approach adequately demonstrated the concept, but in
space, special glass must be used to avoid radiation darkening and to avoid cold-
flow shape changes when in space for long periods. We accomplished a glass design
to ensure that the same wide field of view can be achieved. In fact, the telescope
performance in terms of spot diameters in the focal plane will be better in glass,
and this will help tracking performance. Any next step in development must include
glass lenses in order to properly evaluate the terminal performance capability.
Second, custom arm optics are required to achieve the vertical spacing required of
the six-channel space design. The three-channel prototype design was accomplished
with standard optics. Small custom optics allow less depth, less arm width to
reduce channel interference possibilities, and overall lighter weight. The next
development should include at least one custom optics arm to illustrate the space
design capability.
Third, more effort is needed to improve the backlash from the gearing which will
smooth out the tracking from some peak errors that accrue. These errors are still
within the error budget but cause noise and make the ratio of peak tracking error to
rms tracking much greater than it needs to be. The trade-off between less backlash
and more friction torque can be efficiently made using the prototype as a tool.
Time and money limits prevented further attention in this effort.
Fourth, the tracking bandwidth probably should be raised from 40Hz to about 60Hz to
further improve the tracking performance.
Effort should be given to ensuring the optical transmission efficiency and needed
performance is obtained on both transmit and receive. On transmit, the proper
beamwidth of the transmitter should be established, and any minor optical design
-57-
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changes or hardware adjustments to achieve required performance should be
accomplished. The receiver optics in the arm would benefit from careful measurement
for transmission efficiency, image quality, and field of view and adjustment to
optimize the output.
The above discussion covers the major areas for further development. The potential
and demonstrated advantages of the OMA terminal can be fully realized with a
development model based on the achievements of this program and incorporation of the
improvements discussed here.
5.0 CONCLUSIONS
The OMA prototype represents a first step towards operational multi-access optical
communications terminal development. The concept was shown to be feasible in a
low-cost demonstration program which points the way to improvements for operational
implementation. The basic design is sound and would benefit from a second program
which would provide a thoroughgoing evaluation of the prototype implementation from
an optical, mechanical, and electronic viewpoint as a lead-in to a six-channel
engineering model. This evaluation program would quantify the performance
capability of the present implementation and identify where design improvements are
necessary to meet space system requirements and where the present design is
adequate. This information would guide the next phase toward activities which are
most cost-effective in achieving the space design.
The Phase II program was successful in that a prototype was delivered that
demonstrated the key aspects and special advantages of this unique approach to
simultaneous multi-access operation. The program showed that the basic advantages
of size, weight, power, and Earth-viewing swept volume are realizable. They are
substantial when compared to RF implementations or to separate optical
transceivers. A patent has been granted for the concept.
The ability of user satellites to have small-size optical transceivers to work with
the multi-access terminal is attractive because of the reduced burden on the user
satellite. It is recommended that communications applications involving wide
bandwidth simultaneously from various satellites to a relay satellite seriously
consider this approach as a significantly cost-effective technical solution.
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APPENDIX A
TELESCOPE OPTICAL DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
Telescope Elements with Ray Trace
Ray Trace and Surface Curvature Specifications
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# TYPE CURVE SEPN INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD
1 S 0.000000 0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
2 A 0.002135 400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34
3 S 0.003544 12.700 1.57182 1.57597 1.57182-0.00415 190.58
4 A 0.004324 1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
5 S 0.000633 81.524 1.48222 1.48466 1.48222-0.00245 193.08
6 A 0.006593 543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
7 S 0.002784 102.098 1.48222 1.48466 1.48222-0.00245 164.06
8 S 0.004486 1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 151.30
9 S 0.007514 12.700 1.57182 1.57597 1.57182-0.00415 123.88
i0 S 0.000000 130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
ii S 0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006501.32
12 S 0.000000%-31904.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
13 S 0.000000 1.949 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)
A4 =-3.357945E-09 A6 = 1.277421E-14 A8 =-2.20762E-18































































SEPN INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD
0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34
-A5-
GLASS












12.700 1.57182 1.57597 1.57182-0.00415 190.58
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
81.524 1.48222 1.48466 1.48222-0.00245 193.08
543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
102.098 1.48222 1.48466 1.48222-0.00245 164.06
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 151.30
12.700 1.57182 1.57597 1.57182-0.00415 123.88
130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006501.32





0.000000 1.949 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)





















































































SEPN INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD
0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34
12.700 1.57182 1.57597 1.57182-0.00415 190.58
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
81.524 1.48222 1.48466 1.48222-0.00245 193.08
543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
102.098 1.48222 1.48466 1.48222-0.00245 164.06
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 151.30
12.700 1.57182 1.57597 1.57182-0.00415 123.88
130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006501.32
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13 S
0.000000 1.949 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)
A4 =-3.357945E-09 A6 = 1.277421E-14 A8 =-2.20762E-18














































































SEPN INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD
0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34
12.700 1.57182 1.57597 1.57182-0.00415 190.58
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
81.524 1.48222 1.48466 1.48222-0.00245 193.08
543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
102.098 1.48222 1.48466 1.48222-0.00245 164.06
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 151.30
12.700 1.57182 1.57597 1.57182-0.00415 123.88
0.000000 130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006501.32
0.000000%-31904.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
0.000000 1.949 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 118.25
ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)
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Defocus = -0.750000 U '= -0.200000
L M X y OPD COLOR S
-0.19969 0.04986 -0.01416 -0.03584
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SEPN INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD
0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34
12.700 1.57597 1.57720 1.57597-0.00123 190.58
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
81.524 1.48466 1.48527 1.48466-0.00061 193.08
543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
102.098 1.48466 1.48527 1.48466-0.00061 164.06
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 151.30
12.700 1.57597 1.57720 1.57597-O.00123 123.88
0.000000 130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006503.48
0.000000%-31904.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
0.000000 0.291 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)





































































SEPN INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD
0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34




















1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
81.524 1.48466 1.48527 1.48466-0.00061 193.08
543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
102.098 1.48466 1.48527 1.48466-0.00061 164.06
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 151.30
12.700 1.57597 1.57720 1.57597-0.00123 123.88
0.000000 130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006503.48




13 S 0.000000 0.291 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)





















































































SEPN INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD
0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34
12.700 1.57597 1.57720 1.57597-0.00123 190.58
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
81.524 1.48466 1.48527 1.48466-0.00061 193.08
543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
102.098 1.48466 1.48527 1.48466-0.00061 164.06
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 151.30
12.700 1.57597 1.57720 1.57597-0.00123 123.88
130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006503.48
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13 S 0.000000 0.291 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)











































































SEPN INDEXl INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD GLASS
0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34
12.700 1.57597 1.57720 1.57597-0.00123 190.58 POLYST
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
81.524 1.48466 1.48527 1.48466-0.00061 193.08 ACRYLC
543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
102.098 1.48466 1.48527 1.48466-0.00061 164.06 k ACRYLC
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 151.30
12.700 1.57597 1.57720 1.57597-0.00123 123.88 POLYST
130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006503.48
0.000000%-31904.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
0.000000 0.291 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.83
ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)




Defocus = -0.750000 U'= -0.200000
-All-
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L M X Y OPD COLOR
-0.19974 0.00782 -0.01189 -0.00674
-0.17981 0.07994 -0.01092 -0.00534
CHIEF RAY -0 00366 _/_.
0.17959 --- 04771 -0.00019 0.00886
0.15563 -0.03813 0.00089 0.00807
0.14241 -0.02503 0.00131 0.00759
0.12479 -0.00574 0.00159 0.00690
0.09598 0.01784 0.00137 0.00565
0.05606 0.02024 0.00050 0.00366
-0.06275 0.03073 -0.00069 -0.00473
-0.10174 0.03255 -0.00210 -0.00867
-0.13614 0.01518 -0.00280 -0.01286
-0.14682 0.03183 -0.00303 -0.01432
-0.15960 0.07045 -0.00368 -0.01618
-0.18124 -0.07965 -0.00476 -0.01952
-0.19919 -0.00072 -0.04115 -0.07250 -0.00938 -0.00664
-0.18003 -0.00124 0.04133 -0.04612 -0.00928 -0.00532
-0.13935 -0.00218 0.09865 -0.00714 -0.00593 -0.00307



























SEPN INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD
0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34
12.700 1.57720 1.57597 1.57720 0.00123 190.58
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
81.524 1.48527 1.48466 1.48527 0.00061 193.08
543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
102.098 1.48527 1.48466 1.48527 0.00061 164.06
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 151.30
12.700 1.57720 1.57597 1.57720 0.00123 123.88
0.000000 130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006504.12
0.000000%-31904.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
0.000000 -0.004 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)
A4 =-3.357945E-09 A6 = 1.277421E-14 A8 =-2.20762E-18
Defocus = -0.750000 U'= -0.200000
L M X Y OPD COLOR
-0.19976 -0.00731 -0.01109 0.00673







































































SEPN INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD
0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34





















1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
81.524 1.48527 1.48466 1.48527 0.00061 193.08
543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
102.098 1.48527 1.48466 1.48527 0.00061 164.06
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.O0000 151.30
12.700 1.57720 1.57597 1.57720 0.00123 123.88
0.000000 130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006504.12
0.000000%-31904.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
0.000000 -0.004 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)
A4 =-3.357945E-09 A6 = 1.277421E-14 A8 =-2.20762E-18
Defocus = -0.750000 U '= -0.200000
L M X y OPD COLOR
-0.19976 -0.00731 -0.01109 0.00673



















































































SEPN INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD
0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34
12.700 1.57720 1.57597 1.57720 0.00123 190.58
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
81.524 1.48527 1.48466 1.48527 0.00061 193.08
543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
102.098 1.48527 1.48466 1.48527 0.00061 164.06
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 151.30
12.700 1.57720 1.57597 1.57720 0.00123 123.88
0.000000 130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006504.12
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13 S 0.000000
-0.004 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
-% .
ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)




Defocus = -0.750000 U'= -0.200000
L M X Y OPD COLOR
-0.19976 -0.00731 -0.01109 0.00673




































































SEPN INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD GLASS
0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34
12.700 1.57720 1.57597 1.57720 0.00123 190.58 POLYST
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
81.524 1.48527 1.48466 1.48527 0.00061 193.08 ACRYLC
543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
102.098 1.48527 1.48466 1.48527 0.00061 164.06 _ ACRYLC
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 151.30
12.700 1.57720 1.57597 1.57720 0.00123 123.88 POLYST
0.000000 130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006504.12
0.000000%-31904.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 116.66
0.000000 -0.004 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.83
ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)
A4 =-3.357945E-09 A6 = 1.277421E-14 A8 =-2.20762E-18






L M X y OPD COLOR
-0.19976 -0.00731 -0.01109 0.00673







0.17958 -0.06361 -0.00129 -0.00884
0.15562 -0.05132 0.00014 -0.00805
0.14239 -0.03663 0.00072 -0.00757
0.12477 -0.01517 0.00118 -0.00688
0.09596 0.01189 0.00119 -0.00563
0.05604 0.01824 0.00047 -0.00365
-0.06274 0.02587 -0.00059 0.00472
-0.10173 0.01991 -0.00167 0.00865
-0.13613 -0.00883 -0.00175 0.01283
-0.14682 0.00328 -0.00170 0.01428
-0.15960 0.03666 -0.00195 0.01614
-0.18124 -0.11087 -0.00228 0.01947
-0.00073 -0.05721 -0.08369 -0.00844 0.00662
-0.00125 0.02893 -0.05533 -0.00861 0.00531
-0.00218 0.09193 -0.01287 -0.00564 0.00306
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ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
A4 = 4.479591E-09 A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 4 CC = -1.247590
A4 = 1.901898E-II A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18
ASPHERIC SURFACE 6 CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)
A4 =-3.357945E-09 A6 = 1.277421E-14 A8 =-2.20762E-18





SEPN INDEX1 INDEX2 INDEX3 DISPN CLRAD
0.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 125.61
400.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 195.34
12.700 1.57720 1.57597 1.57720 0.00123 190.58
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 193.87
81.524 1.48527 1.48466 1.48527 0.00061 193.08
543.944 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 170.50
102.098 1.48527 1.48466 1.48527 0.00061 164.06
1.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 151.30
12.700 1.57720 1.57597 1.57720 0.00123 123.88
130.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.00000 117.52
0.00000031899.000 1.00000 1.00000 1.00000 0.000006573.72






































ASPHERIC SURFACE 2 CC = 2.477985
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A6 =-8.743832E-14 A8 = 1.936009E-18 AIO =-3.557055E-23
CC = -1.247590
A6 = 7.800049E-14 A8 =-1.635492E-18 AI0 = 2.510175E-23
CC = -0.354793 (ELLIPSE)
A6 = 1.277421E-14 A8 =-2.20762E-18 AI0 = 3.734123E-23
AT 820NM WAVELENGTH File idtplas 10:08:43 02-14-199]
Yrel X y L M
1.000 0.00000 125.00238 0.000000 0.000000
1.000 0.00000 125.00238 0.000000 0.000000
0.500 0.00000 62.50119 0.000000 0.000000
3.000 0.00000 1.26883 0.000000 0.052336
-0.998 0.00000 -123.46299 0.000000 0.052336
-0.900 0.00000 -111.23332 0.000000 0.052336
-0.800 0.00000 -98.73308 0.000000 0.052336
-0.698 0.00000 -86.04344 0.000000 0.052336
-0.500 0.00000 -61.23237 0.000000 0.052336
-0.300 0.00000 -36.23189 0.000000 0.052336
0.300 0.00000 38.76954 0.000000 0.052336
0.500 0.00000 63.77002 0.000000 0.052336
0.696 0.00000 88.31071 0.000000 0.052336
0.800 0.00000 101.27073 0.000000 0.052336
0.900 0.00000 113.77097 0.000000 0.052336
0.995 0.00000 125.61438 0.000000 0.052336
0.000 124.89674 1.26883 0.000000 0.052336
0.000 110.00210 1.26883 0.000000 0.052336
0.000 87.42772 1.26883 0.000000 0.052336
0.000 62.50119 1.26883 0.000000 0.052336
Yrel X Y L M
1.000 0.00000 125.00238 0.000000 0.000000
1.000 0.00000 125.00238 0.000000 0.000000
0.700 0.00000 87.50167 0.000000 0.000000
6.000 0.00000 2.42560 0.000000 0.i04529
-0.986 0.00000 -120.79125 0.000000 0.i0452_
-0.900 0.00000 -110.07654 0.000000 0.104529
-0.800 0.00000 -97.57631 0.000000 0.104529
-0.690 0.00000 -83.82619 0.000000 0.104529
-0.500 0.00000 -60.07559 0.000000 0.104529
-0.300 0.00000 -35.07512 0.000000 0.104529
0.300 0.00000 39.92631 0.000000 0.104529
0.500 0.00000 64.92679 0.000000 0.104529
0.689 0.00000 88.59774 0.000000 0.104529
0.800 0.00000 102.42751 0.000000 0.104529
0.900 0.00000 114.92774 0.000000 0.104529
0.985 0.00000 125.52866 0.000000 0.104529
0.000 124.40148 2.42560 0.000000 0.104529
0.000 110.00210 2.42560 0.000000 0.104529
0.000 87.08103 2.42560 0.000000 0.104529





# Type Xrel Yrel X Y L M
41 PZ 0.000 1.000 0.00000 125.00238 0.000000
42 MD 0.000 1.000 0.00000 125.00238 0.000000
43 M 0.000 0.800 0.00000 100.00191 0.000000
44 CD 0.000 9.000 0.00000 5.60687 0.000000
45 MD 0.000 -0.961 0.00000 -114.48861 0.000000
46 M 0.000 -0.870 0.00000 -103.14520 0.000000
47 M 0.000 -0.770 0.00000 -90.64496 0.000000
48 M 0.000 -0.673 0.00000 -78.45996 0.000000
49 M 0.000 -0.480 0.00000 -54.39427 0.000000
50 M 0.000 -0.300 0.00000 -31.89384 0.000000
51M 0.000 0.300 0.00000 43.10759 0.000000
52 M 0.000 0.480 0.00000 65.60801 0.000000
53 M 0.000 0.661 0.00000 88.20391 0.000000
54 M 0.000 0.770 0.00000 101.85870 0.000000
55 M 0.000 0.870 0.00000 114.35894 0.000000
56 MD 0.000 0.944 0.00000 123.60264 0.000000
57 S 0.989 0.000 123.61288 5.60687 0.000000
58 S 0.880 0.000 110.00210 5.60687 0.000000
59 S 0.692 0.000 86.52901 5.60687 0.000000
60 S 0.500 0.000 62.50119 5.60687 0.000000
ZOOM POSITION 4
EFL = 625.007
# Type Xrel Yrel X Y L M
61PZ 0.000 1.000 0.00000 125.00238 0.000000
62 MD 0.000 1.000 0.00000 125.00238 0.000000
63 M 0.000 0.900 0.00000 112.50214 0.000000
64 CD 0.000 ii.000 0.00000 4.40677 0.000000
65 MD 0.000 -0.829 0.00000 -99.19891 0.000000
66 M 0.000 -0.720 0.00000 -85.59495 0.000000
67 M 0.000 -0.660 0.00000 -78.09481 0.000000
68 M 0.000 -0.580 0.00000 -68.11722 0.000000
69 M 0.000 -0.450 0.00000 -51.84431 0.000000
70 M 0.000 -0.270 0.00000 -29.34388 0.000000
71 M 0.000 0.270 0.00000 38.15741 0.000000
72 M 0.000 0.450 0.00000 60.65784 0.000000
73 _ 0.000 0.610 0.00000 80.65822 0.000000
74 M 0.000 0.660 0.00000 86.90834 0.000000
75 M 0.000 0.720 0.00000 94.40848 0.000000
76 MD 0.000 0.820 0.00000 106.90872 0.000000
77 S 0.973 0.000 121.67773 4.40677 0.000000
78 S 0.880 0.000 110.00210 4.40677 0.000000
79 S 0.681 0.000 85.17441 4.40677 0.000000
80 S 0.500 0.000 62.50119 4.40677 0.000000





EFL BACK FOCUS Ybar
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WEIGHTING FACTORS
1.60 25.00 0.00 500.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
625.000 0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000 209.000 0.000
RAY NO LABEL WT WT
1 P 4.0
2 MD i0 .0 i00 . 0
3 M i0.0 i00.0
WT
4 CD 4.0 4.0 150.0
5 MD i0.0 i00.0
6 M i0.0 i00.0
7 M i0.0 I00.0
8 M i0.0 I00.0
9 M i0.0 i00.0
i0 M i0.0 i00.0
ii M i0.0 I00.0
12 M i0.0 I00.0
13 M I0.0 I00.0
14 M I0.0 i00.0
15 M i0.0 i00.0
16 MD i0.0 i00.0
17 S i0.0 i0.0 i00.0
18 S I0.0 i0.0 i00.0
19 S i0.0 i0.0 i00.0






5 C D 0.00063
6 CEA4A6A8AI0 D 0.00659






























625.000 0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000
RAY NO LABEL WT WT WT
21 PZ 4.0
22 MD i0.0 i00.0
23 M i0.0 i00.0
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25 MD I0.0 i00.0
26 M i0.0 i00.0
27 M i0.0 i00.0
28 M i0.0 I00.0
29 M i0.0 i00.0
30 M i0.0 i00.0
31 M i0.0 I00.0
32 M i0.0 i00.0
33 M i0.0 i00.0
34 M i0.0 i00.0
35 M i0.0 i00.0
36 MD i0.0 I00.0
37 S i0.0 i0.0
38 S i0.0 i0.0
39 S i0.0 i0.0







































































Ybar Mbar" Track Glass Length
0.00 500.00 0.00 1.00 0.00
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56 MD i0.0 i00.0
57 S i0.0 i0.0 i00.0
58 S i0.0 i0.0 i00.0
59 S i0.0 i0.0 i00.0
60 S i0.0 I0.0 I00.0
























625.000 0.000 0.0000 0.0000 0.000
RAY NO LABEL WT WT WT
61 PZ 4.0
62 MD i0.0 i00.0
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5 0.00063 12.700 428.302
6 0.00659 2.000 428.302
7 0.00278 13.000 200.000
8 0.00449 1.000 200.000
9 0.00751 12.700 428.302
i0 0.00000 0.000 200.000
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12/04/90
General Lens Specifications
Total Integrated Scatter < 1% per surface
Surface Roughness < .005 microns rms
Wavelengths of operation .82 microns and .86 microns
Wedge angle < 6 arc minutes
All aspheric surfaces:
Slope angle within .0005 radians of nominal value defined by
surface equation for all points within clear aperture.
Slope angle to be measured over .5 inch span.
Figure deviation +-.0075 inches max from nominal curve.
PERSPECTIVE DISPLAYS, INC.
Sheet 1 of 1
-A24-
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LDT NASA TELESCOPE ELEMENT 001 SURFACE 1




Z = (C,(R**2))/(l+sqrt(l-(l+K)*(C**2)*(R**2))) + A4*(R**4) + A6*(R**6)















Fourth order aspheric coefficient
Sixth order aspheric coefficient
Eighth order aspheric coefficient
Tenth order aspheric coefficient
R = radial distance from optical axis (mm)
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LDT NASA TELESCOPE ELEMENT 001 SURFACE
R Z
(mm) (mm)
97. 7900000 I0. 9742615
99.0600000 ii. 2812528
i00. 3300000 ii. 5932425
i01. 6000000 ii. 9102712
102. 8700000 12. 2323800
104. 1400000 12. 5596106
105. 4100000 12. 8920055
106. 6800000 13. 2296077
107. 9500000 13 .5724609
109. 2200000 13. 9206095
ii0. 4900000 14. 2740986
iii. 7600000 14. 6329739
113 .0300000 14 .9972818
114. 3000000 15. 3670695
115. 5700000 15 .7423847
116. 8400000 16. 1232761
118. Ii00000 16. 5097928
119. 3800000 16. 9019848
120. 6500000 17 .2999027
121. 9200000 17. 7035978
123. 1900000 18. 1131224
124.4600000 18. 5285290
125. 7300000 18. 9498714
127. 0000000 19. 3772036
128. 2700000 19. 8105806
129. 5400000 20. 2500581
130. 8100000 20. 6956923
132. 0800000 21. 1475403
133. 3500000 21. 6056597
134. 6200000 22. 0701091
135. 8900000 22 .5409475
137. 1600000 23 .0182344
138. 4300000 23 .5020304
139. 7000000 23. 9923965
140. 9700000 24 .4893941
142. 2400000 24 .9930855
143. 5100000 25. 5035334
144 .7800000 26. 0208013
146. 0500000 26. 5449529
147. 3200000 27. 0760527
148 .5900000 27. 6141656
149. 8600000 28. 1593568
151. 1300000 28. 7116922
152. 4000000 29. 2712379
153. 6700000 29. 8380606
154. 9400000 30. 4122272
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LDT NASA TELESCOPE ELEMENT 002 SURFACE 1




Z = (C*(R**2))/(I+sqrt(I-(I+K)*(C**2),(R**2))) + A4*(R**4) + A6*(R**6)
+ A8*(R**8) + AI0*(R**I0)
C = 4.3240000E-03 /mm Radius of Curvature
K = -1.2475900E+00 Conic constant
A4 = 1.9018980E-II Fourth order aspheric coefficient
A6 = 7.8000490E-14 Sixth order aspheric coefficient
A8 = -1.6354920E-18 Eighth order aspheric coefficient
AI0 = 2.5101750E-23 Tenth order aspheric coefficient
R = radial distance from optical axis (mm)
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LDT NASA TELESCOPE ELEMENT 002 SURFACE 1
R Z R Z
(mm) (mm) (inches) (inches)
38.1000000 3.1333977 1.5000000 0.1233621
39.3700000 3.3454305 1.5500000 0.1317099
40.6400000 3.5643722 1.6000000 0.1403296
41.9100000 3.7902190 1.6500000 0.1492212
43.1800000 4.0229674 1.7000000 0.1583845
44.4500000 4.2626135 1.7500000 0.1678194
45.7200000 4.5091536 1.8000000 0.1775257
46.9900000 4.7625838 1.8500000 0.1875033
48.2600000 5.0229004 1.9000000 0.1977520
49.5300000 5.2900993 1.9500000 0.2082716
50.8000000 5.5641769 2.0000000 0.2190621
52.0700000 5.8451293 2.0500000 0.2301232
53.3400000 6.1329526 2.1000000 0.2414548
54.6100000 6.4276429 2.1500000 0.2530568
55.8800000 6.7291965 2.2000000 0.2649290
57.1500000 7.0376095 2.2500000 0.2770712
58.4200000 7.3528782 2.3000000 0.2894834
59.6900000 7.6749988 2.3500000 0.3021653
60.9600000 8.0039678 2.4000000 0.3151168
62.2300000 8.3397813 2.4500000 0.3283378
63.5000000 8.6824359 2.5000000 0.3418282
64.7700000 9.0319279 2.5500000 0.3555877
66.0400000 9.3882540 2.6000000 0.3696163
67.3100000 9.7514108 2.6500000 0.3839138
68.5800000 10.1213949 2.7000000 0.3984801
69.8500000 10.4982031 2.7500000 0.4133151
71.1200000 10.8818322 2.8000000 0.4284186
72.3900000 11.2722793 2.8500000 0.4437905
73.6600000 11.6695413 2.9000000 0.4594308
74.9300000 12.0736154 2.9500000 0.4753392
76.2000000 12.4844989 3.0000000 0.4915157
77.4700000 12.9021892 3.0500000 0.5079602 _
78.7400000 13.3266838 3.1000000 0.5246726
80.0100000 13.7579803 3.1500000 0.5416528
81.2800000 14.1960764 3.2000000 0.5589006
82.5500000 14.6409701 3.2500000 0.5764161
83.8200000 15.0926594 3.3000000 0.5941992
85.0900000 15.5511426 3.3500000 0.6122497
86.3600000 16.0164179 3.4000000 0.6305676
87.6300000 16.4884839 3.4500000 0.6491529
88.9000000 16.9673392 3.5000000 0.6680055
90.1700000 17.4529827 3.5500000 0.6871253
91.4400000 17.9454135 3.6000000 0.7065123
92.7100000 18.4446306 3.6500000 0.7261666
93.9800000 18.9506336 3.7000000 0.7460879
95.2500000 19.4634220 3.7500000 0.7662765
96.5200000 19.9829955 3.8000000 0.7867321
-A32-
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LDT NASA TELESCOPE ELEMENT 002 SURFACE 1
R Z R Z
• (mm) (mm) (inches) (inches)
157.4800000 52.9793419 6.2000000 2.0858009
158.7500000 53.8391209 6.2500000 2.1196504
160.0200000 54.7063223 6.3000000 2.1537922
161.2900000 55.5809897 6.3500000 2.1882279
162.5600000 56.4631699 6.4000000 2.2229594
163.8300000 57.3529122 6.4500000 2.2579887
165.1000000 58.2502689 6.5000000 2.2933177
166.3700000 59.1552955 6.5500000 2.3289486
167.6400000 60.0680506 6.6000000 2.3648839
168.9100000 60.9885966 6.6500000 2.4011259
170.1800000 61.9169994 6.7000000 2.4376771
171.4500000 62.8533286 6.7500000 2.4745405
172.7200000 63.7976581 6.8000000 2.5117188
173.9900000 64.7500661 6.8500000 2.5492152
175.2600000 65.7106351 6.9000000 2.5870329
176.5300000 66.6794526 6.9500000 2.6251753
177.8000000 67.6566109 7.0000000 2.6636461
179.0700000 68.6422077 7.0500000 2.7024491
180.3400000 69.6363460 7.1000000 2.7415884
181.6100000 70.6391350 7.1500000 2.7810683
182.8800000 71.6506897 7.2000000 2.8208933
184.1500000 72.6711315 7.2500000 2.8610682
185.4200000 73.7005886 7.3000000 2.9015980
186.6900000 74.7391965 7.3500000 2.9424880
187.9600000 75.7870976 7.4000000 2.9837440
189.2300000 76.8444424 7.4500000 3.0253717
190.5000000 77.9113897 7.5000000 3.0673775
191.7700000 78.9881064 7.5500000 3.1097680
193.0400000 80.0747686 7.6000000 3.1525499
194.3100000 81.1715618 7.6500000 3.1957308
195.5800000 82.2786812 7.7000000 3.2393182
196.8500000 83.3963323 7.7500000 3.283320_
-A34-
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LDT NASA TELESCOPE ELEMENT 003 SURFACE 1




Z = (C,(R**2))/(I+sqrt(I-(I+K)*(C**2)*(R**2))) + A4*(R**4) + A6*(R**6)















Fourth order aspheric coefficient
Sixth order aspheric coefficient
Eighth order aspheric coefficient
Tenth order aspheric coefficient
R = radial distance from optical axis (mm)
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LDT NASA TELESCOPE ELEMENT 003 SURFACE 1
R Z R Z
(mm) (mm) (inches) (inches)
157.4800000 103.0110648 6.2000000 4.0555537
158.7500000 105.3490575 6.2500000 4.1476007
A39







Motor Switching (Ch 1)
Motor Switching (Ch 2)
Motor Switching (Ch 3)
Relay Card Miscellaneous Circuit
Ch 1 Cable from Relay Card to Disk Assy
Ch 2 Cable from Relay Card to Disk Assy
Ch 3 Cable from Relay Card to Disk Assy
Receiver Electronics Interconnect
Rec. Power Distribution to Custom Cable
RS232 & Sync Pulse Interconnect Card
Single Channel Driver Circuit (Ch 1, typical)
Demonstration Test Aid
Laser Diode Driver Card
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/* Compute_Az_Et computes azimuth and elevation parameters based on
motor encoder positions StepA and StepB Reflect the positions of the
of DiskA and DiskB*/
Compute_AZ_EL (long int StepA, long int Step8,




double Pie_t80 = 3.141592654/180;
/* 354 teeth per gear with 2000 motor encoder counts per one 360 degree
motor shaft rotation. 4.640 (in.) is the radius of the drive drum and
1.70(in) is the radius of the pivot point */
Counts_per_degree = (354.0/360.0)*2000.0;
Gear_ratio = Counts_per_degree /(4.640/1.70);
Tangle = 0.0;
Tangte= sin(1.Z11116e-05 * (fabs((double)Step8 - (doubte)StepA)));
alpha = 90.0 + (((doubte)StepA - (doubte)StepQ)/Gear_ratio);
Alpha_Delta[O] = alpha;
delta = ((double)StepA / Counts_per degree);
Alpha_Delta[I] = delta;
if (alpha >= 90.0)
Theta = (3.141592654/2.0) + acos(Tangte) - (delta * Pie_180);
else
Theta = (3.141592654/2.0) - acos(Tangte) - (delta * Pie_180);
Az_EI[O] = atant(0.5427 * Tangle * cos(Theta)); /* Compute AZ error */
Az_EL[1] = atanl(0.5427 * Tangle * sin(Theta)); /* Compute Elevation error */
if (Print_to_screen == 1)
(
printf("\n IstepA = %9li IstepB = _9ti", StepA,StepB);
printf("\n Delta = %7.4f Deg. Alpha = %7.4f Deg.",detta,aLpha);
printf("\n T = _10.8f Rad. Theta = %10.7f Rad.",TangLe,Theta);
printf("\n Azimuth = %10.8f Rad. Elevation = _10.8f Red.",
Az_EI[O],Az_E[[1]);






/* Compute_Az_El computes azimuth and elevation parameters based on
X and Y position in millimeters */
Compute Az EL From_XY (double x, double y, int Print_results, double *AzEt)
(
AzEI[O] = atan((x/116.0) * 0.194380309);
AzEt[1] = atan((y/116.0) * 0.194380309);
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if (Print_results == I)
(
printf("\n X = _7.4f mm, Y = _7.4f mm ",x,y);





/* Function AzEL2AB computes disk positions from azimuth and elevation */
void AzEl2AB(double Azimuth, double Elevation,
long in[ *DiskA, long int *Oiskg,







DeLta[O]=90.O+180.O/Pl * (-theta + acos(Ratio));
Alpha[O]=90.O+360.O/Pl * asin(Ratio);




if (Delta[O] < O) Delta[O] = Delta[O] + 360.0;




if (De[tall] < O) Delta[l] = Delta[l] + 360.0;
else Delta[l] = De[tall] - 360.0;
)
Art_element = 2;
if (fabs(Delta[O]) >= 120)
(
if (Delta[O] < O) Delta[All_element] = Delta[O] + 360.0;
else Delta[Art_element] = Delta[O] - 360.0;
Alpha[ALl_element] = Alpha[O];
Alt_etement = Art_element + 1;
)
if (fabs(Detta[1]) >= 120)
(
if (Delta[I] < O) Delta[Art_element] = Delta[l] + 360.0;
else Delta[Alt_element] = Delta[l] - 360.0;
Atpha[Alt_element] = Alpha[l] ;
Art_element = Art_element + 1;
)






• Number_of_Solutions = All_element - 1;
return;
)
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/* Mask bit array is used to mask off bits that are not needed for test
these wit[ be for switches 1-18 */














int Index_Mask_bit[7] = (OxOOOO,OxOOO4,0xOOO8,0x2000,
OxlOOO,OxSOOO,Ox4000);
int Detect Bit 5V = (Ox01);
int Detect_BitZ12V = (Ox02);
int Sync PuLse Detect[33 = (OxO600,OxO500,Ox0300);
int Sync_pu[se_data[16] = (0,0,0,3,0,2,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0};
int Sync_Nunt)er;
extern unsigned Port A_Acldress; /* Address of port A on 8255 */
extern unsigned Port_B_Address; /* Address of port B on 8255 */
extern unsigned Port C_Address; /* Address of port C on 8255 */
extern unsigned Port_373; /* Address for the input post 373*/
/* DecLare the foLLowing variables external these var. are declared in motor.c */
extern unsigned Motor_Pair1 Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigned Motor Pair2_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor contro[ters */
extern unsigned Motor_Pair3 Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controLLers */
extern Set to_actual;
unsigned Port_Address; /* Varibte used to store address of
port to be read or written to */
int etaspedtimo = O;
/* Function used to test for switch activation */
int Check for switch_Activation(int Switch_NunLber)(
int Detect_count = O;
int Switch_data = O;
int Switch detect = O;
int read_toop;




Switch_data = inp(Port_Address) & Mask_bit[Switch_Number];
Detect_count = O;
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if (Switch_data == Activation_bit[Switch_Number])
(
/* Delay reading the switch position for x amount of time */
for (elaspedtime = 20000; elsspedtime > O; elaspedtime = elaspedtime - 1);
for (read_loop = 1; read_loop <= 3; read_loop ++)
/* Delay reading the switch position for x amount of time */
for (elaspedtime = 5000; elaspedtime • O; elsspedtime = elaspedtime - 1);
Switch_data = inp(Port_Address) & Mask_bit[Switch_Number];




) /* End of for (reed_loop = 1; reed_loop <= 3; read_loop ++) */
/* If switch was closed for ] reads indicate that switch closure
was detected */
if (Detect_count == 3)
Switch detect = 1;
else SwTtch detect = O;
} /* End of (Switch_data == Activation_bit[Switch Number]) */
return Switch_detect;
) /* End of function Check for switch_Activation */
/* Run Switch Bit will be used to test the switches to see which ones
are-sctivaTted */
int Run_Switch_Bit(int Channel_to_test,int Display_output)
(
int Number_of_Switch[12] =(3,4,5,6,9,10,11,12,15,16,17,18);
int Act switch = O;
int SwiTch_flag = O;
int Loop_count = O;
int Start,End;
float Channel_number;
if (Channel_to_test == 1)
(
Start = O; End = 3; Channel_number = 2.5;
)
else if (Channel_to_test == 2)
(
Start = 4; End = 7; Channel_number = 1.0;
)
else
( Start = 8; End = 11; Channel_number = 4.0;
)
for (Loop_count = Start; Loop_count <= End; Loop_count++)
(
Act switch = Check for switch_Activation(Number_of_Switch[Loop_cou_t]);
if (Act_switch == 1)
(
printf("\nSwitch _i activated \n", Number_of_Switch[Loop_count]);
Switch_flag = 1;
}
} /* End of for loop_count */
if ((Switch_flag == O) && (Display_output == 1))
printf("\n No Switches found to be activated on Channel Y,2.1f\n",
Channel_number);
return Switch_flag;
) /* End of function Run_Switch_Bit */
/* Check_for_Index_Mark checks for the occurs of an index mark */
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int Check for lndex_Mark(int Motor_Number)
(
int Index_data = O;
int Index_detect = O;




Index_data = inpw(Port_Address) & Index_Mask_bit[Rotor_Number];
if (index_data == O)
{
/* DeLay reading the switch position for x amount of time */
for (eiaspedtime = 1000; etaspedtime • O; etaspedtime = elaspedtime - 1);
Index data = inl_(Port Address) & Index Nask bit[Hotor Number];




} l* End of function Check for index mark *l
/* Function checks for to see if 5v suppLy is on */
int Check for 5VoLts(void)
(
int Volt Data = O;
int Acti_e_SVotts = O;
Port_Address = Port_B_Address;
Volt_Data = inl_(Port_Address) & Detect_Bit_5V;
if (VoLt Data == Detect Bit 5V)
Active 5VoLts = 1;
return Acti_e_SVolts;
)
/* Function checks for to see if +24v supply is on */
int Check for 24Volts(void)
(
int VoLt Data = 0;
int Acti_e_24Votts = 0;
Port_Address = Port_B_Address;
VoLt_Data = inl_(Port_Address) & Detect_Bit_12V;
if (VoLt_Data == Detect Bit 12V)









int Pwr_On24,Pwr On5 = O;
Pwr_On24 = CheckZfor_24Votts();
Pwr_On5 = Check_for_5Votts();
if ((Pwr_On24 != 1) II (Pwr_On5 != 1))
{
/* Set all position registors to actual position before turning power */
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while ((Pwr_On24 != 1) && (Pwr_On5 != 1))
(
/* Clear screen and ask for what channel we need to change */
clearscreen( GCLEARSCREEN); /* Clear screen for next output */
Zsettextposition(1,1);
printf("\n No Power to motor detected\n");
printf("\nl. Turn on digital amd motor power and press '1' to continue \n");
printf("\n2. Exit to main menu \n");
printf("\nSelect the one of the above options\n");





} while ((option key <= O) II (option_key > 2));
if (option_key == 2)
(
exit = 1; break;
}
Pwr_OnZ4 = Check for_24Votts();
Pwr_On5 = Check_for_SVolts();




/* Function Check_for_Active_Sync_Pulse checks for active sync pulse */
int Check_forActive_Sync_Pulse(void)
(
Sync_Number : (inpw(Port_373) & OxOFO0) >> 8;
return Sync_pulse_data[Sync_Number];
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/* Declare the following variables external these var. are declared in motor.c */
extern unsigned Motor_Pairl_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
unsigned Motor_Pair2_Address;
unsigned Motor Pair3_Address;







/*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
/*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
/* Address of Control word on 8255 */
/* Address of port A on 8255 */
/* Address of port B on 8255 */
/* Address of port C on 8255 */
/* Address of 74LS373 input port */
tong int Starting_Position[2][3];
25 long int Current Position[2][3];
26 double Azimuth[3_,Elevation[3];
27 Current Azimuth,Current Elevation;
28
29 int Stop Serial_Data[3] = (OxFFBF,OxFFTF,OxFFEF);
30 int Initiate_SeriaL_Tran[3] = (Ox40,OxSO,OxlO);
31
32 tong int timeLasped = 2000000; /* Variable for delay function */
33 int Channet number; /* Nulrdoer of channel to be selected */
34 int Error = O; /* Variable used for receiving error number */
35 int Passed_check;
36 extern int C Port Data;
37 int Step,Menu_optTon, Initiat_alignnwmt,toop, Solution;
38 long int DiskAstep,DiskBstep,Power_on;
39 double El Az[2];
40 double Alpha Delta[2] ;
41 double Temp_Azimuth [3] ;
42 double Temp_E l evat ion [3] ;
43 double Stop_point;
44
45 /* Array of data used to read in RS232 data back froFn the DSP */










56 void Process_Main_Option lint Key_pressed);
57 int Display_MainMenu(void);
58
59 char key Iouffer[80];
60 extern FILE *Manual_test_ptr;
















/*Print the main menu to the screen */
_ctearscreen( _GCLEARSCREEN );
_settextposition(1,1); /*Position the cursor at position 1,1)*/
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"1. Set mode of motor controllers\n");
"2. Read Status registor\n");
"3. Write to analog port\n");
"4. Write to PWN port\n");
"5. Set sampler timer\n");
"6. Set digitiat filter parameters\n");
"7. Read digitial filter parameters\n");
"8. Set motor acceleration\n");
"9. Set motor velocity\n");
"10. Read motor acceleration\n");
"11. Read max motor velocity\n");
"12. Read actual position of motor\n");
"13. Clear position registor \n");
"14. Write final position to controller \n");
"15. Read final position to controller \n");
"16. Write command position to controller \n");
"17. Read command position to controller \n");
"18. Run motor in trapezoidal mode \n");
"19. Read input discretes \n");
)rintf( "20. Align channel\n");
_settextposition(3,42);
printf( "21. Move optics arm");
settextposition(4,42);
printf( "22. Exercise channel through limits");
_settextposition(5,42);
printf( "23. Test safety switches");
settextposition(6,42);
printf( "24. Test serial link ");
settextposition(7,42);
printf( "25. Test PC to PC serial link ");
_settextposition(8,42);
printf( "26. Backlash test ");
_settextposition(9,42);
printf( "27. Step response test ");
settext _sition(lO,42);
printf( "28. Eccentricity test ");
settext)osition(11,42);
printf( "29. Compute Azimuth & Elevation ");
settext)osition(12,42);
printf( "30. Change Starting Azimuth & Elevation");
settext>osition(13,42);
printf( "31. Exercise multiple channels");
settext_osition(14,42);
printf( "32. Reset motor controllers");
settextoosition(15,42);
printf( "33. Check power supply discretes");
settextposition(16,42);
printf( "34. Rove arm to designated Az and El");
settextposition(17,42);
printf( "35. Select channels to run");
settextposition(23,1);
printf("Select the one of the above options\n");
key = O; /* Reset value key value */
/* Read in data from the keyboard that is an interger format */
gets( key_buffer);
key = atoi(key_buffer);
if (key_buffer[O] == 'e') Close_down();
/* Test to see if it is within range of menu values */
























































































int Command_options[15] = (0,21,34,22,31,29,20,23,24,25,33,26,27,28,32);
/*Print the main menu to the screen */
_ctearscreen( GCLEARSCREEN );
_settextposition(1,1); /*Position the cursor at position 1,1)*/
printf( " ** MANUAL CONTROL MENU **\n\n");

















"I. Move optics arm delta & alpha increment\n");
"2. Move arm to designated Az and El\n");
"3. Exercise single channel through limits\n");
"4. Exercise all channels through limits\n");
"5. Compute channel Az & Et\n\n");
" * ALignment Command *\n");
"6. Channel alignment\n\n,,);
" * System Test Commands *\n");
"7. Motor safety switch test\n");
"8. DSP to PC serial link test\n");
"9. Host PC to Monitoring PC serial link test\n");
"10. Power monitoring discrete test\n");
"11. Motor drive backlash test \n");
"12. Motor step response test \n");
"13. Channel eccentricity test \n");
"14. Reset Motor Command");
_settextposition(23,1);
printf("Select the one of the above options\n");
key = O; /* Reset value key value */
/* Read in data from the keyboard that is an interger format */
gets( key_l>uffer);
key = atoi(key_buffer);
if (key_buffer[O] == 'e') Close_down();
/* Test to see if it is within range of menu values */




if (key_buffer[O] == 'e') Close_down();
)
/* The following command is used to convert secondary menu options




void Process_Main_Option (int Key_pressed)
(
int read_data[3] ;
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I s Clear screen and ask for what channel we need to change */
GCLEARSCREEN); /* Clear screen for next output */
_ctearscreen( _
Write_system_data(); /*Save position of motors to file */
if ((Key_pressed == 19) II (Key_pressed == 30) II (Key_pressed == 35)
II (Key_pressed == 31) II (Key_pressed == 32) II (Key_pressed == 33))
(





settextposition(lO,1); /*Position the cursor at position 1,1)*/




/* Set address of motor based on the input from the keyboard */
if (Channel == 2)
(
Address of_Motor = Motor_Pairl_Address;
Channel_number = 1;
)










} /* End of Key_pressed != 19 */
/* Check to see that +24 volt power is on */
/* If exit was chosen jump to main menu */
if ((Key_pressed == 20) II (Key_pressed == 21) II (Key_pressed == 22)
(Key_pressed 29) (Key_pressed == 311 (Key_pressed == 34))
(
Passed_check = O;
Passed check = Check_for_Motor_Power();
if (Passed_check == 1) Key_pressed = 100;
)








printf("\n ** Select mode of operation ** \n");
prJntf("\nl. Software reset of controller \n");
printf("2, initiatization/Idte mode \n");
printf("3. Atign Mode \n");
printf("4. Controt Mode \n");
printf("Setect the one of the above options\n");











































































option_key = 01 /* Reset value key value */
/* Read in data frm the keyboard that is an integer format */
gets( key_buffer);
option_key = atoi(key_buffer);
/* Test to see if it is within range of menu values */




if (option_key == 1)
Write_to_program_counter(Address_of_Motor,OxO000);
else if (option_key == 2)
Write_to_programcounter(Address_of_Motor,Ox0101);
else if (option_key == 3) {
if ((statusword & 0x2020) == 0x2020) /* Check for Idle mode */
Writeto_program. counter(Address_of_Motor,Ox0202);
else (
printf("\nContro[ter is not in IDLE mode. Set controller to IDLE mode to continue \n");
Wait_for_key_Press(); )
)
else if (option_key == 4) (
if ((statusword & 0x2020) == 0x2020)
(
int zero[3] = (0,0,0);
int zero_Long[3] = {0,0,0);
/* Check for Idte mode */
/* Clear flag to disable trapozioda[ move */
Write_to_ftag_registor (Address_of_Motor,OxO000);
/* Set the controller motor control to bipolar operation */
Write_to_fLag_registor (Address of Hotor,Ox0202);
/* Clear flag to disable proportional velocity mode */
Write_to_ftag_registor (Address of_Motor,Ox0303);
/* CLear flag to disable intergaL velocity mode */
Write_to_ftag_registor (Address of_Motor,Ox0505);
/* Initialize command position to 0 */
Write_command_pos(Address_of_Motor,zero_long);
/*initialize actual position to 0 */
Reset_Actuat_Position(Address_of_Motor,zero);
/* Initialize final position to 0 */
Write_Finat_pos(Addressof_Notor,zero_tong);
Write to program counter(Address_of Motor,Ox0303);
)
else (








printf("\n\nVatue of the status registor for DiskB motor controller = %x \n",status & Oxff);











































































printf("\nValue of the status registor for DiskA motor controller = %x \n",status >> 8);
Wait_for_key_Press();
break;
) /* End of case 2 */
case 3: /* Write to analog port */
{
printf("\nEnter the value to be outputted to the DiskB motor controller");
printf("\nanatog port Hex (O-FF) ");
cscanf( "_,x", &write_data[O]);
printf("\nEnter the vatue to be outputted to the DiskA motor controller");
printf("\nanatog port in Hex (O-FF) ");
cscanf( "Y,x", &write_data[l]);
Write_to_8bit_port(Address_of..Notoro(writedate[O] & OxOOff)l(write_data[1] << 8));
break;
) /* End of case 3 */
case 4: /* Write to P_ port */
{
printf("\nEnter the value to be outputted to the DiskB nmtor controller");
printf("\npum port Hex (O-FF) ");
cscanf( ,'_x", &writedata[O]);
printf("\nEnter the value to be outputted to the OiskA motor controller");
printf("\n_ port in Hex (O-FF) ");
cscanf( "50(", &write_data[I]);
Write to PWMport(Address_of_Motor,(write_data[O] & OxOOff)l(write_data[1] << 8));
break;
) /* End of case 4 */
case 5: /* Set sampler timer */




} /* End of case 5 */
case 6: /* Set digitial filter parameters */
printf("\nSa_ filter parameters will be used for bN)th");
printf("\Enter the pole for the digital filter in hex\n");
cscenf( "Y_x",&write_data[O]);
printf("\nEnter the zero for the digital filter in hex\n");
cscanf( "Y,x", &write_data[I]);
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break; /* Exit the case statement at this point */
) /* End of case 6 */
)
{
case 7: /* Read digitiat filter parameters */
/* Read filter data pack from controller*/
read_data[O] = Read_Filter Zero(Address of Motor);
read_data[I] = Read_.FitterZPole(Address-of-Motor);
read_data[2] = Read_Filter_Gain(AddressZoCMotor);
printf("\n\n ** Diska Motor Controller Filter Parameters **\n");
printf(" Zero of digital filter (Hex) = Y.x \n",(read_data[O] & Oxff));
printf('. Pole of digital filter (Hex) = _.x \n",[reed_data[1] & Oxff));
printf(.' Gain of digital filter (Hex) = ]Lx \n",(read_data[2] & Oxff));
printf("\n\n ** DiskA Motor Controller Filter Parameters **\n");
printf(" Zero of digital filter (Hex) = _Lx \n",((reed_data[O] & OxffO0) >>8));
printf(" Pole of digital filter (Hex) = Y.x \n",((read_data[1] & OxffO0) >> 8));
printf(" Gain of digital filter (Hex) = %x \n",((read_data[2] & OxffO0) >> 8));
Wait_for_key_Press(); /* Wait for a key to be pressed before continuing */
break;
case 8: /* Set motor acceleration */
printf("\nEnter the acceleration for OiskB motor in hex \n");
cscanf( "_x", &write_data[O]);
printf("\nEnter the acceleration for DiskA motor in hex \n");
cscanf( "SQx", &write_data[l]);
/* Output the values of acceleration to the controllers */
Write Max Accet(Address_of_Motor,write_data);
break;
) /* End of case 8 */
case 9: /* Set motor velocity */
printf("\nEnter the max velocity for DiskB motor (O-7FH) \n");
cscanf( "_,x", &write_data[O]);
printf("\nEnter the max velocity for DiskA motor (O-7FH) \n");
cscanf( "7_x,,,&write_data[l]);
/* Output the velocity value to the controllers*/
Write Max Vetocity(Address_of_Motor,(write_data[O] & OxOO7f) I
(write_data[I] << 8) & Ox7FFF);
break;
) /* End of case 9 */
case 10: /* Read max motor acceleration*/
Read Max Accel(Address_of_Motor,reed data);
printf("\n DiskB motor acceleration Ts set at (Hex) %x ",read data[O]);
printf("\n DiskA motor acceleration is set at (Hex) _x \n ",read_data[I]);
Wait_for_key_Press();
break;
/* End of case 10 */
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case 11: /* Read PWMport */
read_data[O] = Read_Hax_VeLocity(Address_of_Motor);
printf("\n DiskB motor max. velocity is set at (Hex) %x.,read_data[O] & Oxff);
printf("\n DiskA motor max. velocity is set at (Hex) %x \n\n.,read_data[O] >> 8);
Wait_for_key_Press();
break;
) /* End of case 11 */
case 12: /*Read actual position of motor */
{
getch(); /*Clear all data out of buffer */
timetasped = 20000;
while(!kbhit()) /* Wait for key on keyboard to be pressed */
(
Reed_Actuat_Pos(Address_of_Notor,read_long_data);
printf("\n DiskB motor position = %li ,,,read_long_data[O]);
printf(" DiskA motor position = %li -,read_long_data[I]);
/* delay the program be requesting new data */
for (timotasped = 20000; tirnelasped > O; timetasped = timetasped - 1)
time = time +1;
time = O;
}
/* Use getch to throw key away. */
getch();
break;
} /* End of case 12 */
case 13:
Reset Actual Position(Address of Motor,OxO000);
break;
/* End of case 13 */
case 14: /* Write final position */
/* Enter position to which motor will be moved to */
printf("knEnter new position for DiskB motor movemN_nt - \n");
gets( key_buffer);
write_tong_data[O] = atoL(keybuffer);
/* Enter position to which DiskA motor will be moved to */
printf("\nEnter new position for Dislc_ motor movement - \n");
gets( key_buffer);
write_Long_data[I] = atot(key_buffer);
/* Output the final position tho the controller*/
Write_Finat_pos(Address_ofNotor,urite_tong_data);
break;
/* End of case 16 */
case 15: /* Read final position registor */
Read_Finat_Pos(Address_of_Motor,reed_long_data);
printf("\n The final position of the DiskB motor is = %ti .,read_tong_data[O]);
printf("\n The final position of the DiskA motor is = %ti \n..,read long_data[I]);
Wait_for_key_Press();
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) /* End of case 15 */
case 16:
break;
/* Write command position */
printf("\nEnter the commandposition to run the DiskB motor to \n");
gets( keybuffer);
write tong data tO] = atot(key_buffer);
printf("\nEnter the commandposition to run the DiskA motor to \n");
gets( key_buffer);
write_tong_data[O] = atot(key buffer);
/* Output the commandposition from the controLLer*/
Write_command_pos(Address_ofMotor,write_tong_data);
break;
/* End of case 16 */
case 17: /* Read commandposition registor */
Read_Command_Pos(Address_of_Motor,read_tong_data);
printf("\n The commandposition of the DiskB motor is = Xli ",read_tong_data tO]);
printf("\n The commandposition of the DiskA motor is = %li \n",read Long data[I]);Wait_for_key_Press(); - -
break;
/* End of case 17 */
case 18: /* Start motor */
/* Start the motor for a trapzoide[ move */(
Write to_ftag_registor (Address_of_Motor,Ox0808);
break;
) /* End of case 18 */
case 19:
( /* Read out discretes and print to the screen */
getch(); /*CLear all data out of buffer */
timetasped = 100000;
while(!kbhit()) /* Wait for key on keyboard to be pressed */(
read_data[O] = inp(Port A Address);
read.data[I] = inp(Port-B-Address);
read_data[2] = inpu(Por__373);
printf(.\n Port A Discretes = _x ",read data[O] & Oxff);
printf(" Port B Oiscretes = _x \t ControLler Port = _x",
read_data[1],read_data[2]);
/* delay the program be requesting new data */
for (timeLasped = 25; timetasped • O; timetasped = timetasped - 1)
time = time +1;
time = O;
)
/* Use getch to throw key away. */
getch();
break;
) /* End of case 19 */
case 20: /* ALign selected channel */
(
printf("\n ** ALignment options ** \n");
printf("\n 1.) Encoder initiatization ,,);
printf("\n 2.) Initial alignment calibration -);
printf("\n 3.) Exit without alignment ',);
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} while ((Menu_option <= O) II (Menu_option > 3));
if (Menu_option == 2)
(




else if (Menu_option == 1)
(





case 21: /* Move optics arm */
(
tong int Offset_Position[3];
tong int alpha = O;
tong int delta = O;
int in_range_flag = O; /* Flag indicating data inputted is in range */
white (in_range_flag == O)
(
printf("\nEnter change in delta position of arm \n");
gets( key_buffer);
delta = atot(key_buffer);
printf("\nEnter change in alpha position of arm \n");
gets( key_buffer);
alpha = atot(key_buffer);
if ((delta <= 480) && (delta >= -480) &&
(alpha <= 40) && (alpha >= -40))
in_range_flag = 1;
else printf("\nInvatid range select again!! \n");
} /* End of while in range_flag == 0 */
/* Reed in actual position of the DiskA and DiskB motors for offset */
Reed Actual Pos(Address of Motor,Offset Position);
-- -- -- -- --
/* Compute position for Disks motor */
write_long_date[O] = (1967 * -delta) + (alpha * 769) + Offset_Position[O];
/* Compute position for DiskA motor com/Bnd */
write_tong_data[I] = Offset_Position[I] + (1967 * delta);
/* Output the final position tho the controller*/
Write Final pos(Address of Motor,write tong data);
-- -- -- -- -- --
/* Start up motors for arm movement */
Write_to_flag_registor (Address_of_Motor,Ox0808);
break;
) /* End of case 21 */
case 22: /* Exercise channel through its limits */
(
Exercise Channel(Address of Motor,Channel number);
break;
case 23: /* Ru_ test on switches for designated channel */
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printf("\n Switch Test Results \n");
print_results = I;
Switch activated = Run Switch_Bit(ChanneL_numberoprint_results);
Wait_for_key_Press(); -
break;
case 24: I* Run test on serial link */
(
lnit Comport(); /*lnitaLize serial port */
ComFtushRx(); /* FLush out data before starting Loop */
printf("\nPower receiver electronics\n-);
Wait_for_key_Press();
printf("\n\nTesting channel %i's serial link. Please wait!\n",
Channel);
Error = Test_Serial_Link(Channel_number,C_Port_Data);




case 25: /* Run test on serial link */
(
Init_Com_port(); /*Initatize serial port */
ComFlushRx(); /* Flush out data before starting Loop */
printf("\n\nHit any key to exit option");







case 26: /* Run backlash test */
printf("\n 1.) Test Backlash Disk B channel (U_error)");
printf("\n 2.) Test Backlash Disk A channel");
printf("\n 3.) Test Backlash Disk A & B channel together (V_error)");
printf("\n 4.) Test Backlash Disk A & B channel in opposite directions");
printf("\n 5.) Exit test");




} while ((Menu_option <= 0) II (Menu_option > 5));
if (Menu_option != 5)
(
Init_Com_port(); /*lnitaLize serial port */








/* Test motor for step response */
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)rintf("\n Commandmove test options ");
)rintf("\n 1.) Test Disk B motor");
)rintf("\n 2.) Test Disk A motor");
)rintf("\n 3.) lest both Disk B & A motors running in same direction");
)rintf("\n 4.) Test both Disk B & A motors running in opposite direction");
)rintf("\n Trapezoidal move test options ");
)rintf("\n 5.) Test Disk B motor");
_rintf("\n 6.) Test Disk A motor");
_rintf("\n 7.) Test both Disk g & A motors running in same direction");
_rintf("\n 8.) Test both Disk B & A motors running in opposite direction");
printf("\n 9.) Exit test");




} while ((Menu_option <= O) II (Menu_option • 9));
if (Menu_option != 9)
(




} while ((Step <= O) II (Step • 1000));
fprintf(Manual_test_ptr,"\n Step response value = _i"eStep);
Run Step Test(Address of Rotor,Channel number,Step,Menu option)"
...... e
} /* End of if Menu_option != 4 */
break;
)
case 28: /* Run eccentricity test on gears */
(
lnit_Com_port()i /*Initalize serial port */









Et Az[1] = 0.0;
DiskAstep = O;
DiskBstep = O;
/* Set azimuth and elevation array values to zero */
Read_AzEl_data();
/* Read data from system file on present position */
Read_Current_System_data()i
/* Store values read in program into temporary array */
for (loop = 01 loop <= 2; loop++)
(
Temp_Azimuth [loop] = Azimuth [loop] ;
Tamp_Elevation[loop] = Elevation[loop] ;
}
printf("\n\n *** Compute Azimuth and Elevation parameters *** \n\n");
printf("\n 1.) Use current disks position on Channel _i",Channel)i
printf("\n 2.) Enter disks positions by hand for Channel _i",Channet);
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printf("\n 3.) Compute AZ & EL for all three channels using current positions");
printf("\n 4.) Exit option");






while ((Menu_option <= O) II (Menu_option > 4));
/* Exit case statement at this time */
if (Menu_option == 4) break;
if (Menu_option == 2)
{
printf("\nEnter IstepA position for computing Az & El \n");
gets( key_buffer);
DiskAstep = atot(key_buffer);
printf("\nEnter IstepB position for computing Az & El \n");
gets( key_buffer);
Diskgstep = atot(key buffer);
printf("\n\n Azimuth & Elevation for Channel _i",Channel);
Compute_AZ_EL (DiskAstep,OiskBstep, l,Et_Az,AlphaDetta);
Temp_Azimuth[Channel_number -1] = El_Az[O]*57.29577951;
Temp_Etevation[Channel_number -1] = EL_Az[1]*57.29577951;
)
if (Menu_option == 1)
{
OiskAstep = Current_Position[1][Channet_number - 1];
DiskBstep = Current_Position[O][Channel_number - 1];
printf("\n\n Azimuth & Elevation for Channel _i",Channet);
Compute AZ EL (DiskAstep, DiskBstep, l,Et_Az,Alpha_Delta);
Temp_Azimuth[Channel_number -1] = EtAz[O]*57.29577951;




for (loop = O; loop <= 2; loop+)
{
if (loop == O) Channel = 2;
else if (loop == I) Channel = I;
else if (loop == 2) Channel = 3;
OiskAstep = Current_Position[1][toop];
DiskBstep = Current_Position[O][ioop];
printf("\n\n Azimuth & Elevation for Channel _i"0Channel);
C_te_AZ_EL (DiskAstep,DiskBstep,1,El_Az,Al_aDelta);
T_Azimuth[Ioop] = El Az[0]'57.29577951;
T_Etevation[loop] =E_..Az[1]*57.295_951;
Menu_option = O;
printf("\nl.) Save changes to file ");



















































































while ((Menu_option <: O) II (Menu_option • 2));
if (Menu_option == I)
(




















/* Disable channel */





case 32: /* Reset all motor controllers to present actual position */
Address of Motor = Motor_Pairl_Address;
Set Mot_r..Position(Address_of_Motor,Set_to_actual);
Address of Motor = Motor_Pair2_Address;
Set Motor..Position(AddressofMotor,Set_to_actual);
Address of Motor = Motor_Pair3_Address;
Set_Mot_r_Position(Address_of_Motor,Set_to_actual);
break;
case 33: /* Check power supply */
Power_on = Check_for_24Votts();
if (Power_on =: 1)
printf("\n +24 Volt power supply on");
else printf("\n +24 Volt power supply off");
Power_on = Check_for_5Volts();
if (Power_on == 1)
printf("\n +/-5 Volt power supply on\n\n");








/* Read data from system file on present position */
Read_Current_System_data();
/* Use getch to throw key away. */
while (kbhit()) getch();
printf("\nl.) Enter absolute AZ & EL values ");
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printf(,,\n2.) Move arm with keyboard arrows");
printf("\n3.) Run scan pattern");







while ((Menu_option <= O) II (Menu_option > 4));







(Menu option == I)
Move to New AZEL(Channel_number,Address_of_Motor);
((Menu_option == 2) Jl (Menu_option == 3))
DiskAstep = Current_Position[I] [Channel_number-I] ;
DiskBstep = Current_Position[O][Channel_number-1];
Co_oute AZ EL (DiskAstep,DiskBstep,O,Et_Az,Atpha_De[ta);
Current_Azimuth = EI_Az[O];
Current Elevation = Et_Az[1];
|nit_tom port(); /*lnita[ize serial port */





printf("\nEnter level of trip point for scan (+0.2 to +39.0 Volts)\n");
Stop_point = O;





/* Use getch to throw key away. */
white (kbhit()) getch();




printf("\nl.) Save AZ & EL values for tracking ");







white ((Menu_option <= O) II (Menu_option • 2));
if (Menu_option == 1)
(
Write_system_data();
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DiskAstep = Current Position[1][Channet_nunt>er-1];
DiskBstep = Current_Position[O][Channel_number-1];
Con_ute_AZ_EL (DiskAstep,DiskBstep,O,Et_Az,Atpha_Detta);















) /* End of switch statement */
) /* End of if Channel_number >=1) & (Channel_number <= ] */
} /* End of function Call_Routine */
void Wait_for_key_Press(void)
printf("Press any key to continue");
/* Display message until key is pressed. */
white( Ikbhit()); /* Wait for key on keyboard to be pressed */
/* Use getch to throw key away. */
while (kbhit()) getch();
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FILE *output_ptr; /* Set up pointer for file to output error data */
FILE *Data Ptr; /* Set up pointer for file to output test data */
FILE *System_Ptr; /* Set up pointer for file that contains system data */
FILE *AzEl_Ptr; /* Set up pointer for file that contains Azimuth &
Elevation data for at[ three channels*/
FILE *Track_AzEl_Ptr; /* Set up pointer for tracking par. for tracking software */
FILE *Align_Ptr; /* Set up pointer with alignment info */
FILE *Manual_test ptr; /* Set up pointer for file to output error data */
FILE *Input_Ptr; /* Set up pointer for data that contains input data
to */
long int Disk_Position[2];
tong int Disk Leo Position[2];
tong int Starting_Position[2][3];
long int Current_Position[2][3];
tong int Leo Position[2][3];





/* Declare the following variables external these var. are declared in motor.c */
extern unsigned Motor_Pairl_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigned Motor_Pair2_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigned Motor Pair3_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern tong int Offse_ Position[3][4];
extern int Selected Channels[3][2];
void Readsystem_data(void);
void Open files(int track);
void Writesystem_data(void);
void Open files(int track)
(
/* If tracking mode is used open these additional files */













/* Open only if using manual mode */
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/* Print header file for data */
fprintf(Data_Ptr,"\nTimeTag Sig Lev V Error UError");





for (Chan = O; Chan <= 2; than++)
(
fscanf(System_Ptr," _ld _ld\n,,,&Disk_Position[1],&Disk_Position[O]);
Starting_Position[0] [Chan] = Disk_Position[O] ;
Starting_Position[I] [Chan] = Disk_Position[I] ;
)
for (than = O; Chan <= 2; Chart++)
(
fscanf(System_Ptr,"_i\n",&Channet_data);






for (Chan = O; Chan <= 2; Chan++)
(
fscanf(System_Ptr," _ld _td\n,,,&Disk_Position[1],&Disk_Position[O]);
Current Position[O] [Chan] = Disk_Position[O] ;
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/* Move file point to begining of file */
rewind (System Ptr);


















Disk_Position[O] = Starting_Position[O][Chan-1] - Disk_Position[O];
Disk_Position[I] = Starting_Position[l][Chan-1] + Disk_Position[I];
fprintf(SystemPtr,"_ld %ld\n",Disk_Position[1],Disk_Position[O]);
)
/* Write out data of active channels */
for (Chan = O; Chan _= 2; Chart++)
fprintf(System_Ptr," %i\n"0 SeLecteclChannels[Chan][1]);
} /* End of function Write_system data */
/* Reeds in data for user changing of azimuth and elevation errors*/
void Read_AzEt_data(void)
(
/* Move file point to begining of file */
rewind (AzEl_Ptr);





) /* End of Read_AzEl_data function*/
/* Writes out new azimuth and elevation data */
void Write_AzEt_data(void)
(
/* Move file point to begining of file */
rewind (AzEl_Ptr);





/* End of Write_AzEl_data function */
/* Writes out new azimuth and elevation data */
void grite_AzEl_Track_Data(void)
{
int loop = O;
double dunm_/ = O;
int zero;
int switch channel[3] = (1,0,2);
/* Move fite point to begining of file */
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for (Chert = O; Chen <= 2; Chan++)
{







if (loop < 3)
{






} /* End of Write_AzEl_data function */
/* Writes out new Aligrlnent Data to file*/
void Write_Align_data(void)
{
/* Nove file point to begining of file */
rewind (Align_Ptr);
for (Chan = O; Chan <= 2; Chan++)
{
fprintf(AI ign_Ptr," Xld\n",Al ign_Posit ion[O] [Chan] );
fprintf(Align_Ptr," _ld\n",Align_Position[1] [Chan] );
}
/* Reads in alignment data for all channels */
void Read_Align_data(void)
{
/* Hove file point to begining of file */
rewind (Align_Ptr);
for (Chan = O; Chsn <= 2; Chan++)
(
fscanf(Al ign_Ptr," %ld\n",&At ign_.Posi lion [0] [Chan] );
fscanf(Align_Ptr," _ld\n",&Atign_Position[1] [Chan] );
)
void Change_Input_Data(void)





/* Get each line from input and write to output. */
for (line count = 1; line_count <= 12; line_count++)
{
fgets( tmp, 120, Input_Ptr);
fputs( tmp, outfite );
)
Channels_To_Run = O;
for (loop =0; loop <= 2; Loop++)
{
if (Selected_Channels[loop]J1] != O)
Channels To Run = Channels_To_Run +1;
}
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for (line_count = I; line count <= 12; line_count++)
(
fgets( tmp, 120, outfile);
/* Add 48 to the number of channels to indicate the ascii char.*/
if (line count == 12) tmp[O] = Channels_To_Run + 48;
flouts( trap, Input Ptr );
}
)
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#define BLK SZ 8
#define Pi 3.141592654
/* Declare the following variables external these var. are declared in motor.c */
extern unsigned Motor_Pair1_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigned Motor_Peir2_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigned Motor_Pair3_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */





int Reset to zero = 1;
int Set_to_actual = O;
struct rccoord pos;
void Initialize_Controllers [void);
void Initialize_Controllers [void )
(
int Chnum,Address_of_Channet;
int long zero[2] = (0,0);
int Accet_data[2];
/* Declare the digitial filer parameters */
/* Format of the Fitter pole array are as follows
Filter Pole[O] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 1 Arm motor pole
Fitter-Pole[O] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 1 Drum motor pole
/* These 2 variables witt be used global for setting motor position */
Filter-Pole[2] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 3 Arm motor pole
Filter_Pote[2] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 3 Drum motor pole */
int Filter_Pole[3] = (OxeGe6,0xeGeG,0xe6eG};
/* Format of the Filter zero array ere as follows
Filter Zero[O] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 1 Arm motor Zero
Fitter-Zero[O] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 1 Drum motor Zero
Fitter-Zero[I] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 2 Arm motor Zero
Filter-Zero[I] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 2 DrUm motor Zero
Filter-Zero[2] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 3 Arm motor Zero
FitteCZero[2] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 3 Drum motor Zero */
int Filter_Zero[3] = (Oxd3d3,0xcl3d3,0xd3d3};
/* Format of the Filter Gain array ere as follows
Filter Gain[O] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 1Armmtor Gain
Fitter-Gain[O] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 1 Drum motor Gain
Filter-Gain[I] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 2 Arm motor Gain
Fitter-Gain[I] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 2 Drum motor Gain
Filter-Gain[2] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 3 Arm motor Gain
FilterZGain[2] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 3 Drum motor Gain */
int Fitter_Gain[3] = (Ox4040,OxgO90,Oxg090};
/* Format of the Sampler_Timer array are as follows
Sample_Time[O] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 1 Arm motor timer
Sample_Time[O] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 1 Drum motor timer
/* Address of port A on 8255 */
/* Address of port B on 8255 */
/* Address of port C on 8255 */
Filter-Pole[I] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 2 Arm motor pole
Filter-Pole[I] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 2 Drummotor pole
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Sample_Time[l] Bits 16 - ? Channel 2 Arm motor timer
Sample TimeE1] Bits 8 - I Channel 2 Drum motor timer
Sample_Time[2] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 3 Arm motor timer
Sample_Time[2] Bits 8 - I Channel 3 Drum motor timer
int Sampte_Tima[3] = (OxOFOF,OxOFOF,OxOFOF);
*/
/* Format of the Max_velocity array are as follows
Max_Velocity[O] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 1 Arm motor max velocity
Max_Velocity[O] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 1 Drum motor max velocity
Max_Velocity[I] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 2 Arm motor max velocity
Max_Velocity[I] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 2 Drum motor max vetoity
Max_Velocity[2] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 3 Arm motor max velocity
Max_Velocity[2] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 3 Drum motor max velocity */
int Max_Velocity[3] = {OxO202,0xO202,0x0303);
/* Format of the Max_Accet array are as follows
Max_Accel[O] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 1 Arm motor max Accet
Max_Accel[1] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 1 Drum motor max Accel
Max_Accet[2] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 2 Arm motor max Accel
Max Accel[3] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 2 Drum motor max veloity
Max Accel[4] Bits 16 - 9 Channel 3 Arm motor max Accel
Max_Accet[5] Bits 8 - 1 Channel 3 Drum motor max Accet */
int Max Accel[6] = (OxlOOO,OxlOOO,OxlOOO,OxlOOO,OxlOOO,OxlO00);
for (Ch_num = O; Ch_num < 3; Ch_num = Ch_num÷l)
(
/* Set address of motor based on loop counter */
if (Ch_num == O)
Address_of_Channel = Motor_PairlAddress;
else if (Ch num == 1)
Address of_Chan_et = Motor_Pair2Address;
else if (Ch num == 2)
Address_of_Channel = Motor Pair3_Address;
/* Do a soft reset on the drum and motor controller of channel x */
Writeto_programcounter(Address_ofChannel,OxO000);
/* Clear flag to disable trapoziodat move */
Write_toflagregistor (Address_of_Channet,OxO000);
/* Set the controller motor control to bipolar operation */
Write_to_ftag_registor (Address_ofChannel,Ox0202);
/* Clear flag to disable proportional velocity mode */
Write_to_ftag_registor (Address_of_Channel,Ox0303);
/* Clear flag to disable intergal velocity mode */
Write_to flag registor (Address of_Channel,Ox0505);
/* Initialize coernand position to 0 */
Writecommand_pos(Address_of_Channel,zero);
/*Initialize actual position to 0 */
Reset_Actual_Position(Address_ofChannel,zero);
/* Initialize final position to 0 */
WriteFinal_pos(Address_of_Channel,zero);
/* Set up san_le timer for the controller */
Write_to_sampler_timer(Address_of_Channel,Sample_Time[Ch_num]);
/* Initialize the filter parameters for the digital fitter */
Write Filter Pole(Address of Channel,Fitter Pote[Ch num]);
WriteZFilter_Zero(Address-of-Channet,Filter-Zero[Ch-num]);
Uri te_Fi l ter Gain(Address_ofZChannel' Fi l terZGain [Ch_num] );
Accet_data[O] = Max_Accel[Ch_num];
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Accet_data[1] = Max_Accet[Ch_num+ 1];
/* Output the values of acceleration to the controllers */
Write Max_Accet(Address_of_Channet,Accel_deta);
/* Output the velocity value to the controllers* 
Write_Max_Velocity(AddressofChannel,Max_Vetocity[Ch_num]);
/* Put the motor controller into the control mode */
Write toprogrem_counter(AddressofChennel,OxO303);
) /* End of for loop Ch_num < 3 */
} /* End of function Call Routine */
int Set_Motor_Position(unsigned Address_of_Reset,int Reset)
(
tong int Position[2] = (0,0);
/* If reset pin is equal to 1 reset all position co_ters to zero */
if (Reset == 1)
Reset_Actual_Position(Address_of_Reset,Position);
else
/* Reed actual position of motors */
Reed_Actual_Pos(Address_of_Reset,Position);
/* Put motor controller pair into idle mode */
Write_to_program_counter(Address_of_Reset,Ox0101);
for (timelasped = 5000; timelssped > O; timolasped = timelasped - 1);
/* Initialize command position to ectuet position */
Write_command_pos(Address_of_Reset,Position);
/* Initialize final position to actual position */
Write_Finat_pos(Address_of_Reset,Position);
/* Put motor controller pair back into control mode */
Write_to_program_counter(Address_of_Reset,Ox030]);
for (timetasped = 10000; timetasped > O; timelesped = timetasped - 1);
)
/* Function Reached Commanded Pos checks to see if the motors have reached
their commanded position "7
int Resched_Commanded_Pos(unsigned Mot_Add, tong int *Target_vatue, int Channel,int Difference)
(




int Check_count = O;
white ((Target_Reached == 1) && (Check_count < 6))
(
Read_Actual_Pos(Mot_.Add,Pres_Pos);
/* Coe_ute deltas between present and target position */
Detta posl = tabs(Target_value[I] ° Pres_Pos[1]);
Detta_posO = tabs(Target_value[O] - Pres_Pos[O]);
if ((Detta..posl • Difference) II (Delta..posO • Difference))
( Target_Reached = O; Check_count == O; )
else
( Target Reached = 1; Check count ÷+;
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extern int C_Port_Data = 0;
extern unsigned Port_C_Address;
extern Set_to_actual;
/* Declare the following variables external these var. are declared in motor.c */
extern unsigned Motor_Peirl_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigr_=d Motor_Pair2 Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigned Motor_Pair3_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
int Pwr_24Volts_On = Ox20; /*Variable used to turn on 24 volt supply */
int Pwr_24Votts_Off = OxDF; /*Variable used to turn off 24 volt supply */
tong int Offset Position[3][4];
int mccle = (0);
extern unsigned Control_word_address; /* Address to which 8255 commandword
is being set */












int Priraary_Menu = O;




_setvideomode(_HERCMONO); /* Set mode of graphics to Hercules monitor */
/* Open all files as required mode = 0 Indicates manual mode */
Open_files(mode);
/* Output control word to 8255 */
outp(Control_word_address, Control_word);
/* Initialize motor controllers */
Initialize_Controllers();
/* Turn on 24 Volt power supply */















































Process_Main_Option(Key_data); /*Process key that was pressed */
CLOSemdown(void)
( int ch;
ComCLoseAll(); /* Close all serial ports */
/* Turn off 24 VoLt power supply */
C Port Data = C Port Data & Pwr 24Volts_Off;
outp(Port_CAdd_ess,C_Port_Data_;










/* Read position of motors and store data */
/* Close file when done */
exit (1);
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extern tong int Starting_Position[2][3];
















16 /* Selected Channel array is defined as follows first element indicates
17 electronic & software channel and second element denotes optical channel */
18
19 int Selected_Channels[5][2] = ((1,2),(2,1),(3,]));
20 int Channel to Run[4] = (0,0,0,0);
21 int Number_of_Channels_To_Run = ];
22
2] char key l0uffer[80];
24 char buffer[80];
25
26 int exit_loop, loop_test;
27 int option_key,chan;
28 unsigned statusword;
29 double temp az[]];
30 double temper[I];
31
]2 void Setect_AzelChanges (void)
53 (




38 /* Store values read in program into temporary array */
39 for (chan = O; chan <= 2; chan++)
40 {
41 temp az[chan] = Azimuth[chan];
42 temp_et[chan] = Etevation[chan];
43 )
44
45 while (exit_Loop I= I)
46 (
47 clearscreen( GCLEARSCREEN );
48 Zsettextposition(1,1); /*Position the cursor at position 1,1)*/
49
50 printf("\n ** Azimuth and Elevation options menu ** \n\n");
51
52 printf("Channet 1 Azimuth = _8.6f,(Deg.) Channel 1 Elevation = _,8.6f,(Deg.)\n"
53 ,temp_az[1],temp_el[1]);
54 printf("Channel 2 Azimuth = Y,8.6f,(Deg.) Channel 2 Elevation = %8.6f,(Deg.)\n"
55 ,temp_az[O],temp_el[O]);
56 printf("Channel 3 Azimuth = Y,8.6f,(Deg.) Channel 3 Elevation = %8.6f,(Deg.)\n"
57 ,temp_az[2],temp_et[2]);
58
59 printf("\nl. Change Azimuth and Elevation for Channel I \n");
60 printf("2. Change Azimuth and Elevation for Channel 2 \n");
61 printf("3. Change Azimuth and Elevation for Channel 3 \n");
62 printf("4. Continue without saving changes \n");
63 printf("5. Save changes and continue\n");
64
65 printf("\nSelect the one of the above options\n");





71 option_key = atoi(key_buffer);
72 ) white ((option_key <= O) II (option_key • 5));
73
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/* Read in data from the keyboard that is an integer format */
if ((option_key == 1) II (optionkey == 2) II (option_key == 3))
(
printf("\nEnter new value for azimuth in Degrees (Range +/-11)\n");
gets(key_buffer);
temp_az[option_key-1] = atof(key_buffer);




else if (option_key == 4)
(
exit_Loop = 1; /* Set flag to exit main loop */
)
else if (option_key == 5)
(
exit_Loop = 1;
/* Store changes back into array*/
for (char = O; chan <= 2; char++)
(
Azimuth [chan] = temp_az [chan] ;





} /* End of white exit_loop != 1"/
} /* End of function Setect_Azet_Changes */
/* Function Hove to New AZEL used to move to new azel location */
void Move to New AZEL(channet,Hotor_Address)
( double Delta[4], Alpha[4];
tong int I StepA[4], I StepS[4];
tong int Command_Post2] ;
int a,b, Number of Solutions, Loop,Solution;
tong int Present Delta = 10000000;
double New_AzimuTh = 12.0;
double New_Elevation = 12.0;
_clearscreen( GCLEARSCREEN );
_settextposition(1,1); /*Position the cursor at position 1,1)*/
printf("\n ** Azimuth and Elevation Channel Move ** \n\n");
printf("\nEnter new azimuth for move in Degrees \n");
white ((New_Azimuth • 11.0) II (New_Azimuth < -11.0))
(
gets(key_buffer);
New Azimuth = atof(key_10uffer);
if _(New_Azimuth • 11.0) II (New_Azimuth < -11.0))
printf("\nOut of range enter new value!! \n");
)
printf("\nEnter new elevation for move in Degrees\n");
white ((New_Elevation • 11.0) II (New_ELevation < -11.0))
(
gets(key_buffer);
New Elevation = atof(key_buffer);
if _(New_Etevation • 11.0) II (New Elevation < -11.0))
printf("\nOut of range enter new vatue!T \n");
}
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New Azimuth = New Azimuth/57.29577951;
New,Elevation = New_Elevation/57.29577951;
AzEl2AB(Ne_ Azimuth, New_Elevation, l_StepA, I_StepS, Delta,
Atpha,&Numl_er_ofSotutions);
printf("\n Select one of the following alpha & delta pairs to move the channel to \n\n");
for (loop=O; loop •= Number_of_Solutions; loop++)
{
printf("_i.) Delta = _9.6f (Oeg.) Alpha = _9.6f (Deg.)\n",
loop+l,Oetta[loop],Atpha[toop]);
}






while ((Solution • 1) II (Sotution> Number of Solutions+2));
if (Solution l= (Number_of_Solutions+2))
(
/* Set up the commanded position for the DiskB Motor */
Commend_Pos[O] = Starting_Position[O][channet-1] - l_StepB[Sotution-1];
/* Set up the commanded position for the DiskA Motor */
Coernand_Pos[1] = (-1 * Starting_Position[1][channet-1]) + I_StepA[Solution-1];
/* Output new position to the motor controller */
Write_Final_pos(Motor_Address,Commend_Pos);









_settextposition(lO,1); /*Position the cursor at position 1,1)*/
printf(" Welcome to the Multiaccess terminal tracking program");
/* Display DOS-style date and time. */
strtime( tmpbuf );
printf( "\n\nTime:\ _s\n", tmpt)uf );
strdate( tmplouf );
printf( "Data: _Ls\n", tmpbuf );
settextposition(20,1); /*Position the cursor at position 1,1)*/
printf("Press 'e _ to exit program at this time or return to continue");
while( !kbhit());





int Menu_option = O;
int toop;
int Channel_select = O;
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while (Menu option != 4)
(
_c learscreen( _GCLEARSCREEN );
_settextposition(10,1); /*Position the cursor at position 1,1)*/
printf(" ** Channel selection menu **\n\n\n");
printf("The following channels have been selected: ");
if (Selected Channels[I][1] != O)
printf(;_Xi ",Selected_Channels[I] [1]);
if (Selected_Channels[O] [1] != O)
printf("_i ",Selected_Channe[s[O] [1] );
if (Selected_Channels[2][1] != O)
printf(-%i ",Selected_Channels[2] [1] );
printf("\n\n,,);
printf("1.) Add channel\n");
printf("2.) Remove channel \n");
printf("3.) Select all channels \n");






while ((Menu_option <= O) II (Menu option • 4));
if ((Menu option == I) II (Menu_option == 2))
(






while ((Channel select != I) && (Channel_select != 2)
&& (Channe_..select != 3));
if (Menu option == I)
(
if (Channel select == 1) Selected Channels[I](1] = 1;
else if _Channet select == 2) Selected Channels[O][1] = 2;
else if (Channel_select == 3) Selected_Channels[2] [1] = 3;
if (Menu_option == 2)
(
if (Channel select == 1) Selected_Channels[Ill1] = O;
else if _Channet select == 2) Selected Channels[O] [1] = O;
else if (Channel_select == 3) Setect_l_Channets[2] [1] = O;
}
) /* End of if ((Menu_option == 1) JJ (Menu_option == 2)) */
if (Menu_option == 3)
(
Selected_Channels[O] [I] = 2;
Selected_Channels[I] [1] = 1;
Selected_Channels[2] [1] = 3;
) /* End of white menu option != 4 */
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/* Compute the number of channels selected */
Number_of_Channels_To_Run = O;
for (loop =0; Loop <= 2; Loop++)
(
if (Selected_Channets[toop][1] l= O)
(
Number of Channels_To_Run = Number_of_Channels_To_Run +1;
Channe__t__RunlNumber_of_Channets_To_Run] = Loop + 1;
)
)














if (Power_on5 != 1)
(
printf("\n Turn +/-5 Volt power supply on");
Wait_for_key_Press();
)
Power_on24 = Check for 24Volts();
if (Power_on24 W= 1)
(










for (Channel_Nun_)er = 1; Channel_Number <= 3; ChanneL_NunC_r++)
(
Switch activated = Run_Switch_Bit(Channel_Nund3er,Print_output);
if (Switch_activated == 1) Switch_results = 1;
)





int Error, loop, l_channet;
(
for (loop = 1; loop <= Number_of_Channels_To_Run; loop ++);
I channel = Channel_to_Run[loop];
E_ror = Test_Serial_Link(l_channel,Data_Port);
)
if (Error == O) printf("\n\nSerial link conlninications good\n");
ComCloseAll();
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The following include statements are required to allow












/* Start main program here at this point */
main(void)
{





signed char input buffer[1024];
unsigned int rs;
int Elevation error,Azimuth error,Total signal strength;
unsigned int Time tag[3], Old Time tag[3];
char *str = "Hello world";
int Frame count [31 ,Process..data_f tag;
int RelatTve_flag='N';
char Mode_flag,File_flag, log=*N', a;
int Good data,Length_of_Message;
int delay time[lO] = (0,5,4,4,3,3,2,2,1,0);
double ELevation average,Azimuth_average,Signat_avernge, Signal_offset [3];
double Azimuth deviation,Elevation deviation,Signal deviation;
double Azimuth deviation square,Elevation deviation square,Signal deviation square;
_ -- -- -- -- --







/* Set variables equal to zero */
for (i=O;i,3;i++)
( Azimuth total[i] = 0.0;
Azimuth_totat_square[i] = 0.0;
Elevation_total[i] = 0.0;









Process_data flag = O;
/* Set up handler for when ctrt break key is pressed */
/* ctrl_brk(break_handter);*/
/* initatize RS-232 port */
/* rv = 2 bad 'com' parameter, rv = 3 no uart chip detected */
/* rv = 4 receive queue allocation error, rv = 4 transmit queue allocation error */
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the following line wilt be used for the co._xJadd computer at 115kbaud
rv = CcxnOpen(COM1, B19200. W81SIlNONE , 1024. 512);
Set up COM1 port to be active */
Com_ctive(COM1);
Remove att data from the receive buffer */
ComFlushRx();
Remove all data from the transmit buffer */
ComFlushTx();
User interaction */
printf("Do you what to run program in continous mode? Press 'y'");
printf("for continous mode or any other key for manual mode");
Mode_flag = toupper(getch());





out f iIe (I]= fop_n( "Channe 11. raw" _"w+" );
outfi Ie [2] =fopen("Channel2, raw,,,"w+n );
fprintf(outfite[O],"Raw Et.\tRaw Az.\tRaw Sig.\tAz\tEl\tSignat\n,,);
fprintf(outfile[1],"Raw El.\tRaw Az.\tRaw Sig.\tAz\tEl\tSignal\n");







if (a == 'e')
( ComCtoseAtt();








( Process_data_flag = 1;
tog = 'L'- t
)
if ((a=='L') II (a=='t'))
( tog='L'; )
if ((a=='S') II (a=='s'))
( tog='S'; )






if ((a=='Z') II (a=='z'))
(
/* If 'd' is hit process data */
Signal_of fset [0] =last_signal [0] ;
Signal_offset [1] =tast_si gnat [1] ;
Signal_offset [2] =t ast_signal [2] ;
if (Relative flag!='Y')
( Signal_off'set [0]=0;
Signa [_of fset [1] :0;
S i gnal_of fset [2] =0;
)
*/
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if (Mode_ftag == 'Y')




if (a == 'd')
( Process_data flag = 1;
log = 'L';
)
if ((a== 'L') II (a=='t'>) log= ,L';
_f ((,== ,s,) II (e=='s'))
Log = _S_;
} /* End of if mode_flag = Y */
Good_data = O;
while (Gooddata != 1)
(
/* Wait for data */
while (ComLenRx() == 0);
Length_of_Message = ComLenRx();
/* Test to see if message is longer than 9 words */
if (Length_of Message > 9)
Length of_Message = (Length_of_Message / 9) * 9;
/* Delay program tong enough to get rest of data */
detay(detay_time[Length_of_Message]);
if (ComLenRx() > BLK_SZ) ComFlushRx();
else
(
rs = Comln(input buffer,gLK_SZ);
if ((inp(Jt_buffe_[O] >= O) /I (input_buffer[O] <= 2))
Good data = 1;
else C_mFtushRx();
/* Check to see if flag is set to process data */
if (Process_data_flag == I)
(
/* Increment the counter for the number of frame samples
that have been read in */
Channet=(int)(input_buffer[O]) & Ox03;
Frame_count [Channe l ] ++;
Time_tag[Channel] = (int)(input_buffer[2]) & OxFF;
Time tag[Channel] = Time_tag[Channel] << 8;
Time-tag[Channel] = Time_tag[Channel] I ((int)(input_buffer[1]) & OxFF);
ELevation_error = (int)(input_buffer[4]) & OxFF;
ELevation error = ELevation_error << 8;
EtevationZerror = ELevation_error I ((int)(input_buffer[3]) & OxFF);
Azimuth_error = (int)(input_buffer[6]) & OxFF;
Azimuth_error = Azimuth_error << 8;
Azimuth_error = Azimuth error I ((int)(input_buffer[5]) & OxFF);
Azimuth_error = -Azimuth_error;
Total_signal_strength = (int)(input_buffer[8]) & OxFF;
Total_signet_strength = Total_signal_strength << 8;
Total_signal_strength = Total signal_strength I ((int)(input_buffer[7]) & OxFF);
/*Change integer value to e floating point value for normalizing*/
Signal_strength = Total_signal_strength;
if (Signal_strength <= le-4)










































































Signal_strength = 0.0001; /* Set signal_strength to small
number if equal 0.0 */
/* Normalize Azimuth compute total azimuth error for n samples
as welt as the sum of the squares */
Azimuth = Azimuth_error / Signal_strength;
Azimuth_total[Channel] += Azimuth;
Azimuth_total_square[Channel] += Azimuth * Azimuth;
/* Normalize Elevation compute total azimuth error for n samples
as welt as the sum of the squares */
Elevation = Elevation_error / Signal_strength;
Elevation total[Channel] += Elevation;
Elevation_total_square[Channet] += Elevation * Elevation;
/* Scale signal strength to a DC value from a 12 bit D/A with




if (File_flag=='Y' && (log=='L' II log=='l') && Mode_flag =='Y')
( fprint f (out f ite [Channel] ,"_i \t_i \t_i \t", E tevat i on_error,
Azimuth_error,
Tota i_si gna t_st rength );




/* Compute total signal strength for x samples as well as the sum
of the squares */
Signal_strength_total [Channel] += Signal_strength;
Signal_strength_total_square[Channel] += Signal_strength * Signal_strength;
if (Frame count [Channel] == Number_of_samples)
( Azimuth_average = Azimuth_total [Channet]/Number of samples;
Azimuth_deviation_square = (Azimuth_total_square[Channel] /
Number of samples) - (Azimuth_average *
Azimuth_average);
/* test to see if we have a negative number */
if (Azimuth_deviation_square < 0.0) Azimuth_deviation_square = 0.0;
Azimuth_deviation = sqrt(Azimuth deviation_square);
Elevation_average = Elevation total [Channel]/Number_of_samples;
Elevation deviation_square = _Etevation total square[Channel] /
Number of samples) - (Elevation_average *
E levation_average);
/* test to see if we have a negative number */
if (Elevation_deviation_square < 0.0) Elevation_deviation_square = 0.0;
Elevation deviation = sqrt(Etevation_deviation_square);
Signal_average = Signal_strength_total [Channet]/Number_of_samptes;
S i gna l_dev i a t i on_square = ( S i gna l_s t reng tht ota l_squa re [Channel ] /
Number of samples) - (Signal average *
S i gna l_ave r age);
if (Signal deviation_square < 0.0) Signal_deviation square = 0.0 ;
Signal_deviation = sqrt(Signal_deviation square);
if (Channel == O) Channel number = 1;
else if (Channel == 1) Channel number = O;
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else Channel_number = 2;
gotoxy(1,(5*Channet_number) + 1);
clreol();
printf("Channel _i\n",Channet_number + I);
clreol();













if (File_flag=='Y' && (log=='L' II tog=='t'))
( printf("Press 'S' to stop logging. "); )
else
( if (Fite_flag===Y')
printf("Press 'L' to begin togging. =');
)
if (Relative_flag=='Y')
( printf("Press 'Z' to zero signal strength "); }
else
( printf("Press 'R' to toggle relative mode "); }
if (Node_flag != ,Y,)
{ printf("\nPress 'd' to sample data");





/* Reset variables used to total average amd sum of squares */
Azimuth_total[Channel] = 0.0;
Azimuth_total_square[Channel] = 0.0;






/* Reset process_data_flag */
Process_data_flag = O;
} /* End ofif Frame_count = Number_of_samples */
} /* End of if process_flag = 1 */
} /* End of while (1)_!= */
Total = Y.2.3f\n",
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#define BLK SZ 8
#define Pi 5.141592654
/* Declare the following variables external these var. are declared in metor.c */
extern unsigned Motor Pair1 Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigned Motor_Pair2ZAddress; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigned Motor_Pair3_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigned Port_A_Address; /* Address of port A on 8255 */
21 extern unsigned Port_B_Address; /* Address of port B on 8255 */
22 extern unsigned Port_C_Address; /* Address of port C on 8255 */
23
24 extern long int Align_Position[2][3]; /* Data containtining alignment positions */
25 extern long int Starting Position[2][3]- /* Array containing starting position */26 - '
27 extern long int Current_Position[2][3];
28
29 extern double El_Az[2];
30 extern double Alpha_Delta[2];
31









41 extern FILE *Manuat_test_ptr;
42 long int timelasped;
43
44 /* The following variables are used for open loop testing */
45 double Step_A = 0.0;
46 double Step_B = 1.0;
47 long int DiskAstep,DiskBstep;
48 int Number_of_Frames = 1600;
49 int Range = 400;
50 long int Motor Pos[2][3000];
51 long int Act post2];
52 tong int Zero_Position[2] = (0,0);
53 long int Step_Position[2] = {0,0);
54 int delay;
55 int Exit_requested;
56 int long Temp_actual,Temp_new;
57
58 extern int Reset_to_zero; /* These 2 variables will be used global for setting motor position */
59 extern int Set_to_actual;
60
61 struct rccoord pos;
62
63 int Sync_Pulse_Disable[3] = (OxBF,Ox7F,OxEF};
64 int Sync_Putse_Enable[3] = (Ox40,Ox80,OxlO);
65
66 void Align_Channel(unsigned Address of Control,int Number of channel,int Stop_Flag);







/* Align channel wilt be used to align the channels to a particular point */
void Align_Channel(unsigned Address_of_Control,int Number_of_channel, int Store_Flag)
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(
int Long Step_size = 2000000;
int Index_step_size = 1;
int Diskg_Motor_number = O;
int DiskA_Motor_nunt)er = O;
int Distc_Align_switch = O;
int DiskB Align_switch = O;
int ALL Switches Good = Ox30;
int SwiTch acti_ted;
int Index.Mark_Found;
Long int delta = 250;
















/* Bit pattern when no switches limits have been hit */
/* Flag used indicate switch activation */
/* Variable used to store index data */
89 /* Set Limits for delta between actual and command position */90 int Delta Limit : 3;
91 Long int Diskg_detta_pos = O; /* Variable for delta between command and
92 actual position of the motor*/
93
94 tong int DiskA_detta_pos = O; /* Variable for delta between co_nd and
95 actual position of the arm motor */
96
97 tong int New_Position[2] = (0,0); /* New position to which the motor must go to */
98 long int Actual_Position[2] = (0,0}; /* Actual Positon to which the motor must go to */
99
100 long int DiskA Pos at Alignment = O; /* Position of Disk A when alignment was done */
101 tong int DiskB Pos at Aligm_ent = O;
102







110 OiskA_Atign_switch = 3;
111 DiskB_Atign_switch = 5;
112 DiskB_Motor_nuntoer = 2;





118 DiskA_Atign..switch = 9;
119 Diskg_Atign_switch = 11;
120 DiskB_Motor_number = 4;





126 DiskA_Align_switch = 15;
127 Diskg_Align_switch = 17;
128 Diskg_Hotor_number = 6;
129 DiskA_Notor_number = 5;
130 break;
131 }
132 } /*End of switch case Channel_number */
133
136 /* Read in actual position of motors at this time */
135 Read Actual Pos(Address_of_Control,Actuat_Position);
136 Read_Actual_Pos(Address_of_Control,Actuat_Position);
137
138 printf("\n Disk B motor position = _ti .,Actual_Position[O]);
139 printf(" Disk A motor position = _ti ,,,Actual_Position[I]);
140
141 /* Set final position counters to actual position */
142
143 New Position[O] = Actual_Position[O];
166 New,.Position[I] = Actual_Position[I];
145
146 /* Beginning of loop to align system */
147 while (Aligned_Flag == O)






































































/* Test for switch activation */
Switch_activated = Check for switch_Activation(DiskA_Align_switch);
printf("\n Moving disks to activate switch Xi" ,DiskA_ALign_switch);
/* Move Drum and Arm gears together till switch SW3 has been hit */
while (Switch_activated != 1)
(
/*Set up positions for the move command */
/* Add delta to drum motor position */
New_Position[O] = New_Position[O] + Step size;
/* Acid delta to arm motor position */
New_Position L1] = New Position[I] - Step_size;
/* Output new position to the motor controller */
WriteFinal_pos(Address_of_Control,NewPosition);
/* Start trapozoidal move */
Write_to_flag_registor (Address_of_Control,Ox0808);
/* Delay reading of motor till it as a chance to move */
for (timetasped = 5000; timetasped > O; timetasped = timelasped - 1);
/* Check to see if the we have made it to new position or switch
has been pressed */
do
(
Switch_activated = Check for switch_Activation(DiskA_Atign_switch);
)
white (Switch_activated != 1);
for (timelasped = 60000; tima[asped • O; timatasped = timelasped - 1);
Read_Actuat_Pos(Address_of_Controt,Actuat_Position);
printf("\n Disk B motor position = %li ",ActuaL_Position[O]);
printf(" Disk A motor position = %ti ",Actual_Position[I]);
} /* End of while (Switch_data != Sw3_detect)) */
printf(" \nSwitch %i limit hit ",DiskA_Atign_switch);
for (timetasped = 200000; timatasped • O; timatasped = timetasped - 1);
/* Set aLL position registors to actual position */
Set_Motor_Position(Address_of_Controt,Set_to_actual);
/*** Start reversal of Disk A and Disk B gears tilt index mark on ***/
/*** Disk A motor is found ***/
/* Read position of arm and drum motor */
Read_Actua[_Pos(Address_of_Control,Actuat_Position);
printf("\nReverse direction of gear rotation tilt Disk A index mark is found\n");
printf("\nDiskB Actual DiskB Command DiskA Actual DiskA Command Index");
printf("\n Position Position Position Position Switch\n");
/* Check for index mark */
/* Index_Mark_Found = Check for lndex_Mark(DiskA_Motor_number); */
Switch_activated = Check for switch_Activation(DiskA_Atign_switch);
/* Set delta Limit for delta between actual and command position*/
Delta_limit = 30;
New_Position[O] = Actual_Position[O];
New Position[I] = Actual Position[I];
while (Switch_activated == 1)
(
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222 /w Add delta to arm motor position */
223 New_Position[l] = New_Position[l] ÷ Index_step size;
224
225 /* Output new position to the motor controller w/
226 W r ite_cotmnand pos (Addres s_of_Cont ro I,New_Pos it ion );
227
228 /* Decrease window between actual and command position once switch
229 is activated */
23O if ((Switch_activated == O) && (Delta_limit > 15))
231 Delta_limit = Delta_limit - I;
232
233 /* Check to see if the we have made it to new position or switch




238 /* Read in data to took for index mark and switch activation*/
239 /* Index Mark Found = Check for Index_.Nark(DiskA..Notor_number); */
240 Switch_-acti_ated = Check for switch_Activation(DiskA_Align_switch);
241
242 /* Check to see if commnaded position has been met */
243 Target_Reached = Reached_Commanded Pos(Address_of_Cont rot, New_Pos i t i on,
244 Number_of_channel, De l ta_ l imi t);
245
246 if ((Target_Reached == O) && (Switch_activated == 1))
247 (
248 Read Actual Pos(Address_of_Controt ,Actual Posi ti on);
249 New Position[I] = Actual Position[I];
250 Wr i te_command_pos (Addres_..of_Cont rot, New_Pos i t i on );
251 }
252
253 Read Actual Pos(Address of Control,Actual Position);
254
255 printf(" %lOrd _12td _121d %12td _2d %2d\r",
256 Actua l_Pos i t i on [0], New_Pos i t i on [0],
257 Actual Position[I] ,New_Position[I],




262 while ((Target_Reached == 0 ) && (Switch_activated == I));
263
264 ) /* End of while Index_Mark_Found and
265 && (Switch_activated == 1) */
266
267 printf("\n Disk 'A' gear is aligned l l");
268
269 Read_Actua l_Pos (Address_of_Cont rot, Actua l_Pos i t i on);
270
271 /* Store position of disk A */
272 DiskA Pos at Alignment = Actual_Position[I];
273
274 /*** Hold Disk A gear steady and move Disk B gear tilt ****/
275 /*** switch Sw5 is activated ****/
276
277 printf("\n Moving Disk B to activate switch 5_i,,,DiskB_Atign_switch);
278
279 /* Read Disk A and Disk B motors current position */
28O
281 Reed_Actua l_Pos(Address_of_Cont rot ,Actua t_Posi t ion);
282
283 New Position[O] = Actual Position[O];
284 New.-Position[1) = DiskA Pos at Alignment;
285
286 /* Check for switch 5 activation */
287 Switch_activated = Check for switch_Activation(DiskB_Atign_.switch);
288
289 while (Switch activated l= 1)
290 (
291 /* Set up positions for the move command */
292 /* Add delta to Disk B motor position */
295 New_Position[O] = New_Position[O] + Step_size;
294
295 /* Add delta to Disk A motor position */
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New_Position[I] = DiskA Pos at Alignment;
/* Output new position to the motor controller */
Write_Final_pos(Address_of_Control,New_Position);
/* Start trepozoidal move */
Write_to_flag_registor (Address of Control,OxO808);
/* Check to see if the we have made it to new position or switch
has been pressed */
do
(
Switch_activated = Check for switch_Activation(OiskB_Align_switch);
}
while (Switch_activated l= 1);
Read_Actuat_Pos(Address_of_Control,Actual_Position);
printf("\n Disk B motor position = _li ",Actual_Position[O]);
printf(" Disk A motor position = %[i ",Actual_Position[I]);
} /* End of while Switch_activated != 1 */
printf(" \nSwitch %i limit hit ",DiskB_Atign_switch);
for (timelasped = 200000; timetasped > O; timetasped = timetasped - 1);
Set_Motor_Position(Address_of_Control,Set_to_actual);
/*** Reverse direction of Disk B gears till index mark on Disk B motor ***/
/*** is found Disk A gear wilt be held steady ***/
printf("\nReverse direction of gear rotation till Disk B index mark is found\n");
/* Read position of arm and drum motor */
Read_Actuat_Pos(Address of Control,ActualPosition);
New_Position[O] = Actual Position[O];
New_Position[I] = DiskA Pos at Alignment;
/* Test for index mark and switch activation */
/* Index Mark Found = Check for index_Mark(DiskB_Motor_number); */
Switch_activated = Check for switch_Activation(DiskB_Atign_switch);
/* Set delta limit for delta between actual and command position*/
Delta_limit = 30;
printf("\nDiskB Actual DiskB Command DiskA Actual DiskA Command Index/");
printf("\n Position Position Position Position Switch\n");
while (Switch_activated == 1)
(
/* Add delta to drum motor position */
New_.Position[O] = New_Position[O] - Index_step_size;
/* Add delta to arm motor position */
New_Position[I] = DiskA Pos at Alignment;
/* Output new position to the motor controller */
Write_coet_and_pos(Address_of_Control,New_Position);
/* Decrease window between actual and command position once switch
is activated */
if ((Switch_activated == O) && (Delta_limit • 15))
Delta_limit = Delta_limit - 1;
/* Check to see if the we have made it to new position or switch
has been pressed */
do
(
/* Read in data to took for index mark */
/* Index_Mark_Found = Check for Index_Nark(DiskB_Notor_number); */
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/* Check to see if commnaded position has been met */
TargetReached = Reached_Coetnanded_Pos(Address_of_ControL,New_Position,
Number_of_channel,Dettatimit);
/* Resend position command if delta becomes to Large and
switch is not activated */
if ((Target_Reached == O) && (Switch_activated == 1))
(
Reed_Actuat_Pos(Address_of_Controt,Actuat_Position);









while ((Target_Reached == O) && (Switch_activated == 1));
) /* End of while Index_Hark_Found != 0 */
printf("\n Disk 'B' gear is aligned !! \n");
/* Set up for cotnmand to go to atingment for both motors to index mark */
New Position[03 = ActuaL_Position[O];
DiskB Pos at ALignment = ActuaL_Position[O];
New Position[I] = DiskA Pos at ALignment;
Wri_e_command..pos(Address_of_Controt,New_Position);
ALigned_Flag = 1;
) /* End of white aLigned = 0 */
DeLta_Limit = 15;
/********** Hove arm back to home position ******************/
/* Reset aLL position registors to zero */
Set..Motor_Position(Address_of_Controt,Resetto_zero);
New Position[O] = -25000;
NewZPosition[1] = O;




white (Target_Reached g= 1)
(




/*Store data as required and move to home position */
if (Store_FLag == 1)
New Position[O] = -Disks Pos at ALignment;
NewZPosition[1] = -DiskA Pos at ALignment;
/* Read in data with present values for alignment */
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Atign_Position[O][Number of channel-I] = DiskB Pos at Alignment;
Align_Position[I] [Number_of_channel-I] = DiskA Pos at Alignment;
/* Write out new data for alignment */
Write_Align_data(); /* Write out new alignment data */
else
(
Read_Align_data(); /* Read in data for alignment purposes */
/* Compute position for Disk g motor for arm only move */
New_Position[D] = -Align Position[O][Number of channel-I];
New_Posi lion[l] = -At ign Position[I] [NumberZofZchannet-1] ;
)




while (Target_Reached != I)
/* Check to see if commnaded position has been met */
Target_Reached = Reached Commanded_Pos(Address of Control,New_Position,
Number_of_channel,Delta timit_; -
printf("\rWaiting for channel to reach h_e position");
for (timetasped = 10000; timelasped > O; timetasped = timetasped - 1);
)
/* Wait for motors to stop running */
for (timetasped = 60000; timelasped > O; timetasped = timetaspad - 1);
/* Reset motor to O,O position */
Set_Motor_Position(Address_ofControl,Reset_tozero);
/* Store new starting position after alignment */
Starting_Position[O][Number_of_channet-1] = O;
Starting_Position[1][Number_of_channet-1] = O;
) /* End of alignment function */
/* Function wiLL be used to rotate pLatter through is paces */
int Exercise Channel(unsigned Controt_Address, int chan_number)
(
int Long alpha_move = -40;
int Long delta move = 100;
int Long New_Pos[2] = (0,0);
int long Send Pos[2] = (O,O);
int tong Actuat_Pos[2] = (0,0);




while (Exit_requested == O)
(






if (chan number == 1) switch number = ];
else Tf (chan_number == 27 switch number = 9;
else if (chan_number == 3) switch,number = 15;
alpha_move = O;
delta move = +500;
break_
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if (chan number == 1) switch number = 4;
else Tf (chan_number == 2_ switch_nuldoer = 10;
else if (chan_number == 3) switch number = 16;
alpha_move = O;





if (chan number == 1) switch_nun_oer = 5;
else Tf (chan_number == 2) switch_number = 11;
else if (chan number == 3) switch_number = 17;
alpha_move = +100;





if (chan number == 1) switch_number = 6;
else Tf (chan_number == 2) switch_number = 12;
else if (chan_number == 3) switch_number = 18;
alpha_move = -100;
delta move = O;
break_
)
} /* End of switch count case*/
Set_Motor_Position(Controt_Address,Set_to_actual);
/* Delay reading of motor till it as a chance to move */
for (timelasped = 50000; timelasped > O; timelasped = timelasped - 1);
Read_Actual_Pos(Control_Address,Actual_Pos);
/*Set up positions for the move command */
/* Add delta to Disk B and Disk A motor position */
New Pos[O] = (alpha_move * 769) + (1967 * delta_move) + Actuat_Pos[O];
New_Post1] = Actual_Post1] - (1967 * delta_move);
/* Output new position to the motor controller */
Write_Finat_pos(Control_Address,New_Pos);
/* Start trapozoidat move */
Writeto_ftag_registor (Controt_Address,Ox0808);
/* Check to see if the we have made it to new position or switch










while (Activated_sNitch != 1);
/* Exit for loop if key has been pressed */
if (Exit_requested == 1) break;
/* Delay reading of motor till it as a chance to move */
for (timelasped = 50000; timetasped • O; timetasped = timelasped - 1);
if (count == 4) /* Rove arm to center position */
(
Set_RotorPosition(ControtAddress,Set_to_ectuat);
/* Delay reading of motor till it as a chance to move */
for (timelasped = 50000; timetasped • O; timetasped = timelasped - 1);
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/*Set up positions for the move command */
/* Add delta to Disk B and Disk A motor position */
New_Pos[O] = (alpha_move * 769) + (1967 * delta move) + Actual Pos[O];
New_Post1] = Actual_Post1] - (1967 * detta_move_;
Send_Pos [0] = New_Pos [0] ;
Send_Post1] = New_Post1];
/* Output new position to the motor controller and start move*/
Write_Final_pos(Control_Address,Send_Pos);
Write_to_ftag_registor (Controt_Address,Ox0808);
/* Wait tilt arm makes its way back to home position */
white (tabs(Actuat_Pos[O] - New_Pos[O]) > 25)
(
/* Delay to give motor a chance to respond to trapizodal move */
for (timelasped = 5000; timetasped • O; timetasped = timetasped - 1);
Read_Actuat_Pos(Controt_Address,Actuat_Pos);
)
) /* End of for loop */
} /* End of while 1"/
/* Stop motors and reset all positions counters to actual position */
Set_Motor_Position(Control_Address,Set_to_actuat);
}/* End of function */
void Run_Back_Lash_Test(unsigned Address_Motor, int Port_C_Data,int Numb_than,
int Number_of_Motor)
(
int Frame Count = O;
double Alpha;
/* Print out title indicating test to be run */
if (Number_of_Motor == I)
fprintf(Manuat_test_ptr,"\nBacklash test for Disk B (U_error");
else if (Number_of_Motor == 2)
fprintf(Manual_test_ptr,,,\nBacklash test for Disk A ");
else if (Number_of_Motor == 3)
fprintf(Manua[_test_ptr,',\nBacktash test for Disk A & B moving together (V_error)',);
else if (Number_of_Motor == 4)
fprintf(Manuat_test ptr,"\nBacktash test for Disk A & B moving a part");
/* Print header file for data */
fprintf(Manual_test_ptr,,,\nTimeTag \tSig Lev\tU Error\tV Error");
fprintf(Manual_test_ptr,,'\tActg\tDiskBC\t ActA\_OiskAC,,)_
Set_Motor_Position(Address_Motor,Set_to_actuat);
/* Read data from system file on present position */
Read_Current_System_data();
DiskAstep = Current_Position[1][Numb_Chan - 1];
Diskgstep = Current_Position[O][Numb Chan - 1];
Compute AZ_EL (DiskAstep,DiskBstep, O,El_Az,Atpha_Detta);
Alpha = Alpha_Delta[O]/57.29577951;
Compute_Open_Loop_Commands(Address_Motor,Nucioer_of_Motor,Atpha); /* Compute commands for open too






































































Port C Data = Port_C_Data I Sync_Pulse_Enable[Numb_Chan - 1];
outp_Port_C_Address,Port_C_Data);
ComFtushRx();
while (Frame_Count <= Number_of_Frames)
while (ComLenRx() < BLK_SZ); /* Wait for data to come over */
Read Actual Pos(Address_Motor,Act_pos);
Step, Position(O] = Motor_Pos[O][Frame_Count + 1];




if (Act..pos[O] >= Ox7fffff)
Act_pos[O] -= Oxffffff;
if (Act_pos[1] >= Ox7fffff)
Act pos[1] -= Oxffffff;
fprintf(Manual test_ptr," \nY.u, %2.3f, \t _1.5f, \t_l.5f, \t_li,\t %li,\t %li,\t_li",
Test[NLl_b Chan - 1].Time_tag,Test(Numb_than - 1].Signal_strength/204.7,




} /* End of while loop */
Port C Data = Port_C_Data & Sync Pulse_Disable[Numb_Chan - 1];
outp_Port_C_Address0Port_C_Data);
) /* End of function Run_Back_Lash_Test */
void Run_Step_Test(unsigned Add_of_Notor,int C_number,int Step_vatue, int Option)
(
int long Act step_pos array_B [1000] ;
int long Act step_pos_array_A[1000] ;
int Sample_total = 1000;
int Number_of_samples = O;





if ((Option == 1) II (Option == 5))
(
Step_Position(O] = Step_value + Step_Position(O] ;
Step_Position(I] = 0 + Step_Position(I];
)
else if ((Option == 2) II (Option == 6))
(
Step_Position(I] = Step_value + Step_Position(I];
Step_Position(O] = 0 + Step_Position(O];
}
else if ((Option == 3) II (Option == 7))
(
Step_Position(I] = - Step_value + Step_Position(I];
Step_Position(O] = Step_value + Step_Position(O];
}
else if ((Option == 4) II (Option == 8))
(
Step_Position[I] = Step_value + Step_Position[I];
/* Assign step value for disk bmotor */
/* Assign step value for disk b motor */
/* Assign step value for disk b motor */
/* to run in same direction */
/* Assign step value for disk b motor */
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Step Position[O] = Step_value + Step_Position[O];
)







while (Number_of_samples < Sample_total)
AD_data[Number_of_samptes] = Read 8bit_port(Add_of_Motor);
Read_Actual_Pos(Add_of_Notor,Act_pos);
Act step_pos_array_B[Number_of_samples] = Act_pos[O];
Act_step_pos_array_A[Number_of_sampLes] = Act pos[1];
Number_of_samples++;
fprintf(NanuaL_test_ptr,,,\nNumber of samples taken = %i",Number_of_samptes);
/* Store sampled data */
for (Array_count = O; Array_count < Number_of_samples; Array_count++)(
UAD dataB = AD_data[Array_count] & OxFF;
AD dataB = (UAD_dataB) - 128;
UAD..dataA = AD_data[Array_count] & OxFFO0;
UAD dataA = UAD dataA >> 8;














int Left Limit[]] = (4,10,16);
int RighT_Limit[]] = (3,9,15);
int Limit Hit = O;
fprintf(Manuat_test_ptr,"DiskBApos D/A DiskAApos D/A");




Co_nd_Pos[O] = Present_Position[O] + CommandPos[O];
Cccmand_Pos[1] = Present_Position[I] + CommandZPos[1];
/* Output new position to the motor controller and start move*/
Write Final_pos(Motor_Address,Conmand Pos);
Write toftag_registor (Hotor_Address_Ox0808);
/* Wait tilt first limit has been reached */
while (Limit_Hit == O)
(
Limit Hit = Check for switch Activation(Right_Limit[Number_of Channel - 1]);
Set_Motor_Position(Motor_Address,Set_to_actual);
/* Set up position to move to designated limit */
Command_Pos[O] = -1000000;
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Comn_nd Pos[O] = Present Position[O] + Com_and_Pos[O];
COnl_ndZPos[1 ] = Present,Position[I] + Coelnand_Pos[1];
/* Output new position to the motor controtler and start move*/
Write Finat_pos(Motor_Address,Cot,mand_Pos);
Write_to_ftag_registor (Motor_Address,Ox0808);
/* Enable receiver etectronics for timing purposes */




whiLe (Limit_Hit == O)
while (ComLenRx() < BLK_SZ); /* Wait for date to come over */
ComFtushRx(); /* Flush out receive buffer to avoid overflow */
DA date = Read 8bit_port(Motor Address);
Read_Actual_Pos(Motor_Address,Present_Position);
if (Present_Position[I] > OxTfffff)
Present_Position[l] -= Oxffffff;
if (Present_Position[O] > Ox7fffff)
Present_Position[O] -= Oxffffff;
UAD detaB = DA..data & OxOOFF;
AD dataB : UAD_dataB - 128;
UAD_dataA = DA data & OxFFO0;
UAD dataA = UAD dateLA>> 8;
AD_dataA = UAD_detaA - 128;





Limit Hit : Check for switch_Activation(Left Limit[Number_of_Channel - I]);
/* Disable sync pulse to receiver electronics */
CPort = CPort & Sync_Puise_Disabte[Number_of_Channet - 1];
outp(Port_C_Address,CPort);
) /* Function Compute_Open_Loop Command*/
void Compute_Open_Loop_Commands(unsigned Channel_Address,int Motor_Number,
double Alpha_arm)
(
int Frame count = O;
double ln__Motor_PosA = O;
double Int_Motor_PosB = O;










/* Rove only disk a motor: */
else if (Motor_Number == 3) /* Move only disk A & B motor:
disk witt run in same direction*/
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Step_A = 2.729 - sin((double)(Alpha_arm/2.0) - (Pi/4.0));
Step_B = 2.729;
)
else if (Motor_Number == 4) /* Move only disk A & B motor:





/* Read in actual position of the arm and drum motors for offset */
Reed_Actuat_Pos(Channet_Address,Actpos);
Motor_Pos [0] [Frame_count] = Act_pos [0] ;
Motor_Post1] [Frame_count] = Act post1];
Int_Motor_PosB =(double)Act_pos[O];
Int_Motor_PosA =(double)Act_post1];
Frame count = Frame_count + 1;
/* Check to see if range of frame counts is such that both motors wilt
be moved together */
while (Frame_count <= Number_of_Frames)
(
if (Frame count <= Range)
]nt_Motor_PosB = Int_Motor_PosB + Step B;
Motor_Pos[O][Frame_count] = (tong int)Int_Motor_PosB;
Int Motor PosA = Int Motor PosA - StepA;
Motor_Posit] [Frame_count] - (long int)lnt_Motor_PosA;
else if ((Frame_count <= (3*Range)) && (Frame_count • Range))
Int Motor PosB = lnt Motor PosB - Step_B;
Motor_Pos_O] [Frame_count] - (long int)Int_Motor_PosB;
Int Motor PosA = Int_Motor_PosA + StepA;
Motor_Pos_1] [Frame_count] = (long int)Int_Motor_PosA;
)
else if ((Frame_count <= (4*Range)) && (Frame_count • (3*Range)))
Int Motor PosB = Int Motor PosB + Step_B;
Motor_Pos_O] [Frame_count] - (long int)Int_Motor_PosB;
Int Motor PosA = Int Motor PosA - Step_A;
Motor_Post1] [Frame_count] - (Long int)Int_Motor_PosA;
else if ((Frame_count <= (5*Range)) && (Frame_count • (4*Range)))
(
lnt Motor PosB = Int Motor PosB - Step_B;
Mot_r_Pos_O] [Frame_count] _ (tong int)lnt_Motor_PosB;
Int Motor PosA = Int_Motor_PosA - Step_A;
Motor_Pos_l] [Frame_count] = (long int)Int_Motor_PosA;
)
else if ((Frame_count <= (7*Range)) && (Frame count • (5*Range)))
( Int Motor PosB = Int_Motor_PosB + Step_B;
Moto_ Pos[O][Frame_count] = (tong int)Int_Motor PosB;
Int Motor PosA = Int_Motor_PosA + StepA;
Motor Pos_l] [Frame_count] = (long int)Int_Motor_PosA;
)
else if ((Frame_count <= (8*Range)) && (Frame_count • (7*Range)))
{ lnt Motor PosB = Int_Motor_PosB - Step_B;
Moto__Pos[O][Frame_count] = (tong int)lntMotor_PosB;
lnt Motor PosA = Int_Motor_PosA - Step_A;
Motor_Pos_l] [Frame count] = (tong int)lnt_Motor_PosA;
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Frame count = Frame count + I;
)
Hotor Pos[O] [Frame count] = Notor Pos[O] [03;
Notor_Pos [13 [Frame_count] = Notor_Pos [I] [0] ;
} /* End of C_te_O_n_Loop_C_nds function */
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/*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
/*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
/*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
Control_word_address = Ox31e; /* Address to which 8255 command word
is being set */
Port_A_Address = 0x318; /* Adress of port A on 8255 */
Port B_Address = Ox31a; /* Adress of port g on 8255 */
Port_C_Address = 0x31c; /* Adress of port C on 8255 */
Control_word = 0x92;
Port_373 = Ox30C;
/*Sets ports A,B to inputs and
C to outputs */
/* Address for 74LS373 latch */
all varabtes that will define the HCTL-1XO0 motor controller registors */
int Flag_Reg_Address = OxO000; /* Address for writing to flag registor */
int Prog_Counter_Address = 0x0505; /* Address of program counter */
int Status_Reg_Address = 0x0707; /* Address of Status Registor */
int AD_Motor Com Address = 0x0808; /* Address at which we can write data
out to the 8 bit port that feeds
an A/D */
int Pwm Motor Com Address = 0x0909; /* Address at which we can command the
PWM port of the controller */
int Command Pos3_Address = OxOcOc; /* Address to the MSB of the command
position */
44 int Command Pos2_Address = OxOdOd; /* Address to the middle byte of the command
45 position */
46 int Command_Post_Address = OxOeOe; /* Address to the LSB of the command
47 position */
48
49 int Sampler Timer_Address = OxOfOf; /* Address for setting up timer in controller */
50
51 int Actual_Pos3_Address = 0x1212; /* Address to the MSB of the command to
52 read the actual position of the motor */
53 int Actual_Pos2_Address = 0x1313; /* Address to the middle byte of the command to
54 read the actual position of the motor */
55 int Actual_Posl_Address = 0x1414; /* Address to the LSB of the command to
56 read the actual position of the motor */
57
58 int Comm_RingAddress = 0x1818; /* Address to set up the length of commutation
59 cycle */
60
61 int Comm Ve[ Timer_Address = 0x1919; /*Address to command the amount of phase
62 advance at a given advance */
63
64 int X_Address = Oxlala; /* Address to command the interval that only
65 one phase is active */
66
67 int Y_Phase Overlay_Address = Oxlblb; /* Address to command the interval that
68 two seq. phase are active */
69
70 int Offset_Address = Oxlclc; /* Address to command the relative start
71 of the commutation cycle with respect
72 to the index pulse */
73
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74 int Max_Phase_Adv_Address = Oxlflf; /* Address to command upper limit of
75 phase advance */
76
7"t int Filter_Zero_Address = 0x2020; /* Address to set up value for zero in
78 digital filter */
79
80 int Filter_Pole_Address = 0x2121; /* Address to set up value for pole in
81 digital filter */
82
83 int Filter_Gain Address = 0x2222; /* Address to set gain of the digitial filter */
84
85 int Comm_Vetocity1_Address = 0x2323; /* Address to input LSB of command velocity */
86
87 int ConwnVelocity2_Address = 0x2424; /* Address to input MSB of command velocity */
88
89 int Accel LSB Address = 0xZ626; /* Address to input LSB of command acceleration */
90
91 int Accel MSB Address = 0x2727; /* Address to input MSB of command acceleration */
92
93 int Max_Velocity_Address = 0x2828; /* Address to max velocity in the trapezoidal
94 profile */
95
96 int Finat_Pos1_Address = 0x2929; /* Address (LSB) to write or read the position
97 at which the motor is commanded to go to */
98
9<; int Final Pos2_Address = Ox2a2a; /* Address to write or read the position
100 at which the motor is commanded to go to */
101
102 int Final_Pos3_Address = Ox2b2b; /* Address (MSB) to write or read the position
103 at which the motor is coal_anded to go to */
104
105 int Actual_Veil_Address = 0x3434; /* Address (LSB) to read actual velocity of motor */
106
107 int Actual_Vel2_Adrerss = 0x3535; /* Address (MSB) to read actual velocity of motor */
108
109 /* Listed below is all the functions in the program */
110
111 int Read Filter Zero(unsigned Motor_Address);
112 int Display_Main-_Menu(void);
113 void Wait_for_key_Press(void);
114 void Process_Main_Option(int Key_pressed);
115 int Display_Main Menu(void);
116 void Write Filte__Zero(unsigned Motor Address,int Fitter_Zero);
117 void Write-Fitter Pole(unsigned Motor_Address,int Filter_Pole);
118 void Write-Filter-Gain(unsigned Motor_Address,int Filter Gain);
119 int Read_Filter_Zero(unsigned Motor_Address);
120 int Read_Fitter_Pole(unsigned Motor_Address);
121 int Read Fitter Gain(unsigned Motor_Address);
122 void Writeto_SbTt_port(unsigned Motor_Address,int Digitatword);
123 void Write to pWM_port(unsigned Motor_Address, int PWM_data);
124 void WriteZto_sampler_timer(unsigned Motor_Address, int Sampler data);
125 unsigned Read status_rag(unsigned Motor Address);
126 void Write..Max_Velocity(unsigned Motor_ddress,int MaxVetocity);
127 void Write Max Accet(unsigned Motor_Address, int *Max_Accdata);
128 void Write-toj_rogram_counter (unsigned Rotor Address,int Program_counter);
129 void Write-Final_pos(unsigned Rotor Address, tong int *Final data);
130 Read Actua_ Pos(unsigned Motor_Address, long int * Actual_.pos);
131 void-Write To flag registor (unsigned Motor..Address,int Flagword);
132 void Reset-AcTuatPosition(unsigned Motor_Address,int Reset Pos);
133 Read Finat-Pos(unsigned Motor_Address, long Jnt *Finat_pos);
134 int Read Max Accet(unsigned Motor_Address, int *Motor_Acceleration);
135 int Read-Max-Velocity(unsigned Motor_Address);
136 Read Co_m_nd-Pos(unsigned Rotor_Address,tong int *Command_pos);











/* The following function will be used to write to both the drum and arm
motor controller at the same time */
void Write_to_motor_controller(unsigned Address, int Dataword, int Registor)
(
outpw (Address , Registor); /*Generate an Ate signal and send over the
registor address that we want to write
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outpw ((Address + 2), Dataword); /*Generate chip select and output data */
/* The following function wilt be used to reed data from the both
the drum and motor controllers */
int Read_from_motor_controller(unsigned Address, int Registor)
(
int Dumb data,Controtter_data;
outpw(Address, Registor); /*Generate an Ale signal and send over the
registor address that we want to write
to */
Dumbdata = inpw(Address + 2); /*Generate chip select to motor controller */
Controller_data = inpw(Address + 4 ); /* Generate OE signal and read data */
return Controller_data;
/* The following function will write to the flag registor */




I* The following function wilt write to the program counter*/
void Write_to_program_counter (unsigned Motor Address,int Program counter)
Write_to_motor_controtLer(Motor_Address,Programcounter,Prog_CounterAddress);
)
/* The following function will write to the status registor*/








Status = Read from motor controller(Motor Address,Status Reg Address);
return Status_ .....
)
/* The following function will write to the 8 bit port*/




/* The following function wilt read the data in the 8 bit port*/
int Read_Sbit_port(unsigned Motor Address)
(
int Port data;
Port _data = Read_ from_motor _controller(Motor _Address,AD _Motor Com Address);
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I* The following function will write data to the PWM port*/
void Write to PWM port(unsigned Motor_Address,int PWM_data)
{ Write to motor controller(Motor Address,PWM data,Pwm Motor Com Address );
)
/* The following function wilt read the data from the I_ command registor*/
int Read_PWM_port(unsigned Motor_Address)
(
int PWM Port data;
PWM_PorT data = Read_frommotor_controller(Motor_Address,Pwm_Motor_Com_Address);
return pWM_Portdata;
)
/* The following function will write data to the Conmmnd position registor*/
void Write_co_mandpos(unsigned Motor Address, long int *Position_data)
(
long int New_Pos Data[2];
int Pos data = O;
/* Invert the sign of the command if channel I is written to */
if (Motor_Address == Motor_Pairl Address)
(
New Pos Date[O] = Position data[O] * -I;




New_Pos_Data[O] = Position_data[O] ;
New_Pos_Data[1] = Position_data[I] ;
)
/* Output the most significant byte to the motor controller */
Pos data = (((New_Pos_Data[O] >> 16) & Oxff) I ((New_Pos_Date[1] >> 8) & OxffO0));
WriTe to motor controller(Motor Address,Pos data,Command_Pos3_Address);
-- -- -- 1 --
/* Output the middle byte to the motor controller *I
Pos data = ((New_Pos_Data[O] >> 8) & Oxff) I (New_Pos_Data[1] & OxffO0);
WriTe to motor controller(Motor Address,Pos data,Conmnd_Pos2_Address);
/* Output the Least significant byte to the motor controller */
Pos data = ((New_Pos_Data[O] & Oxff) I (New..Pos_Data[1] << 8) & OxffO0) ;
WriTe to motor controller(Motor Address,Pos data,Command_Posl._Address);
/* The following function will read the command motor position registor*/
Read_Command_Pos(unsigned Motor_Address,long int *Command_pos)
(
int Com_datal,Com_data2,Com_data3;






middle byte of the command position from the motor controller */
Readlfrom_motorcontroller(Motor_Address,C°mmnd- P°s21Address);
least significant byte of the conm_nd position from the motor controller */
Read_from_motor_controller(Motor_Address,C°mmandlP°S1-Address);
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/* Determine actual pos for drum motor ./
Command_pos[O] = Corn data3 & Oxff;
Command pos[O] = (Co_nd pos[O] << 8) I (Corn data2 & Oxff);
Command._posEO] (Command_pos[O] << 8) I (Corn-data1 & Oxff);
/* Determine actual pos for arm motor */
Command_post1] = Corn data3 & OxffOO;
Command post1] = (Co_nd_pos[1] << 8) I (Com data2 & OxffO0);
Command_post1] = (Command_post1] I ((Corn_data1 & OxffO0) >> 8));
if (Motor_Address == Motor_Pair1 Address)
Command_pos [0] = Command_pos [0] * - 1 ;
Command post1] = Command post1] *-1;
/* The following function will write data to the Sampler timer registor*/
void Write_to_san_oler_timer(unsigned Motor_Address, int San_oler_data)
{
/* Output the timer value to the motor controller */
Write to motor controller(Motor Address,Sampler data,Sampler Timer Address);
)
/* The following function will read the actual motor position registor*/
Read_Actual_Pos(unsigned Motor_Address, tong int * Actual_pos)
(
int Actual_datal,Actual_data2,Actual_data3;
/* Read the least significant byte of the command position from the motor controller */
Actual_data1 =Read. from_motor_controller(MotorAddress,Actual_Posl_Address);
/* Read the middle byte of the command position from the motor controller */
Actual data2 = Read from_motor_controller(MotorAddress,Actuat_Pos2_Address);
/* Read the most significant byte of the cocmmand position from the motor controller */
Actual_data3 = Read_from_motor_controtter(Motor_Address,Actual_Pos3Address);
/* Shift and or the data read from motor controller and store in a 21 byte
word */
/* Determine actual pos for drum motor */
Actuat_pos[O] = Actual data3 & Oxff;
Actual pos[O] = (Actua__pos[O] << 8) I (Actual data2 & Oxff);Actuat_oos[O] (Actual_pos[O] << 8) . (ActualZdatal & Oxff);
if (Actual_pos[O] • OxTfffff)
Actual_pos[O] -= Oxffffff;
/* Determine actual pos for arm motor */
Actual_post1] = Actual data3 & OxffO0;
Actual_post1] = (Actual_post1] << 8) I (Actual data2 & OxffO0);
Actual_post1] = (Actual_post1] I ((Actual data_ & OxffO0) >> 8));
if (Actual_post1] • Ox7fffff)
Actuat..pos[1] -= Oxffffff;
if (Motor_Address == Motor_Pairl_Address)
(
Actual pos[O] = Actual_pos[O] * -1;
Actual post1] = Actual_post1] * -1;
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/* The following function reset the actual position registor*/
void Reset Actual Position(unsigned Motor Address,int Reset_Pos)
{
/* Write to registor 13H to reset actual position counter */
Write to motor controller(Motor Address,Reset Pos,Actual_Pos2_Address);
}
/* The following function writes the zero of the digitiel filter to the
to the motor controller */




I* The following function will read value of the registor that contains the




Zero = Read fr_,n_motor_controller(MotorAddress,Filter_Zero_Addregs);
return Zero;
}
/* The following function writes the pole of the digitial filter to the
to the motor controller */
void Write_Filter_Pole(unsigned Motor_Address,int Filter_Pole)
(
Write to motor controller(Motor Address,Filter Pole, Filter Pole Address);
)
/* The following function will read value of the registor that contains the
pole of the digitial filter*/






/* The following function writes the Gain of the digitiel filter to the
to the motor controller */




/* The following function will reed value of the regtstor that contains the
gain of the digitiat filter*/
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/* The following function will write data to the Max Acceleration registor*/
void Write Max Accet(unsigned Motor_Address, int *Max Acc data)
{
int Acc_data = O;
/* Output the most significant byte to the motor controller */
Acc data = ((Max Acc data[O] >> 8) & Oxff) I (Max_Acc_data[1] & OxffO0);
Wri_e_to_motor_controller(Motor_Address,Acc_data,AcceL MSB Address);
/* Output the Least significant byte to the motor controller */
Acc data = (Max_Acc_data[O] & OxOOff) I (Max Acc data[1] << 8);
Write_to_motor_controller(Motor_Address,Acc_data,Accel LSB Address);
/* The following function will read the Maximum acceleration registor*/
int Read Max Accel(unsigned Motor_Address, int *Motor Acceleration)
(
int Accel_datal,Accet_data2;
/* Read the most significant byte max. acceleration from the motor controller */
Accel_data2 = Read_from_motor_controLter(Motor_Address,AcceL MSB Address);
/* Read the ,east significant byte of the command position from the motor controller */
Accet_datal = Read_from_motor_controller(Motor_Address,Accel LSB Address);
/* Shift and or the data read from motor controller and store in a 21 byte
word */
Motor Acceleration[O] = Accel data2 & Oxff;
Motor_Acceleration[O] = (Moto_..Acceteration[O] << 8) I (Accel_datal & Oxff);
Motor_Acceleration[I] = Accet_data2 & OxffO0;
Motor_Acceleration[I] = Motor_Acceleration[I] I ((Accet_datal & OxffO0) >> 8);
l* The following function writes the Max Velocity for trapezoidal mode to the
to the motor controller */




/* The following function reads the value of the registor that contains the
Max velocity for trapezoidal mode*/
int Read Max Velocity(unsigned Motor_Address)
(
int Velocity;
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Velocity = Read_ from_motor _c°ntr°ller(M°t°r _Address,Max-Vel°city-Address);
return Velocity;
)
/* The following function will write data to the Final position registor*/
void Write Finalpos(unsigned Motor_Address,tong int *Final_data)
(
Long int New final_data[2);
int Fin data = O;
if (Motor_Address == Motor_Pair1_Address)
(
New final data[O) = Final_data[O) * -I;




New_final_data[O) = Final data[O) ;
New_final_data[1) = Final_data[1) ;
)
I* Output the most significant byte to the motor controller */
Fin data = (((New final data[O) >> 16) & Oxff) I ((New_final data[l) >> 8) & OxffO0));
Wri_e_tomotor_controLLer(Motor_Address,Fin_data,Final_PosS_Address);
/* Output the middle byte to the motor controller */
Fin data = ([New final date[O) >> 83 & Oxff) I (New_final_data[1) & OxffO0);
Wri_e_to_motorcontroller(Motor_Address,Fin_data,Final_Pos2_Address);
/* Output the least significant byte to the motor controller */
Fin data = ((New final data[O) & Oxff) I (New_final_data[I) << 8) & OxffO0) ;
Wri_eto_motor_controt_er(Motor_Address,Fin_data,Final_Posl_Address);
/* The following function will read the Final motor position registor*/
Read_FinalPos(unsigned Motor Address, long int *Final_pos)
(
int Finat_datal,Finaldata2,Finat_data];
/* Read the most significant byte of the commandposition from the motor controller */
Finat data3 = Read_from_motor_controtter(Motor..Address,Finat_PosS_Address);
/* Read the middle byte of the command position from the motor controller */
Finat_data2 = Read_frommotorcontrolter(Motor_Address,Finat_Pos2_Address);
/* Read the least significant byte of the commandposition from the motor controller */
Final datal = Read_from_motor_controtter(Motor_Address,Final_Posl_Address);
/* Determine the final position of the drum motor */
Finat_pos[O] = Final_data3 & Oxff;
Finat_pos[O] = (FinaL_pos[O] << 8) I (Final data2 & Oxff);Finat_pos[O] (Final pos[O] << 8) (FinalZdatal & Oxff);
/* Determine final position of the arm motor */
Final_pos[1] = Final data3 & OxffO0;
Finat_pos[1] = (Fina_ pos[1) << 8) I (Final_data2 & OxffO0);
Finat_pos[1] = (Finat_pos[1] I ((Final_data1 & OxffO0) >> 8));
if [Motor_Address == Motor_Pairl_Address)
(
Final pos[O] = Final_pos[O] * -1;
Final..pos[1] = Final pos[1] * -1;
)
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if (Finat_pos[O] • Ox7fffff)
Finat_pos[O] -= Oxffffff;
if (Finat_pos[1] • OxTfffff)
Finat_pos[1] -= Oxffffff;
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int BLK_SZ = 8;
/* Declare the following variables external these var. are declared in motor.c */
extern unsigned Hotor_Pairl_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigned Motor_Psir2_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigned Motor_Pair3_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
extern unsigned Port_A_Address; /* Adress of port A on 8255 */
extern unsigned Port_B_Address; /* Adress of port B on 8255 */
extern unsigned Port_C_Address; /* Adress of port C on 8255 */
extern int Set_to_actual;
extern int C_Port_Data;
extern long int Starting_Position[2] [3];














int Switch number_array[3][5] = ((3,4,5,6,3},(9,10,11,12,9),(15,16,17,18,15));
long int Delta_move_array[3][4] = ((-500,40,0,500),(-500,40,0,500},(-500,40,0,500}};
long int Alpha_move_array[3] [4] = ((0,100,-100,0),(0,100,-100,0),(0,100,-100,0)};
long int Alpha_maya_only = (40);




int exit_loop = (0};
while (kbhit()) getch(); /* clear out keyboard buffer *
/* Start all requested channels running */
numb_switch = 4;
for (chan_number = 1; chan_number <=3; chan_number++)
(
if (Channels_to_Exercise[chan_number] == 1)
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( Address = Motor_Pairl_Address; break;)
case 2:
( Address = Hotor PairZ_Address; break;)
case 3:
( Address = Rotor_Pair3 Address; break;)
)
Rove_Rotor(Address,Alpha_move array[chan ntmnber-1] [nL=_bswitch-1],
Delta_move_array[chan_number-1] [nuni__-switch-1]);
printf("\r_1oving chan_t Xi to limit switch Xi",chan._nunloer,
Switch_nt.vnber_array[chan..nLld_er-1] [nt_nb_switch]);
} /* End of if Channels to Exercise[chan_nunt>er] == 1 */
) /* End of chan_r_Jnt_er <3 3-*/
while (exit loop != 1)
(
for (chan_nunt_er = 1; chan_nLwnber <=3; chan nunt_er++){
if (kbhit()) exit loop = 1;
while (kbhit()) getch(); /* clear out keyboard I:xJffer */
if (Channels_to_Exercise[chan_n_wdoer] == 1)
(
for (nLlnb_switch = 1; numb_switch <= 4; nt_doswitch++)(
Activated_switch = Check_for_switch Activation(Switch_number_array
[chan_number-1] [numb_switch-l]);
if (Activated_switch == 1)
{
/* Delay program till motor stops */




( Address = Hotor_Pairl Address;









( Address = Rotor_Pair3 Address;




if (numb_switch == 4)
{
/* Stop motors and set to actual position */
Set_Hotor_Position(Address,Set_to_acCuat);
Read Actual Pos(Address,Position of Rotor);
Target_Position[O] = (Alpha_move only * 769) + Position_of_Hotor[O];
Target_Position[I] = PositionofZHotor[1] ;
Hove Rotor(Address,Alpha move only,Delta move);
Rove_finished = O;
/* Wait for arm to swing over Ioefore continuing */
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white (Move_finished != 1)
Move finished = Reached_commanded_Pos(Address,Target_Position,chan_number,3O);
} /* E_d of nuld__switch == 4 */
Move Motor(Address,Alpha move array[chan number- 1] [numb_swi tch- 1],
De l t a_move_a r ray [ch an_nun_oer- 1] [numb_swi tch- 1] ) ;
printf("\nMoving channel %i to limit switch %i,,,chan__r,
Switch_number_array[chan_number-1][nun_b_switch]);
if (kbhit()) exit_loop = 1;
white (kbhit()) getch(); /* clear out keyboard buffer */
) /* End of if activated switch == 1 */
} /* End of numb_switch <= 4 */
) /* End of Channets_to_Exercise[chan_number] == 1 */
) /* End of chan_number <=3 */
) /* End of exit loop != 1"/
/* Stop motors and reset all positions counters to zero */




case 1: Address = Motor_Pairl_Address;
case 2: Address = Motor_Pair2_Address;




) /* End of function */




/* Stop motors and set to actual position */
Set_Motor_Position(Motor_Address,Set_to_actual);
/* Delay reading of motor tilt it as a chance to move */
for (timelasped = 50000; timelasped > O; timelasped = timetasped - 1);
Read_Actual_Pos(Motor_Address,Actual_Pos);
/*Set up positions for the move command */
/* Add delta to Disk B and Disk A motor position */
New Pos[O] = (Move_to_Alpha * 769) + (1967 * Move_to_Delta) + Actual_Pos[O];
New_Pos[1] = Actual_Pos[1] - (1967 * Move_to_Delta);
/* Output new position to the motor controller */
Write_Finatpos(Motor_Address,New_Pos);
/* Start trapozoidal move */
Write_to_flag_registor (Motor..Address,Ox0808);
/* Delay continuing tilt of motor till it as a chance to move */
for (timelasped = 100000; timelasped > O; timelasped = timelasped - 1);
)
void Position(double Azimuth, double Elevation, int channel,
unsigned Motor..Address,int lncrementat)
double Delta[4], Alpha[4] ,AZ..Deg,EL_Deg,Command_Length,U_Scate,V_Scale;
double Levet_of_Signat,Levet_of_UError,Levet_of-VErr°r;
Long int 1 Step_[4], l_StepB[4], Step..Oif;
long int C_mand_Pos[2],Actual_Pos[2];
int a,b, Number_of_Solutions,loop,Solution;
long int Present_Delta = 10000000;
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int t = I;




Level_of Error = O;
Level_of VError = O;
AZ_Deg = (Azimuth) * 57.29577951;
EL_Deg = (Elevation) * 57.29577951;
AzEt2AB(Azimuth, Elevation, l_StepA, l_StepS, Delta, Alpha, &Number_of_Solutions);
for (loop=O; loop <= Number_of_Solutions; loop++)
Step Dif = Current_Position[1][channel-1] - l_StepA[loop];
if (labs(Step Dif) < Present Delta)
{





printf("Use cursor keys to move the head in the X and Y coordinates.\n,,);




St art i ng_Posi t i on [0] [channe [ - 1] - Act ua l Pos [0] ;
Starting_Position[1]lchannel-1] + Actual-Pos[1];
if (channel == 1) Numb of than : 2;
else if (channel == 2) Numb of Chan = 1;
else Numb of Chan= 3;
if (channel == 3)
{










_settextposition(4,5); /*Position the cursor at position 1,5)*/
AZ_Deg = (Azimuth) * 57.29577951;
EL_Deg = (Elevation) * 57.29577951;
printf("Channet %i Position\n",Numb_of_Chan);
printf("\n\tAzimuth: %8.6f Elevation: Y,8.6f\n",
AZ_Deg, EL Deg);
printf("\n\tDelta: _10.6f Alpha: _lO.6f\n",
Delta[Solution],A[pha[Solution]);
printf("\n\tI_StepA: _ti I_StepS: X[i\n",
l_StepA[Solution],l_StepS[Solution]);
printf("\n\tActualA: _li ActualB: %[i\n",
Actua[_Pos[1],Actual_Pos[O]);
do {
/* Turn OSP for data retreivat */
C_Port_Data = C Port Data I Initiate_Serial_Tran[channe[ - 1];
outp(Port C Add_ess,C_Port Data);
ComFtushRx(); /* Flush out data before starting loop */
timo_out = O;
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/* Wait for data before reading out data */
while ((ComLenRx() < BLK_SZ) && (time_out <= 500001)
time_out = time_out + I;




/* Clear out keyboard buffer before continuing */
else
(
while (kbhit()) b = getch();
ComFlushRx();
)
/* Turn off sync pulse to x channel */
C Port Data = C_Port_Data & Stop_Serial_Data[channel - 1];
o_tp(Port_C_Address,C_Port_Datal;
Level of_Signal = Test[channel-1].Signal_strencjth/204.7 + Level_of_Signal;
Level-of UError = Test[channel-1].Azimuth error*U Scale + Level of_UError;
LeveCoCVErro r = Test[channel-1].Elevation_error;V_Scale + Level_of_VError;
Loop_count++;
if (Loop_count == 101
(
_settextposition(16,1); /*Position the cursor at position 1,5)*/
printf("\n\tTime_tag = _u\t Signet Level: _lO.6f\n",
Test[channel-1].Time_tag,
Level_of_Signal/Loop_count);
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Read Actua [_Pos(Mot or_Address, Actua L Pos ) ;
Actuat_Pos[O] = Starting_Position[O][channel-1] - Actual Pos[O];
Actual_Post1] = Starting_Position[1][channe[-1] + Actual_-Pos[1];
AzEl2AB(Azimuth, Elevation, l_StepA, I_Step8, Delta,
Atpha,&Numberof_SoLutions);
/* Search for the nearest solution */
Present Delta = 10000000;
for (Loop=O; Loop <= Number_of_Solutions; Loop++)
Step_Dif = Actual Pos[1] - i_StepA[toop];
if (Labs(Step_Dif_ < Present_Delta)
{




/* Set up the commandedposition for the DiskB Motor */
Command_Pos[O] = Starting_Position[O][channet-1] - l_StepB[Sotution];
/* Set up the commanded position for the DiskA Motor */
Command_Post1] = (-1 * Starting_Position[1][channe[-1]) + I_StepA[SoLution];
/* Output new position to the motor controller */
Write_Finat_s(Motor_Acldress,CommandPos);
/* Start trapozoida[ move */
Write_to_flag_registor (Motor_Address,Ox0808);
white (kbhit()) b = getch();
) white ((a!='e') && (a!='E'));
void Run_Scan_Pattern(double Azimuth, double ELevation, int channel,
unsigned Motor_Acldress,double trip_point)
( double Delta[4], ALpha[4],AZ_Deg,EL Deg,Co_nd_Length;
Long int I_StepA[4], ]_Step8[4], Step_Dif;
tong int COIT_and_Pos[2],ActuaL_Pos[2];
int key,b, NLInl_r_ofSoLutions, toop, Sotution,change..par;
tong int Present_Delta = 10000000;
int t = I;
Long int time out,loop count,setpoint;
int exit = O;
AZ_Deg = (Azimuth) * 57.29577951;
EL Deg = (Elevation) * 57.29577951;
_ctearscreen( _GCLEARSCREEN);
AzEL2AB(Azimuth, ELevation, I_StepA, i_Step8, Delta, Alpha, &Number_of_Solutions);
for (Loop=0; Loop <= Number_of Solutions; Loop++)
{
Step_Dif = Current_Position[1][channet-1] - l_StepA[toop];
if (tabs(Step_Dif) < Present_Delta)
(
Present Delta = tabs(StepDif);
SoLutio_ = loop;
}
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448 Actuat_Pos[O] = Starting_Position[O][channei-1] - Actual_Pos[O];
449 Actual_Pos[1] = Starting_Position[1][channet-1] + Actual_Pos[1];
450
451 setpoint = O;
452 Test[channet-1].Signal_strength = 0.0;
453
454 white ((Test[channet-1].Signal_strength/204.7 < trip_point) && (exit == 0))
455
456 for (change_par = 1; changepar <= 4; change_par++)
457 (
458 /* Exit if signal level is above trip point */
459 if (((fest[channel-1].Signat_strength /204.7) • trip_point) II (exit == 1))break;
460
461 if ((change_par == 1) II (change_par == 3))
462 setpoint = setpoint + 1;
463
464 for (loop_count = 1; loop_count <= setpoint; Coop_count++)
465 (
466 if (kbhit())
467 { key = getch();
468 if ((key == 'e') II (key == 'E')) exit = 1;
469 }
470
471 _settextposition(2,5); /*Position the cursor at position 1,5)*/
472
473 AZ_Deg = (Azimuth) * 57.29577951;
474 EL_Deg = (Elevation) * 57.29577951;
/+75
/+76 printf(,,Position:\n\tAzimuth: Y,8.6f Elevation: Y.8.6f\n",
477 AZ_Deg, EL_Deg) ;
478 printf("\n\tDelta: %10.6f Alpha: _lO.6f\n",
479 Detta [Solution[ ,At pha [Sotut ion[ );
480 printf("\n\tl_StepA: _li l_StepS: _ti\n",
481 l_St epA [So luti on], C_Step@ [So luti on] );
482 printf("\n\tActualA: _ti ActualB: 5_[i\n"o
483 Actual Pos [1] ,Actuat_Pos [0] );
484 printf("\n\t sTgnat strength = Y,3.6f",
485 Test [channel - 1]. S i gna l_s t rength/204.7 );
486
487 /* Turn DSP for data retreivat */
488 C Port Data = C_Port_Data I Initiate_Seriat_Tran[channet - 1];
/+89 outp(Port_C..Address, C_Por t_Oat a);
/+90
/+91 ComFlushRx(); /* Flush out data before starting loop */
492
493 time_out = O;
49/+
495 /* Wait for data before reading out data */
496 white ((ComlenRx() < BLK_SZ) && (time_out <= 80000))
/,97 time_out = time_out + 1;
498
499 if (time out < 80000)
500 Read_Channel Data(&Test [channel - 13 );
501 else if (ti_out >= 80000) ComFtushRx();
502
503 /* Turn off sync pulse to x channel */
50/+ C Port Data = C Port Data & Stop_Serial_Data[channel - 1];













/* Break out of for loop if signal is large enough */
if (((Test[channel-l].Signal_strength 120/+.7) • trip..point) II (exit == 1)) break;
switch(change_par)
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Actual_Pos[O] = Starting_Position[O][channet-1] - Actual Pos[O];
Actual_Pos[1] = Starting_Position[1][channe[-1] + ActuaCPos[1] ;
AzEt2AB(Azirnuth, Elevation, I_StepA, I_StepS, Delta,
Atpha,&Nurr_erof_Solutions);
/* Search for the nearest solution */
Present_Delta = 10000000;
for (loop=O; loop <= Number_of_Solutions; loop++)(
Step Dif = Actual Pos[1] - ! StepA[loop];
if (tabs(Step_Dif_ < Present,Delta)
C




/* Set up the commanded position for the DiskB Motor */
Command_Pos[O] = Starting_PositionCO][chenne[-1] - I_StepS[Solution];
/* Set up the commandedposition for the DiskA Motor */
CommandPos[1] = (-1 * Starting_Position[1][channel-1]) + ]_StepA[Solution];
/* Output new position to the motor controller */
Write_Finat_pos(Notor_Address,Command_Pos);
/* Start trapozoidat move */
Writeto_ftag_registor (Motor_Address,Ox0808);
} /* End of for (loop_conut = 1; loop count <= setpoint; loop count++) */
}/* End o for (change_par = 1; changepar < 4; change_par++) */
/* Turn off sync pulse to x channel */
C_Port_Data = C Port Data & Stop_Serial_Data[channel - 1] ;
outp(Port_C_Add_ess,C..Port_Dete);










































































The following include statements are required to allow















char tmpbuf[128]; /* Char array for storing time data */









double Offset = .03;
extern unsigned Port_A_Address; /* Adress of port A on 8255 */
extern unsigned Port_B_Address; /* Adress of port g on 8255 */
extern unsigned Port_C_Address; /* Adress of port C on 8255 */
extern FILE *output_ptr; /* Pointer for file to output error data */
void Init tom port(void);
void Read-Channel_Data(struct Channel_data *Chptr);
int Test_.SeriaL_Link(int Chan_Number, int Port_C_Data);
/* Read Channel_Data reads in the data and formats as required */
void Read_Channel_Data(struct Channel_data *Ch_ptr)
/* Read data from dsp via corn port*/
rs = Comln(input_buffer,BLK_SZ);





/*Convert input data to 16 bit format for time tag
input_buffer[O] and input_buffer[I] time tag data*/
Ch._ptr->Time_tag = lint)input_buffer[I];
Ch_ptr->Time tag = (Ch_ptr->Tima_tag & Oxff) << 8;
Ch_ptr->Tima_tag += lint)input_buffer[O] & Oxff;
/* Convert buffer inputs 2,3 to 16 bit elevation error */
V error = lint)input_buffer[I];
V-error = (V_error & Oxff) << 8;
V_error += lint)input_buffer[2] & Oxff;
/* Convert buffer inputs 4,5 to 16 bit azimuth error */
U_error = lint)input_buffer[5];
U error = (U_error & Oxff) << 8;
U_error += lint)input_buffer[4] & Oxff;
/* Convert buffer inputs 6,7 to 16 bit total_strength error */
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Total_signal_strength = (Total_signal_strength & Oxff) << 8;
Total signal_strength += (int)input_LxJffer[6] & Oxff I
/*Change integer value to a floating point value for normalizing*/
Ch_ptr->Signal_strength = (double)Total_signal_strength - Offset;
if (Ch_ptr->Signal_strength < 0.00006)
(
/* Set signal_strength to small number if equal 0.0 */
Ch_ptr->Signal_strength = 0.0000061
)
/* Normalize azimuth error */
Ch_ptr->U_error = (double)U_error / Ch_ptr->Signal_strength;
/* Normalize Elevation error */
Ch_ptr->V_error = (double)V_error / Ch_ptr->Signal_strength;
) /* End of read channel data */
/* Init_Com_port initializes serial ports */
void Init_Com_port(void)
(
int rv = 01
/* lnitalize RS-232 port Con_ will be for sending data a monitoring
PC and Com3 will be ty\he receiver for DSP Data*/
/* rv = 2 bad ,com j parameter, rv = 3 no uart chip detected */
/* rv = 4 receive queue allocation error, rv = 4 transmit queue allocation error */
/* the following line will be used for the compuadd concKJter at 115kbeud */
rv = ComOpen(COM], Bl15200, U81SIlNONE , 16, 16);
/* Used for 19.2Kb option */
rv = ComOpen(COH2, B19200, U81SIlNONE ' 16, 16);
/* Set up COl_2 port to be active */
ComActive(COM2);
/* Remove all data from the receive buffer */
ComFlushRx();
/* Remove all data from the transmit buffer */
ComFlushTx();
/* Set up COH3 port to be active */
C_ctive(COM3)i
/* Remove all data from the receive buffer */
ComFlushRx()i
/* Remove all data from the transmit buffer */
ComFtushTx();
) /* End of Init_Com_port */
/* Function Test_Serial_Link is used to test serial link from DSP
to PC */
int
( Test_Seriat_Link(int Chan_Number,int Port_C_Data)
int Stop_Serial_Data[]] = (OxBF,Ox7F,OxEF};
int Initiate Serial Tran[3] = (Ox40,OxSO,OxlO};
int Data Link_Length = O;
int Serial_Link Error = O;
int Time out = O;
int long-test_loop;
int delay_loop;
int Error_number I /* Initialize Error number to be sent to
calling program */
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Time out = O;
Error_number = O; /*Intialize error number to zero */
Port C Data = Port_C_Data J initiate_Serial_Tran[Chan_Number - 1];
outp_P_rt_C_Address,Port_C_Data);
for (test_loop = 1; test_loop <= 50; test_loop++)
(
Time_out = O;
/* Check to see if data is available from the receiver electronics */
while (ComLenRx() < BLK_SZ)
Data_Link_Length = ComLer_x();
Serial_Link_Error = ComError();
if (Serial_Link_Error != 01
(
/* Display date and time of error*/
printf("\nRS232 link error detected Y.x\n.,Serial_Link_Error);




Time_out ++; /* Increment timeout count for serial port */
if (Time_out == _2000)
(




) /* End of while (ComLenRx() < BLK_SZ) */
Data Link Length = ComLenRx();
/* I_ data length is greater than report error */
if (Data_LinkLength == 81Read_Channel_Data(&Test[Chan_Number - 11);
else
(
printf("\nMessage length error. Length of messege = _i\n..,Data_Link_Length);
ComFlushRx();
}
if (Error_number != 01 break; /* Exit for loop if failure has occurred */
for (delay_loop = 1; delay_loop <= 5000; delay_loop++);
ComFlushRx();
) /* End of for test loop */
/* Turn off sync pulse to x channel */




void Report_Com_Error(int Error_on_link,int Channel)
(
int Data_length;




_printf(output_ptr, "\n Time & Date of error = _s _s ",
tmpbuf,tmploufl);
fprintf(output_ptr,"\nRS2]2 link error detected Y.x on Channel _i \n",
Error on link,Channel);
fprintf(output_ptr,"RS232 message length _i\n'i,Data_length);
}
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222 /* Function Serial Port Timeout reports timeout failure of serial port */
223 - -
224 void Seriat_Port_Timeout(int Channel)
225 (
226 printf("\nSerial Port timeout has occurred on Channel _i", Channel);
227 _strtime( tnCY_Jf ); /* Retreive system time and date */
228 _strdate( tmpbufl);
229 printf("\n Time of timeout = _.s", tmpbuf);
230 fprintf(output_ptr, "\n Time & Date of error = %s _Ls ",
231 tmptxJf,tmpbufl);






238 int Stop_Data[3] = (OxBF,Ox7F,OxEF);
239 int Initiate Serial[3] = (Ox40,Ox80,OxlO);
240 long int long_delay;
241 int lnit_Chan;
242 int Port_data = (OxOO};
243
244 for (]nit_Chan = 1; Init_Chan <= 3; [nit_Chan++)
245 (
246 /* Turn on sync pulse to DSP */
247 Port data = Port data J lnitiateSeria[[init_Chan];
248 outp_Port_C_Address,Port_data);
249
250 for (long_delay = 1; long_delay <= 500000; tong_delay++);
251
252 /* Turn off sync pulse to x channel */




257 } /* End of function Initia[ize_Dsp_Link */
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16 void Init_Channel Address(void);
17 void Compute_Offs_t(int i_chan);
18 void Init_Array(void);
19
20 extern void _fortran POSlTI_(int _far *ICHANNEL_,int long _far *INTRACK,
21 double far *U, double far *V,
22 long in__far *ISTEPA, _ong int _far *ISTEPB);
25
24 extern void _fortran INIT(int long _far *REALTIME);
25 /,26 extern unsigned Control_word_address; Address to which 8255 command word
27 is being set */
28 extern unsigned Control_word; /* Sets all ports A,B to inputs &
29 C to outputs */
30
]1 /* Declare the following variables external these var. are declared in motor.c */
32 extern unsigned Motor_Pairl_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
33 extern unsigned Motor_Pair2_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
54 extern unsigned Hotor_Pair3_Address; /*Address to first pair of motor controllers */
35
36 /* Declare all variables used for 8255 control */
37 extern unsigned Control_word_address; /* Address of Control word on 8255 */
38 extern unsigned Port_A_Address; /* Address of port A on 8255 */
39 extern unsigned Port_B_Address; /* Address of port B on 8255 */
40 extern unsigned Port_C_Address; /* Address of port C on 8255 */
41
42 extern int Reset_to_zero; /* These 2 variables will be used global for setting motor position */
43 extern int Set_to_actual;
44
45 /* Array of data used to read in RS232 data back from the DSP */




50 double U error;
51 double STgnal_strength;




56 int Aquire New Time_Tag[4];
57
58 /* Declarations for channel bias offsets */
59 double Uoffset[6] = {0.0,0.0,-0.5,-0.446);
60 double Voffset[4] = (0.0,0.0,-0.2,-0.]90};
61 double U Delta[6] = (0.00, 1.0, -2.0, 1.0, 0.00, 0.00);
62 double V-Delta[6] = (O.O0, 0.00, 0.00, 1.0, -2.0, 0.00};
63 double M_xU Delta[6] = (0.00,1.00,-1.00,0.00,0.00,0.00);
64 double MaxV-_Detta[6] = (1.00,1.00,1.00,2.00,0.00,0.00};
65 double Stepsize = .05;
66
67 int Sample_Counts = 100;
68 int Sample_Count[4] = (0,0,0,0};
69 int Inter Count[4] = (0,0,0,0);
70 double Signal_Pwr[4][6] = ((O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O),(O.O,O.O,O.O,G.O,O.O,O-O),
71 {O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O),{O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O,O.O});
72
73 /* Threshold for determining intrack condition */
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double track_threshold[4] = (0.5,0.5,0.5,0.5);
double High_threshold = 0.5;
double Low threshold = 0.1;
long int Offset_Position[3][4];
unsigned int Channel_Address[4];
extern FILE *output_ptr; /* Pointer for file to output error data */
extern FILE *Data_Ptr; /* Pointer for file to output test data */





extern tong int Starting_Position[2][3];
extern int Selected_Channels[3][2];
int Port Data = OxO0; /*Initialize variable for port c data reg. */
int Pwr 24Volts On = Ox20; /*Variable used to turn on 24 volt suppLy */
int Pwr 24Vo[ts_Off = OxDF; /*Variable used to turn off 24 volt supply */
int Track_Option; /* FLag used to determine what tracking option to do */
long int In track = O; /* FLag passed to control software indicating intra_:k position */
Long int Track_Flag[4] = (0,0,0,0}; /* Array used to used to store intrack flag */
double U signal = 0.0; /* Passes U error to control software */
double V signal = 0.0; /* Passes V error to control software */
long int-I_stepA = O; /* Control software commanded position for arm */
tong int I step8 = O; /* Control software commanded position for drum */
long int Act post3];
Long int Present Position[3];
int tong Rear time = 1; /* Flag used to indicate real_time mode */
tong int Motor_Command[3];
int BLK SZ = 8; /* Size of message from DSP in bytes */
int First time FLag = 1;
int Closed_Loop_Test = 1; /* Set to zero for open Loop testing */
int first time_in_track[4] = (0,0,0,0);
int Out_o__track_count[4] = (0,0,0,0);
int Loop_count = 1;
int count,loop;
int Number_of_SampLes = O;
extern int Channel_to_Run[4];
extern int Number_of_Channels_To_Run;
int Track Channel = 1;
int ! channel = 2;
int A_tive_Channet;
/* Array used to disable sync pulse generation */
int Oisabte_Sync_Pulse[4] = (OxOO,OxBF,Ox7F,OxEF);
/* Array used enable sync pulse generation */
int Enabte_Sync_Putse[4] = (OxOO,Ox40,Ox80,OxlO);
char tmpbuf [128] ;
char tmpbufl [128];
Long int delay;
/* Char array for storing time data */





unsigned Link_error = (0};
unsigned Data_length = (0);
unsigned Time out count = (0};
int Record_Flag[4] = (O,O,O,O);
char key buffer[80];
int ALign = O;
int mode = 1;
/* Set up function prototype */
/* Set recording data option to zero */
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Open_files(mode); /* Open all required files mode = 1 Indicates track mode */
/* Output control word to 8255 */




Select_Channels_to_Run(); /* Request the user what channels to run */
Select_Azel_Changes(); /*Request user for new azimuth and elevation paranmters*/
/* Close files so that Avtec software can read data */
fclose(Input_Ptr);
fctose(Track_AzEt_Ptr);
INIT(&Real_time); /* Initialize Avtec control software */
Init_Channel_Address(); /* Address of n_tor controller assigr_nt*/
/* Turn off 24 Volt power supply */
Port Data = Port Data & Pwr_24Volts_Off;
outp_Port_C_Address,Port_Data);
Initialize_Controllers(); /* Initialize controllers to a predefined parameters */
/* Turn on 24 Volt power supply */
Port Data = Port Data I Pwr_24Volts On;
outp_Port_CAddress,PortData);
for (delay = I; delay <= 70000; delay++);
Check Switch_Status();
Check_SystemPower();
for (loop = 1; loop <= Number_of_Channels_To_Run; loop ++)
{
track_threshold[loop] = High_threshold;
I channel = Channel_to_Run[loop];
O_fset Position[O] [I_channet] = Starting_Position[O] If_channel-I] ;
OffsetZPosition[1] l! channel] = -Starting_Position[I] [I_channel-1];
}
Move_Chan_To_Starting_Pos();
/* Initialize serial port for receiving data */
Init_Com_port(); /* Initialize com port for receiving data*/
ctearscreen( GCLEARSCREEN );
printf("\n\n Tracking program is now running !!");
printf("\n Press 'e' to exit program");
printf("\n\n ** Channel Status ** ");
for (loop = 1; loop <= Number_of_Channels_To_Run; loop ++)
{
I channel = Channel to Run[loop];
Port Data = Port_DaTa T Enable_Sync_Putse[l_channel];
)
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outp(Port_C_Address,Port_Data); /* Send out command to initate sync pulses */








/* If only one channels is running make sure that sync pulse goes
high before continuing */
if (Number_of_Channels To Run == 1)
while (i_channel == Check for Active_Sync_Putse());
/* Wait tilt sync pulse goes tow */
white (l_channel != Check_for_Active_Sync_Putse());
Active Channel = Check for Active_Sync_Putse();
/* Che_k to see if data is available from the receiver electronics
Sync pulse is stilt active*/




if (Link_error != 0)
Report Com Error(Link_error, i_channet);
Active_Channel = Check for Active_Sync_Putse();
) /* End of while (ComLenRx() < BLK_SZ) */
Port Data = Port Data I Ox01;
outp_Port_C_Address,Port_Data); /* Send out commandto initate sync pulses */
/* Read data from serial buffer and format data as required */
if (ComLenRx() >= BLK_SZ)
{ Read Channel Data(&Channel[I channel - 1]);
if _Aquire Few Time_Tag[l_channet] == 1)
(
Channel_Time_Tag[I_channel] = Channel[i_channel - 1].Time_tag;





Channel[I channel - 1].Signal_strength = 1.0;
ComFlushRx();
)
if (Channel[I_channel - 1].Time_tag == Channet_Time_Tag[l_channet])
{ /* Increment next time tag for next frame comparison */
Channel_Time_Tag[i_channet]++;
/* Test to see if errors are out of range */
if (((Channel[I channel - 1].Signal_strength/204.7) >= track_threshold[I_channet])
&& (fabsl(Channel[I_channet - 1].V_error) < 1.0) &&
(fabst(Channet[i_channet - 1].U_error) < 1.0))
(
Track_Flag[l_channe[] = 1;
Sampl e_Count [ I_channe t] ++;
if (Sample_Count[I_channet] • 5)
Signal_Pwr[I_channel][Inter_Count[l_channet]] =
Channet[I channel - 1].Signal_strength +
Signat_Pw_[I_channel][Inter_Count[i_channel]];
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/* Convert normalized values into microradians */
/* Channel 1 & 2 have a sign reversal */
if (I channel == 3)
(
U_signal = (Channet[l_channel - 1].U error + Uoffset[l channel])
* -0.0002718;





U_signat = (Channel[l_channel - 1].U_error + Uoffset[I_channel])
* 0.0002718;
V_signat = (Channel[l_channet - 1].V_error + Voffset[I_channel])
* -0.0002453;
}
if (first_time_in_track[I_channel] == 1)
(
_settextposition(Track_Channel + 7,2);
/* printf("\nChannel %i in track mode",] channel);*/
track_threshold[I_channel] = Low_threshold;
)





if (Out_of_track_count[l_channet] • 5)
{
Track_Flag[I_channei] = O;
first time in track[I channel] = 1;
track_threshold[Ichannel] = High_threshold;
/* Print out og track condition */
if (Out_of_track_count[l_channel] == 6)
(
settextposition(Track_Channet + 7,2);
/* printf("\nChannel %i out of track",I_channel);*/
}
)
Out_of_track_count[I_channel] ++; /* Increment out of track counter */
V_signal = O; /* Set U and V errors to zero so motors will */
U_signa[ = O; /* not be command to move on bad data */
In_track = Track_Flag[I_channel];
Read_Ac t ual _Pos ( Channet_Address [ I _channel ], Ac t_pos );
I step8 = Offset Position[O][I channel] - Act pos[O];
I_stepA = Act_pos[1] - Offset_Position[I] [l_channel];
/* Call Avtec control software for new position commands */
POSITiON(&Track_Channel, &In_track, &U_signat,&V_signal,&I_stepA,&IstepB);
/* Set up the commanded position for the DiskB Motor */
Motor_Command[O] : Offset_Position[O][I_channet] - l_stepS;
/* Set up the commanded position for the DiskA Motor */
Motor_Co(nmand[1] = Offset_Position[1][l_channel] + l_stepA;
Write_Final_pos(Channel_Address[l_channel],Motor_Command);
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/* Output data to file if requested */
if (Record Flag[I_channet] == 1)
(
fprintf(Data_Ptr," \n_,6u, _+8.3f, %+8.3f, _+8.3f, _+9li, _+9li, %+91i, _+9li, _+9li, X+9ti",
Channel[l_channel - 1].Time_tag,
Channel[I_channel - 1].Signal_strength 204.7,
V signal * IO00000,U signal * 1000000,
Present_Position[O],Motor_Command[O],I_stepS,
Present_Position[1],Motor_Command[1],l_stepA);
Number of Samples ++; /* Record number of samples taken */
if (Number_of_Samples >= 1201)
{
Record Ftag[I_channel] = O;
Number_of_Samples = 07
printf("\nMax samples taken !t")7
)
) /* End of if record flag = 1 */






/* Send out command to toggle line that frame is done */
Port_Data = Port Data & OxFE;
outp(Port_C_Address,Port_Data)7 /* Send out coolnand to initate sync pulses */
Check_for_Key_Pressed() 7
} /* End of for I_channet = 1 to 3 */
) /* End of white = 1 */
) /* End of main function */
/* Function lnit Channel Addressddress of motor controller assignment*/
void lnit_Channe__.Address(void)
{








ComCtoseAtt()7 /* Close all serial ports */
for (Oh = 17 Ch <= 37 Ch ++)
(
/* Disable sync pulse to all channels */
Port Data = Port Data & Disabte_Sync_PuIse[Ch];
outp_PortC_Address,Port_Data)7
}
/* Turn off 24 Volt power supply */
Port Data = Port Data & Pwr 24Volts Off7
outp_PortC_Address,Port_Da_a);
/* Set all position registors to actual position to stop motors */
for (Ch = 17 Ch <= 37 Ch++)
Set_Motor_Position(Channet_Address[Ch],Set_to_actuat);
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/* Function To_Starting_Pos moves each channel to
the required position for tracking mode operation */
void Move_Chan_To_Starting_Pos(void)
(
tong int Initial Pos[3];
tong int Target_Position[2][4];
long int Target[]];
int At_Target = 0;
int Delta_Limit = 25; /* Delta between target and actual move to
indicate the arm is at its designated
position */





/* Call control software to get initial position to were arm should go */
POSlTlON(&Track_Channel, &In_track, &U_signal,&V_signal,&l_stepA,&I_stepS);
/* Set up the commanded position for the Disk g Rotor */
Rotor Cotnmand[O] = Offset Position[O][I_channet] - I_stepB;
Targe_..Position[O] If_channel] = Motor_Command[O] ;
/* Set up the commanded position for the Disk A Motor */
Motor Co_nd[1] = Offset_Position[1][|_channel] + I_stepA;
Targe__Position[1][l_channel] = Motor_Command[I];
/* Write out the new motor positions that we will need to move to */
Write_Final_pos(Channel_Address[l_channel],Motor_C°mmand);
/* Start Trapizodial move */
Write_to_flag_registor (Channel_Address[l_channel],Ox0808);
)
printf("\nChannets being sent to their starting positions");
/* Wait for channels to reach their destinations */






white (At_Target != 1)
(




printf("\nChannels have reached their starting positions");
) /* End of function Move_Channels_To_Start */
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Key number = getch();
switch(Key_number)
(
case 'e': Close Down();
default: break;
) /* End of switch statement */
) /* End of if kbhit() */
) /* End of function Check_for_Key_Pressed */
void Sync_Seriat_Link(void)
(
/* Run through one cycle of sync pulses to synchronize comminications */
for (Track Channel = I; Track Channel <= Number of Channels To Run;
Track_Channel++) .....
I_channel = Channel to_Run[Track_Channel%;
while (%_channel != Check for Active_Sync_Pulse());
while (I_channet == Check for Active_Sync_Putse());
Aquire New Time_Tag[I_channel] = 1;







Inter Count [i_chan] ++;
if ((Inter_Count[i_chan] >= O) && (Inter_Count[l_chan] <= 4))(
Uoffset[i_chan] = Uoffset[I chan] + U Delta[inter Count[I chart]I;





/* Determine max power signal for x samples */
for (loop = O; loop <= 4; loop++)
(
if (Signal_Pwr[I_chan][toop] > Max Sig)
(
Max Sig = Signal_Pwr[I_chan][loop];
Number of_Max = loop;
)
} /* End of for loop 0 to 4 */
if (I chan == 2)
fprintf(DataPtr,,, \n%6u, %+8.3f, %+8.3f, %+8.3f, %+8.3f, %+8.3f,_+8.3f%,7 .:i",
Channel[I chan - 1].Time_tag, Signal Pwr[I_chan][O],
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Signal_Pwr [1_chan] [1] ,Signat_Pwr [I_chan] [2],
Signat_Pwr [I_chan] [3] ,Signat_Pwr [l_chan] [4],
Nax_Sig, Number_of_Max);
Uoffset[l chan] = Uoffset[I_chan] + MaxU_Detta[Nunt_er_of_Max];
Voffset []_-chan] = Voffset [l_chan] + MaxV_Delta [N_r_of_Max] ;
/* Reinitatize signal strength array back to zero */
for (toop = O; loop <= 5; loop++)
Signal_Pwr[l_chan] [loop] = O;
) /* End of lnter_Count[l_chan] == 5 */




for (i = O;i<=5;i++)
{
U Delta[i] = U Delta[i] * Stepsize;
V-Delta[i] = V_Detta[i] * Step_size;
MaxU Delta[i] = MaxU Delta[i] * Step_size;




printf("\n Press any key to continue");
/* Display message until key is pressed. */
white( lkbhit()); /* Wait for key on keyboard to be pressed */
/* Use getch to throw key away. */
while (kbhit()) getch();
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! Predicted azimuth of LEO 1 (deg)
! Predicted elevation of LEO 1 (deg)
! Predicted azimuth of LEO 2 (deg)
! Predicted etevation of LEO 2 (deg)
! Predicted azimuth of LEO 3 (deg)
! Predicted etevation of LEO 3 (deg)
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! Duration of simulation in hours (REAL*8)
! Number of disc channels (INTEGER)
! Tracking rate in Hz (INTEGER)
! Tracking gain (REAL*8)
! Write flag for detailed output (LOGICAL)
! HEO orbital elements at time 0 (REAL*8)
! Number of LEO satellites (INTEGER)
! LEO #1 orbital elements at time 0 (REAL*8)
! LEO #2 orbital elements at time 0 (REAL*8)
! LEO #3 orbital elements at time 0 (REAL*8)
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(Module ad_conv wilt be used to for all A/D convertor related calls }
(Number of samples per frame)
.external Points_per_frame;
(Counter used to track the number od data points taken)
.external Data_Ready_to be Processed;
(Counts number of convert pulses to A/D)
.external Convert putse_count;
(Send_convert wilt be used to generate the convert pulse to the A/D)
.ENTRY send_convert;
send_convert:
ENA Sec_Reg; (Select secondary registors)
axl = dm(Points_per_Frame);
ayl = dm(Convert_pulsecount);
ar = axl - ayl;
if eq jump Stop_convert; (Test to see if enough points)
(have been processes if so exit interrupt)
PM(14,MT) = axO;




(Write out to the program memory to)
(initiate conversion of analog data}
(A low pulse of 80+ Nsec. wilt be )
(present at the four channel A/D)
(Increment the number of pulse counts
in present frame)
(Switch registors back to primary mode)
rti;





(Declare array that for storage of raw data from A/D All four channels
w_lt be stored in array. Assignment is as follows:
Channel I will store in elements 1,5,9...
Channel 2 wilt store in elements 2,6,10...
Channel 3 wilt store in elements 3,7,11...
Channel 4 wit[ store in elements 4,8,12...
)
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(Read_data_int services interrupt from A/D






sr = ASHIFT ar BY 4 (HI);
sr = ASNIFT srl BY -4 (HI);
ar = PM(I7,MT);
DM(I6,MS) = srl, sr = ASHIFT ar (HI);
sr = ASHIFT srl BY -4 (HI);
ar = PM(I7,M7);
DM(16,M5) = srl, sr = ASHIFT ar (HI);
sr = ASHIFT srl BY -4 (HI);
(Select secondary registors)
(Set up se registor for mutifunction shifht inst)
(Read 1st channel of data from A/D}
(Shift data over to right)
(to extend sign bit and rescale back)
(to proper scale and store data into array)
(Read 2rid channel of data from A/D)
(Shift data over to right to extend sign)
(bit and shift back Left to rescale & store data
for channel 1 in array)
(Read 3rd channel of data from A/D)
(Shift data over to right to extend sign)
(bit and shift back to left to rescale &
store data for channel 2 in array)
ar = PM(17,M7);
DM(|6,M5) = srl,sr = ASHIFT ar (HI);
sr = ASHIFT srl BY -4 (HI);
DM(I6,M5) = srl;
ayl = dm(Dats_Ready_to_be_Processed);




(Read 4th channel of data from A/D)
(Shift data over to right to extend sign}
(bit and shiftback left to rescale & store data)
(for channel 3 in array)
(Store data for channel 4 in array)
(Increment number of points read in)
(Switch registors back to primary mode)
.endmod;
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(Module algorithm wilt be used to compute the error signal for all four
quadrants on the detector}
(Total nmber of samples that will be stored at any one time}
(nunt_er_of_samples = 40 used for eprom version 40 samples
equals 10 san_oles of data per quadrant}
.const number of fitter samples = 40;
(number of sa_ples = 20000 used for emulator version 200 san_)tes
equals 500 samples of data per quadrant}








array that for storage of the outputs from the bandpass filter
stored in array. Assignment is as follows:
1 wit[ store in elements 1,5,9...
2 will store in elements 2,6,10...
3 wilt store in elements 3,7,11...
4 will store in elements 4,8,12...
(Array to store the output of the bendpass filter}
.var/cNn/ram/circ Fittered_data[number_of_filter_samples];
,global Filtered_data;
(Array to store the output of the bandpass filter}
.var/dm/ram/circ Lowpass_Filt_data[number of fitter_samples);
.global Lowpass Fill_data;




.global Filtered_data add ptr;
.global Filtered_data ten ptr;
(Pointer,length, and count increment of array for Lowpass fitter}
.var/d_n/ram Low_Fill_data add ptr;




Low Flit_data add ptr;
Low_Fill_data ten ptr;
.varldmlram Number_of_Data_Points_Processed; (Counter for tracking
number of points processed}
.global Nun_er_of_Data_Points_Processed; (Counter for tracking
number of points processed}

















(Bandpass filter delays for channel 1)
(Bandpass filter delays for channel 2}













































































(Bandpass filter delays for channel 3)
(Bandpass filter delays for channel 4)
.external Pointer_l; (Bandpass filter delays for channel 1)
.external Pointer 2; (Sandpass filter delays for channel 2)
.external Pointer_3; (Bandpass filter delays for channel 3)
.external Pointer_4; (Bandpass filter delays for channel 4)
.external Delay_lL; (Lowpass filter delays for channel 1)
.external Delay_2L; (Lowpass filter delays for channel 2)
.external Delay_3L; (Lowpass filter delays for channel 3)
.external Delay_4L; (Lowpass filter delays for channel 4)
.external Pointer_lL; (Lowpass filter delays for chan_et 1)
.external Pointer 2L; (Lowpass filter delays for channel 2)
.external Pointer ]L; (Lowpass filter delays for channel 3)
.external Pointer_4L; (Lowpass filter delays for channel 4)
.ENTRY Filter_error_signal;
Filter_error_signal:



















(Filter channel 4 thru bendpass)
15 = DM(Pointer_4);
(Set up the length of the filter
delay array for the FIR bandpass filter)
(15 points to delay elements )
(Send channel 1 data to input of
Bandpass filter)
(Run data point from channel 1
thru bendpass filter)
(Store pointer of last sample to be
saved)
(Store output from filter)
(I5 points to delay elements )
(Send channel 2 data to input of
Bandpass fitter)
(Run data point from channel 2
thru bandpass fitter)
(Store pointer of Last sample to be
saved)
(Store output from filter)
(15 points to delay elements )
(Send channel 3 data to input of
Bandpass filter)
(Run data point from channel 3
thru bandpass fitter)
(Store pointer of Last sample to be
saved)
(Store output from filter)
(15 points to delay elements )
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149 MYI = DM(IO,MO);
150
151
152 Call Bandpass filt;
153
154
155 DM(Pointer 4) = I5;156
157
158 DM(12,HO) = MR1;
159




165 t5 = %cle[ay 1L;
166
167
168 (Fitter channel 1 thru lowpass fi[ter)
169
170 15 = DM(Pointer 1L);
171
172 axO = DM(I2,MO);
173
174 ar = abs axO;
175
176 my1 = ar;
177
178 Call Lowpass lilt;
179
180
181 DM(Pointer IL) = 15;
182
183
184 DM(I3,MO) = MRI"
185
186 (Fitter channel 2 thru towpass)
187
188 Z5 = DM(Pointer 2L);
189
190 axO = DM(12,MO);
191
192 ar = abs axO;
193
194 myl = ar;
195
196 Call Lowpass fiLt;197
198
199 DM(Pointer 2L) = 15;
200
201
202 DM(13,MO) = MRI;
203
204 (Filter channel 3 thru lowpass)
205
206 15 = DM(Pointer 3L);
207
208 axO = DM(12,MO);
209
210 ar = abs axO;
211
212 my1 = ar;
213
214 Cart Lowpass flit;
215
216
217 DM(Pointer 3L) = 15;
218
219
220 DM(13,MO) = MR1;
221
(Send channel 4 data to input of
Randpass fitter)
(Run data point from channel 4
thru bandpass fitter)
(Store pointer of last sample to be
saved)
(Store output from fitter)
comp(Jtutation)
(Decrement the address pointer 12
by the value of M3)
(Set up length of FIR towpass filter
delay line)
(15 points to delay elements )
(Send channel 1 data to input of)
(Bandpass fitter)
(Rectify signal by taking the
absolute value of axO)
(input parameter to towpass fitter)
(Run data point from channel 1
thru bandpass fitter)
(Store pointer of last sample to be
saved)
(Store output from fitter)
(I5 points to delay elements )
(Send channel 2 data to input of
Bandpass fitter)
(Rectify signal by taking the
absolute value of axO)
(input parameter to [owpass fitter)
(Run data point from channel 2
thru bandpass filter)
(Store pointer of last sample to be
saved)
(Store output from filter)
(15 points to delay elements )
(Send channe| 3 data to input of
Bandpass filter)
(Rectify signal by taking the
absolute vatue of axO)
(Input parameter to [owpass fitter)
(Run data point from channel 3
thru bandpass filter)
(Store pointer of last sample to be
saved)
(Store output from fitter)
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(Filter channel 4 thru lowpass)
15 = DM(Pointer 4L);
axO = DM(12,MO);





(15 points to delay elements )
(Send channel 4 data to input of
Bandpass filter)
(Rectify signal by taking the
absolute value of axO}
(input parameter to towpass fitter}
(Run data point from channel 4
thru bandpass filter}
(Store pointer of last sample to be
saved}
(Store output from filter}
{Increment the number of data points processed through algorithm}
ayl = dm(Number_of. Data_Points_Processed);










(Rove address pointer back four places to pull
out last computed values from frame}
(Store qaudrant A data (channel 1) in axO}
(Store qaudrant B date (channel 2) in ayO)
(Store qaudrant C data (channel 3) in axl)
(Store qaudrant D data (channel 4) in ayl}
(Calculate total signal strengh)
ar = axO + ayO; (Compute Quadrant A + S magnitude}
af = axl + ayl; (Compute Quadrant C + D magnitude}
ar = er + af; (Sum all Quadrants A + B + C + O }
DM(Totat_signat_strength) = at;
(Compute Azimuth error}
ar = axO + ayO;
ar = ar - af;
(Compute Quadrant A + B magnitude}
(Subtract Quadrants A + B - C - D where
af = C + D}
OM(Azimuth_error) = ar;
(Compute elevation}
ar = axO + ayl;
af = axl + ayO;
ar = ar - af;
(Add Quadrant A + D}
(Add Quadrant C + B)
(Subtract Quadrant (A + D) - (C + B) }
DR(Elevation_error) = er; (Store Azimuth error}
RTS;
.ENDMOO;
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* Analog Dev. ADSP-210x Filter Realization Copyright (C) by HYPERCEPTION, INC.
Filter Generated from File: kwband. FIR
Filter Order=42
Direct Form Realization of the following convolution sum:
N-I
\
y(n) = / h(k)x(n-k)
k=O
* -1 -1 -1
* Z Z Z
* 0--->---0--->---0--->---0---> - o -0---> .... 0
I I I I
* v h(O) v h(1) v h(2) v h(N-2) v h(N-1)
: I I I I I





The following main module example may be copied to a separate
fJlename (e.g. Main.dsp) and uncommented to provide a test of
the fitter. A typical example of assembly and link commands
needed to produce executable filter test code would then be:
dsppa Main <cr>
dsppa kwband <cr>
dsppt Main kwband -a archname.ACH -g <CR>
NOTE: The Linker expects an Architecture Description File (.ACH)







( Q15-Notation (scaling) is in effect )
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( Current circular buffer pointer )
NOTE: The user may wish to store the following coefficients to an
external .DAT file in hexadecimal format. Keep in mind that




















.ENTRY Bandpass_Fitt; ( Input is in MYI register, )
{ output is in MRI register. )
Bandpass_fitt:
11 = "Coefficients;
CNTR = Length - 2;
MR = O, MXO = DM(I1,M1),
( init mr mxO = coeff
( 16 points to fitter coefficients )
MYO = PM(IS,M5);
myO = delay )
convotve:
DO convotve UNTIL CE;
MR = MR + MXO*MYO (ss), MXO = DM(II,MI), MYO = PM(15,MS);
( mr = mr + coeff*detay get next coeff get next delay )
MR = MR + MXO*MYO (SS),
PM(15,M6) = MYI,
{ store sample in delay
MR = MR (rnd);
MXO = DM(I1,M1);
MR = MR + MXO*MY1 (ss);
last multiply
{If MV SAT MR;) (If an overflow condition has occured sat
to reduce error)
RTS;
(Init Bandpass_Coeff subroutine is used to move coefficients from









(Set up pointer for data memeory)
{Set up pointer for program memeory)
CNTR = Length;
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srO = px; {Store 8 data bits from px into srO}














































































* Analog Oev. ADSP-210x Filter Realization Copyright (C) by HYPERCEPT|ON, INC.
lk
_r
Filter Generated from File: kwlow.FlR
Filter Order=45
Direct Form Realization of the following convolution sum:
N-1
\




0"-->--'0--->'--0'''>''-0 °''> - - "0°''> .... 0
v h(O) v h(1) v h(2) v h(N-2) v h(N-1)
ill II
o--->-- + -->-- + --> - " + -'>"" + -->---o
y(n)
)
.MODULE /ram/boot = 0 LOk/_FlR_Filt; ( O15-Notation (scaling) is in effect }
.CONST Length_low=45; ( Length of impulse response )
(Declare delay line arrays for lowpass filter}
.VAR/PM/CIRC Delay_lL[Length_low];
.VAR/PM/CIRC Detay_2L[Length_low];
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CNTR = Length_tow - 2;
MR = O, MXO = DM(ll,M1),
( init mr mxO = coeff
( Input is in MYI register, )
{ output is in MRI register. )
( 16 points to filter coefficients )
MYO = PM(I5,MS);
my(] = detay )
convotve:
DO convoLve UNTIL CE;
MR = MR + MXO*MYO (ss), MXO = DM(II,MI), MYO = PM(I5,M5);
( mr = mr + coeff*detay
MR = MR + MXO*MYO (ss),
PM(IS,M6) = MYI,
( store sample in detay
MR = MR (rnd);
( If MV SAT MR;)
RTS;
get next coeff get next detay }
MXO = DM(II,MI);
MR = MR + MXO*MYI (ss);
fast muttiply )
(If an overftow condition has occured sat
to reduce error)
(Init_Lowpass_Coeff subroutine is used to move coefficients from
program rnemeory to data memeory )
.ENTRY lnit_Lowpass_Coeff;
Init_Lowpass_Coeff:




11 = "Coefficients_tow; (Set up pointer for data rnemeory)
15 = "Low_Coeff; (Set up pointer for program memeory)
CNTR = Length_tow;
DO init tow coef UNTIL CE;
srl = PM(I5,MS);
srO = px; (Store 8 data bits from px into srO)
sr = sr or tshift srl by -8 (HI);
init tow coef: DM(II,MI) = srO;
RTS;
.ENDMOD;
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(Module main will be used to initalize all system parameters )
(and service all interrupts)
.include <c:\nasa\dspcode\eztab\def2101.h>; ( file has sys. cntl. registers )
(Total number of samples that will be stored at any one time)
( Used for emulator version )
(.const number_of_samples = 2000;)
( Used for Eprom version )
.const number_of_samples = 400;
(Declare array that for storage of raw data from A/D All four channels
will be stored in array. Assignment is as follows:
Channel 1 wilt store in elements 1,5,9...
Channel 2 wilt store in elements 2,6,10...
Channel 3 wilt store in elements 3,7,11...
Channel 4 wilt store in elements 4,8,12...
)
.var/dm/ram/circ AD_Raw_Date[number_of_samples];




(Points to the element in the array of raw data that is being processed)
.var/dm/ram Process_dataadd_.ptr;
.global Process_data_add_ptr;
.var/dm/ram Process_date_lenptr; (Length of array)
.global Process_data_len..ptr;
(Counter used to track the number od data points taken)
.var/dm/ram Data_Ready to_be_Processed;
.global Data Ready_tobe_Processed;
(Maximum number of data points to be taken per frame)
.var/dm/ram Points_per Frame;
.global Points_per_Frame;
(.init Points per_Frame: 100;) (Number of samples of data per frame)




.var/dm/ram Read adc add ptr;
.var/dm/ram Convert pulse addptr;
.var/dm/ram Sync_flag_enabte;
(Time tag for data to be sent over to host computer)
.var/dm/rem Frame_tag;
.global Frame_tag;
(.init Frame tag: 000; )
(Memory mapped I/0 declarations)








convert pulse; (Mapped l/O address that initiates)
convert_pulse; (conversion on A/D}
watch_dog; (Mapped I/O address to reset watchdog timer)
watchdog;
Number_of_Data_Points_Processed; (Counter for tracking
number of points processed)
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delays for channel 1}
delays for channel 2)
delays for channel 3)
delays for channel 4)
(Bandpass filter delays for channel I)
(Bandpass filter delays for channel 2)
(Bandpass filter delays for channel 3}





delays for channel 1)
delays for channel 2)
delays for channel 3)
delays for channel 4)
.external Pointer_IL; (Lowpass fitter delays for channel I)
.external Pointer_2L; (Lowpass fitter delays for channel 2)
.external Pointer 3L; (Lowpass fitter delays for channel 3)
.external Pointer_4L; (Lowpass fitter delays for channel 4}
.external Filtered_data add ptr;




.external Low Fitt data len ptr;
.external Lowpass__itt_data;
.external Coefficients_low;
(Declarations of external subroutines in other modules)
.external Filter_error_signal; {Subroutine for filtering}
{error signal}















(Subroutine used to generate
convert pulse to A/D convertor}
{Subroutine reads in all 4 channels
of data from the A/D and sign extends
the data)
(Subroutine to compute error signals}
{Subroutine used to transmitt data to
host computer}











( irqO interrupt vector)
( reset vector)
( irq2 interrupt vector}
( sportO transmit vector}
( sportO receive vector)
( irql interrupt vector)
jump start; nop; nop; nop;
jump read data int; nop; nop; nop;
jump SendZdata _ nop; nop; nop;
rti; nop; nop; nop;
jump send_convert; nop; nop; nop;
(Listed below is the interrupt jump table for the 2101)
(Resetting flag_out disables the rs232 driver chip }
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(call Reset_Control_Flags; rti; nop; nop;)








( timer interrupt vector}
{ used for sync mode}
reset flag_out;












(Initialize all data registors)
(initialize uarts parameters)
(Initialize A/D for operation)
(Reset counters for ncmnber of samptes
taken and processed)
(Disable serial pert driver)
(Set paints_per_frame and}
(Convert_pulse_count equal)
(Clear all interrupts before enabling )
(Enable interrupts Irq2,
SportO Transmit, Irql, and IrqO for
sync mode,timer}
(Enable interrupts Irq2,
SportO Transmit %rql, and Timer for
non sync mode}
(Enable timer used for sync mode of operation it wilt be used to
reset the watchdog timer)
ENA Timer; (Start timer for watchdog timer updates)
main_loop:
( Wait for sync pulse to occur before continuing )
axO = dm(Sync_flag_enabte);
ar : Pass axO;
if ne jump main_loop;
imask = 0x35; (Disable interrupt IRO0)
Inner_toop:
axl = dm(Data_Ready_to be Processed);
ayl = dm(Number_of_Data_Points_Processed);
ar = axl - ayl;
if eq jump Inner_loop; (Test and see if data needs to be processed
if not wait for next data to be input read from
A/D}
call Fitter_Error_Signal; (Call algorithm to fitter error signal)
axl = dm(Points_per_Frame);
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ar = axl - ayl;
if ne jump Inner Loop;
ca[t C°ncXJte_TrackingError;
cat[ Transmit_data;
(Test to see if enough Points have been processes)
(Compute azimuth & e_evation error and total
signal strength)
(Transmit data to Host computer)
OM(Watch_dog) = axO;
DIS ARSAT;
ayl = dm(Frame tag);
ar = ayl + 1;
dm(Frame_tag) = ar;
Wait_for_enabte:
axO = clm(Sync flag enable);
ar = Pass axO; -




(Write out to the data memeory to)
(indicate that the processor is)
(Stir| running. A |ow pu{se of 240 Nsec.)
(will be present at the watchdog timer)
(Increment Counter to indicate what frame
the software is on)
(C[ear irqO before enabling interrupt)(Enable IRO0)
jump main toop;
disabte_irql: [e_irql witt'd;;_te irql for cOnversion) )
ayO = Ox3b;
axO = imask; (Set ayO for bit to mask of irql)
ar = axO AND ayO;
imask = ar;
rts;
(Disab[e.irq2 wilt disable irql for conversion)
disableirq2: )
ayO = Oxlf;
axO = imask; (Set ayO for bit to mask of irq2)








( (Reset control f[ags used to reset counters) )
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.entry Reset Control Flags;
Reset Control FlagS:
ar = O;
-=-,Data Ready to be Processed) = ar;
Number of..DataPolntS..Pr°cessed) = ar;- _ _ _.
dm(Convertpulse_count) = ar;
rts; .................. _r:'::':_:__ )
.........( TT =tion st beg, ,ngo, •
Reset Timer:
axO-= 7499;dm(Tcour_t..Reg) = axO; (Set up timer to timeout after 6 mittisec.)
nop; (Enable RS232 driver for data transmission)
Set Flag_out;
rts; )




dm(Sys Crtl Reg) = axO;
(sport 0 enabled, sport 1 enabled &)
(config as Fi,FO,lrqO,1,2, Boot page 0,}
(One wait states for boot memory)



















































(Set Data memory wait states to )
(the following settings DWAITO,3,4=O)
(DWAIT2 = 1 wait state for reading)
(data from AID DWAIT1 = 3 for )
(generating output pulse to watchdog)
( timer }
(Tscale reg will be used for 40 hz. update)
{set to 39 to allow for PC to keep up
used for debug only sets update to .1 sec}
( decrement tcount every 10 th instrUCtion cycle)
( This value in timer counter corresponds )
( to interrupts generated every 25 miLLiseconds)
( for the frame timer)
(Delay the first interrupt by approx.
8.3 milti seconds)
dm(Tcount_Reg) = axO;





(Internal clock of sport1 enabled}
(Set up timing for sport1 serial clock}
(lntialize sportO control registor)
axO = O;
dm(SPORTO RX MORDS1) = axO; (DisabLe
dm(SPORTO_RX"WOROSO) axO;
ckn(SPORTOJXI, K)RDS1) = axO;
sport 0 Multichannel cabibility)
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dm(SPORTO TX WORDSO)= axO;
axO = Ox4e09;
dm(SPORTO_CTRL_REG)= axO; (Internal serial clock generation
Transmit frame sync and sync width
Internal transmit frame sync enabted
Data format right justifyed zero fitted
unsed MSB's Serial length word = 10
SLEN + 1)
(axO = 319;) (Set up transmission for 19.2k baud )
axO = 52;
dm(SPORTO_SCLKDIV) = axO;
(Set up clock for 115.9k baud data
transmission)
axO = O; (No receive frame sync divide)
cbKSPORTO_RFSDIV) = axO;
dm(SPORTO_AUTOBUF_CTRL)= axO; (Autol:xJffer enabled)




( All interrupts Disabled )
( irqO, irql, irq2 are edge sensitive )
( Initialize by clearing att interrupts)
axO = O;
dm(Frame_tag) = axO;





dm(Sync_ftag_enabte) = axO; (Enable sync_ftag_enabte flag)
ENA AR_SAT; (Saturate the AR registor if a
overflow condition occurs)
rts;
(Set_input_array_ptr sets up the pointers for art arrays required for this program)
Set_primary data_reg:
10 = "AD Raw Data; (Set up address pointer for
processsing AD Raw data array)
DM(Process_data_add_ptr) = IO; (Store address pointer for pointing
to data in the array that will be
processed)
LO = 5QADRaw Data; (Set length of buffer for a
circular array)
DM(Process_data_ten_ptr) = tO; (Store length of buffer data to be
to be processed)
11 = "Coefficients; (Initialize !1 for address of bandpass fitter il
wilt for beth towpass and bandpass fitters)
L1 = O; (Set L6 equal 0 to indicate that the array is not
circutiar)
12 = "Filtered_data; {Set up address pointer for array
of outputs from bandpass filter)
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OM(Filtered_data_add ptr) = I2;
L2 = %Filtered_data;
OM(Filtered_data ten ptr) = L2;
(Sore address pointer)
(Set length of buffer for a )
(circular array)
(Store length of output filter)
(buffer for bandpass fitter)
13 = "Lowpass Fitt_data; (Set up address pointer for array
of outputs from bendpass fitter)
DM(Low_Filt_data_add ptr) = I3; (Store address pointer for pointing
to data in the array that will be processed)
L] = _Lowpass_Filt_data;
DM(Low Filt_data_ten_ptr) = L3;
(Set length of buffer for lowpass
filter array)
(Store length of output filter)
(buffer for towpass filter)
(Set up adddress pointer for generating convert pulse)
I4 = "Convert_Pulse;
DM(Convert_Pulse_Add_ptr) = ]4;
(Set up address of delay Line of bandpass filter and store address









(Set up address of delay Line of lowpass fitter and store address









15 = "Delay_l; (Reset address of I5 to initial delay element that
processed)
L5 = %Delay_l; (L5 wilt be used as the delay element length for both
bandpass and towpass filter)
]6 = "AD Raw Data; (Set up address pointer for array
AD Raw data)
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DM(AD_rawdata_ten ptr) = L6;
{Store address pointer for input array)
{Set length of buffer for a
circular array)
{Store length on input array)
I7 = "Read_Adc; {Set up adddress pointer for reading A/D)
DM(Read Adc Add Ptr) = I7; ( Store address }
MO = I; (Set up address counter for incrementing through the
Raw data array, and intermediate arrays after the
bandpass-and towpass filter)
MI = 1; (Set address counter to be used for bandpass & lowpass
filters)
M3 = -4; {Set up address counter to -4 to decrement address
between bandpass and lowpass filtering)
M5 = I; (Set address counter to be used for bandpass & lowpass
filters)
M6 = 2; {Set up address counter to increment delay storage
in bandpass and Lowpass filter this provides the required
offset in storing the data)
M7 = O; {Set up address counter to zero such that when
reading the A/D and Sending the convert pulse that we
don't change the address)
{The following counters and array length indicators are spare and wilt















(Set up flag for enabling IRQO)
{Set up flag for disabling IRQO)
Check sync_fLag:
axO = dm(Sync_ftag_enabte);
ar = Pass axO;








{Clear irqO before enabling interrupt)
(Enable IRO0)
(Disable IROO)
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.const kxJffer_length = 8;
(Output_Buffer wilt be used to store the formatted Data words)
.var/c_n/ram/circ Output_Suffer[buffer_Length] ;
.var/ck_/ram Nunlber_of_words_sent;
.var/dm/ram Words to be transmitted;








(Declare external subroutines used)
.external Reset_Control_Flags; (Subroutine used to reset
control flags)
.external Sync_Pulse_Enabte; (Sets flag for enabling
1RQOinterupt )




O0 delay_loop until ce;
hop; nop; nop; hop; nop;
nop; nop; nop; nop;
delay_loop: nop;
.ENDMACRO;
(Transmit_data will be used to transmit data to the host computer}
.ENTRY Transmit_data;
Transmit_data:




(Set up address pointers)
(Subroutine used for testing purposes
sets up predefined data for transmission)
(Format data into 8 bit words)Call Format_data;
I0 = "Output_buffer;
ar = DM(IO,MO); (Transmit first word to host PC)
TXO = at;
ayl = dm(Number_of_words_sent);
ar = ayl + 1;
dm(Number_ofwords_sent) = ar;
RTS;
(Set address pointer store primary array address and length and
temporary assigns new values to IO,LO,MO)
Set_address_pointers:
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(Store IO,LO, and MO)
(Set IO to address of output buffer)
(Set LO to Length of output buffer)
(Reset address pointer store primary array address and length and
temporary assigns new values to IO,LO,MO This subroutine is called





(Primary data back to IO,LO0 and MO)
Delay(1000); (Delay disabling driver by .8 mSec.)
reset flag_out; (Disable serial driver till next sync pulse)
RTS;
(######_####_###########K#E#ZE##########_#_#;;;;_##_####_####_######@@_)






ar = axO and ayO; (mask off 8 thru 1 and set bits to zero)
srl =OxO01;
sr = sr or lshift ar by -7 (HI);
DM(IO,MO) = srl;
(Shift data Left 7 places
Bits 16 thru 9 now become bits
9 thru 2 and set bit 10 to one)
(Transmit data)
ar = axl and ayO;
srl =OxO01;
sr = sr or tshift ar by 1 (HI);
DM(IO,MO) = srl;
(mask off 16 thru 9 and set bits to zero)
(Shift data right 1 place
Bits 8 thru 1 now become bits 9




ar = axO and ayO;
srl =OxO01;
sr = sr or tshift ar by -7 (HI);
(mask off 8 thru I and set bits to zero)
(Shift data left 7 places
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Bits 16 thru 9 now become bits
9 thru 2 and set bit 10 to one)
(Transmit data)
ar = axl and ayO;
srl = OxO01;
sr : sr or tshift ar by 1 (HI); (Shift data right 1 place
now become bits 9 thru 2)
DM(IO,MO) = srl; (Transmit data)
(mask off 16 thru 9 and set bits to zero)
Bits 8 thru 1
ayO = DM(Azimuth_error);
cart Bit_reversal;
ar = axO and ayO;
st1 = OxO01;
sr = sr or tshift ar by -7 (HI); (Shift data left 7 places
now become bits 9 thru 2)
DM(IO,MO) = srl; (Transmit data)
(mask off 8 thru 1 and set bits to zero)
ar = axl and ayO;
srl = OxO01;
sr = sr or lshift ar by 1 (HI); (Shift data right 1 place
now become bits 9 thru 2)
DM(IO,MO) = srl; (Transmit data)
Bits 16 thru 9
(mask off 16 thru 9 and set bits to zero)
Bits 8 thru 1
ayO = DM(TotaL_signat_strength);
call Bit_reversal;
ar = axO and ayO; (mask off 8 thru 1 and set bits to zero)
srl = OxO01;
sr = sr or tshift ar by -7 (HI); (Shift data left 7 places Bits 16 thru 9
now become bits 9 thru 2}
DM(IO,MO) = srl; (Transmit data)
ar = axl and ayO;
srl = OxO01;
(mask off 16 thru 9 and set bits to zero)
sr = sr or lshift ar by 1 (HI); (Shift data right 1 place
now become bits 9 thru 2)
(Transmit data)DM(IO,MO) = srl;
rts;
Bits 8 thru 1
................................................. __::__:_:_:::__##_:_)
(Send data sends the next data word to the host PC after receiving
a SportO transmit interrupt)
FILE: D:\TEMP\UART.DSP Page: C115















































































axl = dm(Words to be transmitted);
ar = axl - ayl;















{Test to see if all data has been}
{sent}
{If not done with data transmission
jump to transmit else quit transmission }
(If all data words have
been sent reset control flags
and exit interrupt routine}
{Disable secondary registor}
(Transmit next data word to host PC}
(Increment counter of words that has been sent}
{Disable secondary registor}




dm(Number of words_sent) : ar;
ar = 8;
dm(Words to be transmitted) = ar;
RTS;
(Set up_test data is a subroutine used to set up predifined data}
(Set up "T" for tranmission}
(Transmit first word to host PC}
(Set up "S" for tranmission}
(Transmit first word to host PC}
(Set up "T" for tranmission)
{Transmit first word to host PC}
(Set up "U" for tranmission}











{Bit reversal routine will rotate bit order I to 16 to the order of 16 to I)
Bit_reversal:
FILE:D:\TEMP\UART.DSP Page:C116
Size: 9686 Edited: 7-26-92, 11:47p Printed: 11-17-92, 1:43p
296
297 cntr : 16;
298 mrO : OxO001;
299 mr1 = Ox8000;
300 ar = O;
301 ayl = O;
302 se = 1;
303
304 Do Reverse_bit Until CE;
30S
306 af = mrO and ayO; (Test to see if bit is a one}
307
308 if near = mr1 or ayl; (Add bit to af registor if bit x was a one)
309
310 sr = [shift mrO (hi), ayl = ar; (Shift masking bit right by one)
311 (Store new reversed data in ayl)
312 mrO = st1; (Store ne_ vaLue of mask word)
313
314 sr = [shift mr1 by -1 (hi); (Shift bit used for setting one to Left) .
315
316 Reverse_bit: mr1 = st1;
317





FILE: D:\TEMP\ATTBLK.FCB Page: Cl17
Size: 40 Edited: 8-12-92, 9:49p Printed: 11-17-92, 1:43p
CONMON /ATTBLK/ NACQS,TSHALLSCAN
FILE: D:\TEMP\CIRCBLK.FCB Page: C118
Size: 44 Edited: 8-12-92, 9:49p Printed: 11-17-92, 1:43p
I COMMON /CIRCBLK/ PI,TWOPI,HALFPI,RAD
FILE: D:\TEMP\DISCBLK.FCB Page: Cl19








1 COMMON /FOVBLK/ FOVDEG,BEAMW,ARHL
FILE: D:\TEMP\MXSCBLK.FCB Page: C121
Size: 93 Edited: 8-12-92, 9:50p Printed: 11-17-92, 1:43p
1 COMMON /MISCBLK/ REALTIME,TEST,WFLAG, IRATE,TRKGAIN
2 LOGICAL REALTIME,TEST,WFLAG
FILE:D:\TEMP\ORBITBLK.FCB
Size: 48 Edited: 8-12-92, 9:50p
Page: C122
Printed: 11-17-92, 1:43p
1 COMMON /ORBITBLK/ EPHH,EPHL,PRDH,PRDL(6)
FILE: D:\TEHP\SAVEBLK.FC8





















































































This routine transforms from disc & arm angles to disc driver angles.























AL = Arm angles (alpha)
DL = Disc angles (delta)
ICHL = Channel index
ISOL = Selected alpha & delta solution (1 or 2)
INITDIR = Initialize disc direction flags
TCUR = Current time
ISTEPMAX = Disc step at maximum rotation (DISCBLK)
WFLAG = Write flag (MISCBLK)
Outputs:
DLA(ICHL) = Disc driver A angle (delta A)
DLB(ICHL) = Disc driver B angle (delta B)
ISTEPA(ICHL) = Disc A resolution step
ISTEPB(ICHL) = Disc B resolution step
C ALSTEP(ICHL) = Arm angle corresponding to ISTEPA(ICHL) and ISTEPB(ICHL)














IF(DISCDEGMAX.LT.180 .OR. DISCDEGMAX.GT.270) STOP 115
ALSET = ALSETDEG / RAD
DISCSTEP = TROOP[ / NSTEPS





DLBCONT = DL(ICHL,ISOL) - (AL(ICHL,ISOL) - ALSET) / DRATIO
JSTEPB = NINT(DLBCONT/DISCSTEP)
....................................................... _ ....................
_-'-]f disc direction is already initialized and both old disc steps could be
C negative or positive, maintain the same sign.
C ...............................................................................
IF(]NITDIR(ICHL).EQ.O .AND. IABS(ISTEPAOLD(ICHL)).GE.ISTEPNORP
I .AND. IABS(ISTEPBOLD(ICHL)).GE-ISTEPNORP) THEN
IF(ISIGN(1,JSTEPA).NE.ISIGNOLD(ICHL)) THEN
JSTEPA = JSTEPA + ISIGNOLD(ICHL)*NSTEPS
JSTEPB = JSTEPB + [SIGNOLD(ICHL)*NSTEPS
END IF
END IF
FILE: D:\TEMP\ALDLDLAB.FOR Page: C125









































C If either disc step exceeds maximum vatue, reverse both disc directions.
C ...............................................................................
]F(IABS(JSTEPA).GT.ISTEPMAX .OR. ]ABS(JSTEPB).GT.ISTEPMAX) THEN
REVERSE = .TRUE.
JSTEPA = JSTEPA - ]SIGN(NSTEPS,JSTEPA)
JSTEPB = JSTEPB o [SIGN(NSTEPS,JSTEPB)
END IF
IF(IABS(JSTEPA).GT.ISTEPMAX.OR.IABS(JSTEPB).GT.ISTEPMAX) STOP 116
IF(INITDIR(ICHL).EO.O .AND. REVERSE) THEN
]F(WFLAG) WRITE(15,20)
20 FORMAT(/17X,'ROTATION LIMIT / DIRECTION REVERSED')
WRITE(20,21) TCUR,ICHL
21 FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC',SX,'CHANNEL',]2,





C Compute disc angles and arm angte.
C ...............................................................................
DLA(ICHL) = JSTEPA * DISCSTEP
DLB(ICHL) = JSTEPB * DISCSTEP







FILE: D:\TEMP\ANGLEPR.FOR Page: C126













































































In simulation mode, this routine computes and returns the
Angle Processor data.
In real-time mode, this routine returns the Angle Processor data
previously saved.













Azimuths of LEO satellites from Scene Processor
Elevations of LEO satellites from Scene Processor
Azimuth point-ahead angles
Elevation point-ahead angles
True disc A angles (delta A)




In-track flag in real-time mode (SAVEBLK)
Tracking detector errors in real-time mode (SAVEBLK)
Outputs:
C INTRACK(ILEO) = In-track flag















! Tracking detector 2-axis rms error (rad)
! Resolution of u,v errors (red)
! Transmit/receive misalignment (rad)
C ...............................................................................




















F]LE: D:\TEMP\ANGLEPR. FOR Page: C127












































































C Determine coordinates of arm pivot point.
C ...............................................................................
XA = ARML * DCOS(HALFPI-DLATRUE(ICHL))
YA = ARML * DSIN(HALFP]-DLATRUE(]CHL))
C ...............................................................................




AZOPT = DATAN (TANHALF * (XA + COSAL*YA - SINAL*XA))
ELOPT = DATAN (TANHALF * (YA " SINAL*YA " COSAL*XA))
C ...............................................................................
C IncLude transmit/receive misatignment.
C ...............................................................................
ANGLMIS = ORIENTMIS - DLATRUE(ICHL) - ALTRUE(ICHL)
COSMIS = DCOS(ANGLMIS)
S]NMIS = DSIN(ANGLMIS)
AZOPTT = AZOPT + COSM]S*TRNISHALF
ELOPTT = ELOPT + S]NMIS*TRMISHALF
AZOPTR = AZOPT - COSMIS*TRM]SHALF
ELOPTR = ELOPT - SINMIS*TRMISHALF
C ...............................................................................
C Determine coordinates of LEO when HEObeam arrives. Note: errors in
C point-ahead angtes caused by smart attitude and ephemeris errors are
C negligibte.
C ...............................................................................
AZLEO = AZS(ILEO) + AZAHEAD(]LEO)
ELLEO = ELS(ILEO) + ELAHEAD(]LEO)
C ...............................................................................
C Assume in track if LEO is within HEO beam.
C ...............................................................................
IF ((AZLEO-AZOPTT)**2 + (ELLEO-ELOPTT)**2 .LT. HALFBEAMSQ)THEN
INTRACK(ILEO) = .TRUE.
C ...............................................................................
C Determine difference coordinates of center of received spot.
C ...............................................................................
AZDIF = AZS(ILEO) - AZOPTR
ELDIF = ELS(ILEO) - ELOPTR
C ...............................................................................
C Determine rotation from azimuth,elevation to u,v.
C ...............................................................................




C Determine random u,v errors.
C ...............................................................................
UMEAN= AZD]F*COSROT + ELDIF*SINROT
VMEAN= -AZDIF*SINROT + ELDIF*COSROT
UCONT = GAUSCL(UMEAN,SIGMA,3DO)
VCONT = GAUSCL(VMEAN,SIGMA,3DO)
U(ILEO) = N[NT(UCONT/RES) * RES
F ILE : D :\TEMP\ANGLEPR. FOR Page: C128
Size: 6066 Edited: 8-12-92, 9:48p Printed: 11-17-92, 1:43p
148 V(ILEO) = NINT(VCONT/RES) * RES
149
150 C ...............................................................................












FILE: D:\TEMP\ARKTNS.FOR Page: C129

























DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION ARKTNS(N,X,Y)
FOUR QUAD ARC TANGENT X=COS(ANGLE) - Y=SIN(ANGLE)
N=180 GIVES PV BETWEEN -PI & +PI
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SUBROUTINE ASGNMFN (HEONAV,LEONAV,ECLIPSE,AZSoELS,ILEO, ICHL,
1 LEOCHL,ICHLLEO,TCUR)
The Assignment Function performs the following:
Assigns disc channels to LEO satellites.
Determines azimuth, elevation and point-ahead angles.
Selects one of two possible solutions for the disc angle.
Sets the scan reset flag for acquisition.





Read the predicted Az & El of LEO satellites and select
alpha & delta solutions (in real-time mode)
Inputs (ENTRY ASGNMFN):
HEONAV = Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of HEO satellite from
Navigation Processor
LEONAV = Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of LEO satellites from
Navigation Processor
ECLIPSE = Eclipse flags from Scene Processor
AZS = Azimuths of LEO satellites from Scene Processor
ELS = Elevations of LEO satellites from Scene Processor
ILEO = LEO satellite index
ICHL = Channel index
LEOCHL = LEO channel assignments
ICHLLEO = Channel LEO assignments
TCUR = Current time
IRATE = Tracking rate (MISCBLK)
REALTIME = Real-time flag (MISCBLK)
WFLAG = Write flag (MISCBLK)
inputs (ENTRY ASGNMFNR):
NLEOS = Number of LEO satellites
NCHANNELS = Number of disc channels



























FORMAT(//' ASSIGNMENT FUNCTION'//' ',72A1)
1NIT = 0
END IF
FILE: D:\TEMP\ASGNMFN.FOR Page: C131













































































C If (a) LEO is not currently assigned a channel, and
C (b) Eclipse soon flag from Navigation Processor data is false
C
C then (1) Assign the highest priority free channel, and
C (2) Set mode to 'slew to acq', and






















FORMAT(//' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC'I/8X,'CHANNEL',I2,
' ASSIGNED TO LEO',I2)
WRITE(20,45) TCUR,ICHL,ILEO
FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC',8X,'CHANNEL',I2,
' ASSIGNED TO LEO',I2)




If (a) LEO is currently assigned a channel, and
(b) Mode is not 'slew to acq', and
(c) Eclipse flag from Navigation Processor data is true, and
(d) in-track flag is false
ELSE
IF(.NOT.REALTIME) CALL XYZAZEL(HEONAV, LEONAV,ILEO,'N',
'T',ECLPNAV,AZNAVT,ELHAVT,AZAHEAD,ELAHEAD)







FORMAT(//' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC'/18X,'CHANNEL',]2,
' RELEASED FROM LEO',I2)
WRITE(20°55) TCUR,ICHL,ILEO
FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC',8X,'CHANNEL',I2°
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C If LEO is currently assigned a channel, convert from azimuth and elevation









WRITE(14,60) TCUR, ICHL, ILEO, AZNAVT(ILEO)*RAD,
1 ELNAVT(ILEO)*RAD, DLNAV(ICNL,ISOL)*RAD,
2 ALNAV(ICHL,ISOL)*RAD, ISOL, AZAHEAD(ILEO)*ID6,
3 ELAHEAD(ILEO)*ID6
60 FORMAT(l/' TIME =I,F12.3,' SEC',SX,'CHL',]2,4X,'LEO',12//
I 8X,'AZ NAV =',FII.5,TX,'EL NAV =',FI0.5,' (DEG)'/8X,
2 'DELTA =',FII.5,?X,'ALPHA =',FI0.5o' (DEG)',9X,














C Read the predicted Az & EL of LEO satellites and select alpha & delta














WRITE(*,90) I, AZPRED, ELPRED, DLNAV(J,1)*RAD, ALNAV(J,1)*RAD,
1 DLNAV(J,2)*RAD, ALNAV(J,2)*RAD
FILE: D:\TEMP\ASGNMFN.FOR




















90 FORMAT(/, LEO',I2,TX,,AZ PRED =',F11.5,6X,,EL PRED =',Fll.5,
1 ' (DEG)'//13X,'DELTA 1 =',F11.5,6X,'ALPHA 1 =',Fll.5,





FORMAT(/' Select solution (I or 2)')
READ(*,*) IALDLSOL(J)












































































C This routine transforms FOV azimuth & elevation to
C arm angle alpha and disc angle delta.
C August 1992























Azimuths of LEO satellites
ELevations of LEO satellites
LEO satellite index
Channel index
I for solution #I
2 for solution #2
12 for both solutions
Outputs:
AL(ICHL,ISOL) = Arm an9les alpha














XF = DTAN(AZ(ILEO)) / TANHALF
YF = DTAN(EL(ILEO)) / TANHALF





IF(ISOL.EQ.1 .OR. ISOL.EQ.12) THEN
DELTA = HALFPI - THETA + PHI
IF(DELTA.GT.PI) DELTA = DELTA - TMOPI
DL(ICHL,1) = DELTA
AL(ICHL,1) = THREEHALFPI " 2*PHI
END IF
IF(ISOL.EQ.2 .OR. ISOL.EQ.12) THEN
DELTA = HALFPI - THETA - PHI
IF(DELTA.GT.PI) DELTA = DELTA - T_JOPI
DL(ICHL,2) = DELTA
































































! Number of acquisitions
















! Maximumdisc rotation (deg)
! Disc stew velocity (deg/sec)
! Disc acceleration (deg/sec**2)
! Disc acceleration time (sec)
! Ratio of disc diameters
! AL = 9Odeg when discs A & g are at step 0
! Number of disc steps per revolution
! Park at delta = 0 deg
! Park at alpha = 35 deg
! Park at delta = 0 deg




t Field of view (deg)
! HEO beamwidth (rad)
! Arm pivot length relative to radius of FOV
DATA TEST /.FALSE./ ! Real-time test flag
DATA EPHH /2D-1/
DATA EPHL /5D-1/
! Ephemeris uncertainty for HEO orbit (km)
! Ephemeris uncertainty for LEO orbits (km)
END
FILE: D:\TEMP\CNTRLFN.FOR Page: C136













































































































The Control Function consists of:
Offset Processor: Error Processor, Offset Generator, and Scan Generator
Disc & Arm Controller: Determines angles for Disc Drivers
Prototype Version 1.0 Avtec Systems, inc. August 1992
Inputs:
ECLPNAV = Eclipse flags from Navigation Processor data
AZNAVT = Azimuths of LEO satellites from Navigation Processor data
ELNAVT = Elevations of LEO satellites from Navigation Processor data
IALDLSOL = Selected alpha & delta solutions (1 or 2)
AZAHEAD = Azimuth point-ahead angles
ELAHEAD = Elevation point-ahead angles
ECLIPSE = Eclipse flags from Scene Processor
MODE = Channel modes
INITDIR = Initialize disc direction flags
]NTRACK = in-track flags
SCANRES = Scan reset flags
]CHL = Channel index
ILEO = LEO satellite index
AZS = Azimuths of LEO satellites from Scene Processor
ELS = ELevations of LEO satellites from Scene Processor
TCUR = Current time
IRATE = Tracking rate (MiSCBLK)
REALTIME = Real-time flag (MISCBLK)
TRKGAIN = Tracking gain (MiSCBLK)
WFLAG = Write flag (MiSCBLK)
NACQS = Number of acquisitions (ATTBLK)
Outputs:
MODE(ICHL) = Channel mode
iNTRACK(ILEO) = in-track flag
NACQS = Number of acquisitions (ATTBLK)
ISTEPASAVE = Disc A resolution step in real-time mode (SAVEBLK)


























! Duration of an acquisition dwell (sec)
] Disc step tolerance for starting acquisition
! Disc step tolerance for tracking
! Scan inhibit step factor
FILE:D:\TEMP\CNTRLFN.FOR














































































DATA DLATRUE /6*ODO/, DLBTRUE /6*ODO/, ALTRUE /6*ODO/
DATA DLA /6*ODO/, ALSTEP /6*000/





ACQDi#DUR = ACQDWDUR - 1D-5
ISTEPMAX = NINT(NSTEPS*DISCDEGNAX/3.6O2)
MAXSLEWSTEPS = DISCVEL/IRATE w NSTEPS/3.6D2
IF(DISCACCTM .GE. 5D-1/IRATE) THEN
MAXTRACKSTEPS = DISCACC/(2*IRATE)**2 • NSTEPS/3.6D2ELSE
MAXTRACKSTEPS = (DISCACC*DISCACCTM**2 +
DISCACC*DISCACCTM*(IDO/IRATE-2tDISCACCTM)) NSTEPS/3.602END IF *
20
INHSTEPS = MAXTRACKSTEPS / FACTORINH
IF(WFLAG) WRITE(15,20) DASH








40 FORMAT(//, TIME =',F12.3,' SEC',SX,'CHL',I2,4X,,LEO,,I2)





IF(WFLAG) WRITE(15,42) ISTEPATRUE(ICHL), ISTEPBTRUE(ICHL),
1 DLATRUE(ICHL)*RAD, DLBTRUE(ICHL)*RAD, ALTRUE(ICHL)*RAD
42 FORMAT(//3X,,TRUE POSITION'/17X,,STEP A =',Ill,5X,'STEP B =',Ill
1 /17X,'DELTA A =',F11.5,5X,'DELTA B =',Fll.5,' (DEG)'
2 /42X,'ALPHA =',Fll.5,, (DEG)')
C ...............................................................................
C If mode is 'slew to acq, and eclipse flag from Navigation Processor




IF(MOOE(ICHL).EO.,SLEW TO ACQ' .AND..NOT.ECLPNAV(ILEO)) THEN
IF(INITDIR(ICHL).EQ.O .AND.
1 IABS(ISTEPATRUE(ICHL)-ISTEPAOLD(ICHL)) .LE. ISTEPTOLA .AND.
2 IABS(ISTEPBTRUE(ICHL)-ISTEPBOLD(ICHL)) .LE. ISTEPTOLA) THEN
MOOE(ICHL) = 'ACQUISITION,
WRITE(20,47) TCUR,ICHL
47 FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC',SX,'CHANNEL, I2,
1 ' ACQUISITION STARTED')






































































. " , few to reacq' and true disc steps are close to previous
C If mode is .s .... -_ to ,reacquisition'. . .............
C cotllt_nds, then cnanwe ,,_,_ ..................................
C ...............................
IF(MODE(ICHL).EQ.'SLEW TO REACQ') THEN
IF(IABS(ISTEPATRUE(ICHL)-ISTEPAOLD(ICHL)) .LE. ISTEPTOLA .AND.
1 IABS(ISTEPBTRUE(ICHL)-iSTEPBOLD(ICHL)) .LE. ISTEPTOLA) THEN
MOOE([CHL) = DREACQUISITION'
WRITE(20,48) TCUR,ICHL
48 FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC,,8X,'CHANNEL',I2,
1 , REACQUISITION STARTED')













1 .OR. MOOE(ICHL).EQ.'TRACKING') THEN
................................................
C ................................






60 FORMAT(17X,'NOT IN TRACK / ECLIPSE')
IF(MODE(ICHL).EQ.'TRACKING') WRITE(20,65) TCUR,ICHL
65 FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC,,SX,'CHANNEL',I2,




C If true disc steps are close to previous commands, then get information










210 C If in-track flag is true and mode is ,acquisition' or ,reacquisition'






216 NACQS = NACQS + 1
217 WRITE(20,70) TCUR,ICHL
218 FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC', 8X,=cHANNEL''I2'
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C Error Processor transforms u,v errors from Angle Processors to
C azimuth and elevation.
C ...............................................................................
ROT = HALFP] + DLA(ICHL) + ALSTEP(ICHL)
COSROT = DCOS(ROT)
SINROT = DSIN(ROT)
AZERR(ILEO) = U(ILEO)*COSROT + V(ILEO)*SINROT +
AZAHEAD(ILEO)






IF(WFLAG) WRITE(15,80) U(ILEO)*ID6, V(ILEO)*ID6,
AZERR(ILEO)*ID6, ELERR(ILEO)*ID6
FORMAT(17X,'U ERR =',F11.1,SX,'V ERR =',Fl1.1,
' (MICRORAD)'/17X,'AZ ERR =',FI1.1,SX,'EL ERR
F11.1,' (MICRORAD)')
C ...............................................................................
C Offset Generator updates azimuth and elevation offsets with
C respective errors.
C ...............................................................................
AZOFFSET(ILEO) = AZOFFSET(ILEO) + TRKGAIN*AZERR(ILEO)












FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC',8X,'CHANNEL',I2,
' NOT IN TRACK')
FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC',BX,'CHANNEL',I2,




C If true disc steps are not close to previous commands, then change mode








MOOE(ICHL) = 'SCAN INHIBIT'
IF(WFLAG) WRITE(15,55) MODE(ICHL)
WRITE(20,52) TCUR,ICHL
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C If mode is 'tracking' and in-track flag is false:
C In real-time, set mode to 'slew to reacq' and set previous tracking
C offsets to zero.
C In simulation, set mode to 'reacquisition' and save previous tracking
C offsets.
C Set scan reset flag to true.
C ...............................................................................
IF(MOOE(ICHL).EQ.'TRACK[NG' .AND..NOT.INTRACK(ILEO)) THEN
C Removed the following Lines of code on 8-26-92 RJP
IF(REALTIME) THEN
MOOE(ICHL) : 'SLEW TO REACQ'






















C If mode is 'slew to acq' or 'acquisition' and a new scan position is
C required, the Offset Generator uses the Scan Generator output.
C ...............................................................................





ACQDWEND(ILEO) = TCUR + ACQDWDUR
C ...............................................................................
C If mode is 'slew to reacq' or 'reacquisition' and a new scan position is
C required, the Offset Generator adds the Scan Generator output to the
C previous tracking offsets. If mode is 'stew to reacq' these offsets were
C set to zero.
C ...............................................................................




AZOFFSET(ILEO) = AZOFFSETP(ILEO) + AZSCAN(ILEO)
ELOFFSET(ILEO) = ELOFFSETP(ILEO) + ELSCAN(ILEO)
IF(MODE(ICHL).EQ.'REACQUISITION')
ACQDWEND(ILEO) = TCUR + ACQDWDUR
FILE: D:\TEMP\CNTRLFN.FOR














































































C if mode is 'scan inhibit,, the Offset Generator performs a square testC pattern.
C ...............................................................................
ELSE IF(MODE(ICHL).EQ.'SCAN INHIBIT') THEN
AZOFFSET(ILEO) = ORTRBEAM * ('I)**(I+]NHCOUNT(ICHL)/2)
ELOFFSET(ILEO) = QRTRBEAM * (-1)**((I+]NHCOUNT(ICHL))/2)
END IF
]F(WFLAG) WRITE(15,45) AZOFFSET(ILEO)*ID3, ELOFFSET(ILEO)*ID3
45 FORMAT(17X,'AZ OFFS =',F11.4,5X,'EL OFFS =',F11.4,
1 ' (MILLIRAD)')
C ...............................................................................
C Disc & Arm Controller adds azimuth and elevation fro_ Navigation
C Processor data and Offset Generator.
C ...............................................................................
AZSUM(ILEO) = AZNAVT(ILEO) + AZOFFSET(ILEO)
ELSUM(ILEO) = ELNAVT(ILEO) + ELOFFSET(ILEO)
C ...............................




CALL AZELALDL(AZSUM,ELSUM, ILEO, ICHL,ISOL,AL,DL)
END IF
C ...............................................................................
C Arm angle alpha and disc angle delta are transformed to disc





C If mode is 'scan inhibit, and changes in disc step commands are small
C enough for acquisition or reacquisition, change mode to 'stew to acq' or








MOOE(ICHL) = 'SLEW TO ACQ'
MODECHG = 'SLEW TO ACO'
ELSE
MOOE(ICHL) = 'SLEW TO REACQ'






INHCHECK(ICHL) = INHCHECK(ICHL) + 1















































INHCOUNT(ICHL) = INHCOUNT(ICHL) + 1
END IF
IF(WFLAG) WRITE(15,50) MOOECHG, DL(ICHL,ISOL)*RAD,
1 AL(ICHL,ISOL)*RAD, ]SOL, ISTEPA(ICHL), ISTEPB(ICHL),
2 DLA(ICHL)*RAD, DLB(ICHL)*RAD, ALSTEP(ICHL)*RAD
50 FORMAT(Alb/17X,'DELTA =',F11.5,5X,'ALPHA =, Fll.5, _ (DEG)',
1 5X,,SOLD I2/17X,'STEP A =',[11,SX,'STEP B =',Ill/
2 17X,'DELTA A == F11.5,SX,'DELTA g =',Fll.5,' (DEG)'/
3 42X,'STEP AL =',Fll.5, _ (DEG)')
C ...............................................................................
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Differentia[ equations for satellite state X.



















































































































In real-time mode, this routine returns the true disc positions
previously saved.











REALT I HE =
[STEPASAVE =
ISTEPBSAVE =
= previous disc A step commands




Disc step at maximum rotation (DISCBLK)
MaX #stepS in an update interval if slewing (D[sCBLK)
Max #stepS in an update interval if tracking (DISCBLK)
Tracking rate (MISCBLK)
Real-time flag (MISCBLK)
True disc A step in real-time mode (SAVEBLK)
True disc B step in real-time mode (SAVEBLK)
Outputs:
IsTEPATRUE([CHL) = True disc A step
ISTEPBTRUE(ICHL) = True disc B step
DLATRUE(ICHL) True disc A angle (delta A) in simulation mode
DLBTRUE(ICHL) = True disc B angle (delta B) in simulation mode




. T REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) . .,_DHE£6),APHS(6),BPHS(6)1HPLICI_ DLBTRUE(6; ,_'_-.." ..... *TD.Pt6 . ISTEPBTRUE(6)
AL*t_ uLATRUE(6):_ =Dn b) |_/cr_ ..... )-
RETEGER* 4 ISTEPAOLU(6) olST_'-OLD( ,
INTEGER*4 i STEPATRUEOLO (6), I STEPBTRUEOLD (6)




1NCLUDE ' D1SCBLK • FCB=
INCLUDE ,MISCBLK. FCB'
INCLUDE ,SAVEBLK.FCB'
! Disc step accuracy
DATA ACCUR /2DO/ ! Period factor for accuracy model
DATA F /4DO/ I Maximum random step error
DATA RAXSTEPERR 121
DATA INIT Ill ............................................................






C END I F
C In simulatiOn mode, compute and return the true disc positions-
i F([N|T.EQ.1) THEN
DISCSTEP = Tt,/OPI / NSTEPS 4 9990"1)
DLRAX = DISCSTEP * (ISTEPRAX + •
ERRAMPL = ACCUR * DISCSTEP
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74 ALSET = ALSETDEG / RAD
75 DO I=1,6
76 CALL RNDM(UNIF)
77 APHS(|) = TWOPI*UNIF
78 CALL RNDN(UNIF)


















































































ISTEPDIFF = ISTEPAOLD(ICHL) - ]STEPATRUEOLD(ICHL)
JSTEPATRUE = ISTEPATRUEOLD(ICHL) +
ISIGN(1,ISTEPDIFF) * MIH(MAXSTEPS,IABS(ISTEPDIFF))
[STEPDIFF = ISTEPBOLD(ICHL) - ISTEPBTRUEOLD(ICHL)
JSTEPBTRUE = ISTEPBTRUEOLD(ICHL) +
1 ISIGN(1,ISTEPDIFF) * HIN(HAXSTEPS,IABS(ISTEPDIFF))
END IF
C ...............................................................................
C Inctude random disc step errors.
C ...............................................................................
IF(INITCHL(ICHL).EQ.1 .OR.
1 (MOOE(ICHL).EQ.'PARK' .AND. JSTEPATRUE.EQ.ISTEPAPARK)) THEN
DLRNDMA = DISCSTEP * ISTEPAPARK
ELSE
CALL RNDM(UNIF)
DLRNDMA = DISCSTEP * (JSTEPATRUE + (2*UNIF-1) * MAXSTEPERR)




1 (MODE(ICHL).EQ.'PARK' .AND. JSTEPBTRUE.EQ.]STEPBPARK)) THEN
DLRNDMB = DISCSTEP * ISTEPBPARK
ELSE
CALL RNDM(UNIF)
DLRNDMB = DISCSTEP * (JSTEPBTRUE + (2*UNIF-1) * MAXSTEPERR)






C Determine true disc and arm angtes.
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148 C ...............................................................................
149
150 DLATRUE(ICHL) = DLRNDMA + ERRAMPL * DS|N(F*DLRNDMA + APHS(ICHL))
151 DLBTRUE(ICHL) = DLRNDMB + ERRAMPL * DSIN(F*DLRNDMB + BPHS(ICHL))
152
153 ALTRUE(ICHL) = ALSET + DRATIO * (DLATRUE(ICHL)'DLBTRUE(ICHL))
156
155 C ...............................................................................
156 C Save true disc steps.
157 C ...............................................................................
158
159 ISTEPATRUEOLD(ICHL) = JSTEPATRUE
























































































ELD IN THE INPUT KEPLERIAN STATE IN KM AND DEGREES





ELD(4)=LON OF ASC NODE (DEG)
















































5 C GENERATES A RANDOM NUMBER FROM A CLIPPED GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION, WHERE
6 C THE TAILS ARE CUT OFF.
7 C
8 C INPUTS:
9 C XNEAN = MEAN OF GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
10 C SIGMA = STANDARD DEVIATION OF GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
11 C CUTOFF = CUTOFF VALUE IN UNITS OF SIGMA
12 C
13 C OUTPUT:




18 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
19 50 GAUSCL = GAUSS(ODO,1DO)
20 IF(DABS(GAUSCL) .GT. CUTOFF) GO TO 50































GENERATES A RANDOM NUMBER FROM A GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
INPUTS:
XMEAN = MEAN OF GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
VARIANCE = VARIANCE OF GAUSSIAN DISTRIBUTION
OUTPUT:
GAUSS = RANDOM NUMBER
REFERENCE:
L.R. RABINER AND B. GOLD, "THEORY AND APPLICATION OF DIGITAL SIGNAL







GAUSS = XMEAN + Y*DCOS(TWOPIWX2)
RETURN
END
FILE: D:\TEMP\INTRFACE.FOR Page: C153












































































C Interface between control software and executive program.
C
Prototype Version 1.0 Avtec Systems, Inc. August 1992
Entry points:
INIT Initialization of control software
POSITION Computation of new position commands for a disc channel
Inputs:
REALTIMEFLAG = Real-time flag (LOGICAL), argument in ENTRY INIT:
True indicates real-time mode
False indicates simulation mode
In real-time mode:
Input file name is INPUT.DAT
Az-EI file name is AZEL.DAT (see SUBROUTINE ASGNMFN)
In simulation mode, input file name (CHARACTER*12) is entered from
the keyboard
The following inputs are contained in the input file:
SIMHRS = Duration of simulation in hrs (REAL*8)
(used only in simulation mode)
NCHANNELS = Number of disc channels (INTEGER: I-6)
IRATE = Tracking rate in Hz (INTEGER)
TRKGAIN = Tracking gain (REAL*8)
WFLAG = Write flag for output from the Truth Generator, Scene
Processor, Navigation Processor, Assignment Function
and Control Function (LOGICAL, false in real-time n_cme)
Output file names (CHARACTER*t2) are entered from
the keyboard
HEL(J) = Classical orbital elements for HEO at time 0 (REAL*8):
(I) = Semi-major axis (km)
(2) = Eccentricity
(3) = Inclination (deg)
(4) = Longitude of ascending nede (deg)
(5) = Argument of perigee (deg)
(6) = Mean anomaly (deg)
NLEOS = Nun_oer of LEO satellites (INTEGER: 1-6)








(if WFLAG is true)
(if WFLAG is true)
(if WFLAG is true)
(if WFLAG is true)
(if WFLAG is true)
In real-time mode, Event Log file name is EVENT.DAT
In simulation mode, output file names (CHARACTER*12) are entered from
the keyboard




77 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
78 REAL*8 U [FAR]
79 REAL*8 V [FAR]
80 REAL*8 HEL(6),LEL(6,6),HEO(6),LEO(6,6),MU
81 INTEGER*4 ]STEPA [FAR]
82 INTEGER*4 ISTEPB [FAR]
83 INTEGER*2 [CHANNEL [FAR]
84 INTEGER*2 ICHLORDER(6),ICHLPRSEQ(6),ICHLLEO(6),LEOCHL(6)
85 CHARACTER*12 FILENAME
86 LOGICAL REALTINEFLAG [FAR]







94 DATA ICHLORDER /1,2,3,4,5,6/ ! Channel command order
95 DATA [ORDER /0/ ! Channel order index
96 DATA ICHLPRSEQ 11,2,3,4,5,6/ ! Channel priority sequence
97 DATA ILEOSEQ /0/ ! LEO sequence
98 DATA LEOCHL /6*0/ ! LEO channel assignments
99 DATA ICHLLEO /6*0/ ! Channel LEO assignments
100 DATA INITP /1/ ! Initialization of ENTRY POSITION
101
102 DATA RE /6.37814503/ I Earth radius (km)





108 C Initialization of control software.
109 C ...............................................................................
110













124 C Read input variables.
125 C ...............................................................................
126





132 IF(REALTIME) WFLAG = .FALSE.
133
134 IF(NCHANNELS.LT.1 .OR. NCHANNELS.GT.6) STOP 151
135 IF(IRATE.LT.1) STOP 152
136 IF(TRKGAIN.LE.O) STOP 153
137
138 C ...............................................................................
139 C Read ctassicat orbitat elements for HEO and up to 6 LEO satettites
140 C at time 0 and transform to geocentric-equatorial coordinates and
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TEMP = TWOPI / DSQRT(MU)
PRDH = TEMP * HEL(1)**I.5DO
CALL ELSTAT(HEL,HEO)
READ(I,*) NLEOS






[F(LEL(2,1).LT.O .OR. LEL(2,]).GE.I) STOP 162








C in reaL-time mode, read the predicted Az & EL of LEO sateLLites and










FORMAT(' Enter file name for Truth Generator output'






FORMAT(' Enter file name for Scene Processor output',






FORMAT(' Enter file name for Navigation Processor output',






FORMAT(' Enter file name for Assignment Function output',




45 FORMAT(' Enter fiLe name for ControL Function output',
I ' (e.g., Up to 8 characters.DAT)')
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46 FORMAT(' Enter file name for Event Log output',











ENTRY POSITION (ICHANNEL, INTRACK,U,V, ISTEPA, ISTEPB)
C ConcxJtation of new position commands for a disc channel.
C
C Inputs (real-time mode only):
C
C ICHANNEL = Channel index
C INTRACK = In-track flag
C U,V = Tracking detector errors (rad)
C ISTEPA = Current disc A resolution step
C ISTEPB = Current disc B resolution step
C
C Outputs (real-time mode only):
C
C ISTEPA = New command for disc A resolution step




C %n real-time mode, save Angle Processor inputs and current disc step
C positions. Also update current time and determine LEO satellite index.
C Note: all channel assignments are performed in SUBROUTINE ASGNMFN.
C ...............................................................................
IF(REALTIME) THEN

















IORDER = IORDER + 1
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IF(ICHL.EQ.ICHLORD) DONE = .TRUE.
END DO
IF(INITP.EQ. 1) THEN
INTERVALS = IORDER - 1
ELSE
INTERVALS = IORDER - IORDEROLD
[F(INTERVALS.LE.O) INTERVALS = NCHANNELS + INTERVALS
END I F









I F(ICHLPR.EO. ICHL) THEN
]F(J.LE.NLEOS) ILEO = J
DONE = .TRUE.
END I F




C In simulation mode, determine channel index and update current time. Also
C determine LEO sateLLite index. If channel is not currently assigned a LEO
C and is the highest priority free channeL, then select an unassigned LEO in
C sequence, if avaiLabLe. Note: aLL channel assignments are performed in
C SUBROUT ] ME ASGNMFN.
C ...............................................................................
ELSE
IORDER = MOD(IORDER,NCHANNELS) + 1
]CHL = ICHLORDER(IORDER)




80 FORMAT(IT, ' MIN')
IF(TCUR.GT.TSTOP) THEN
WRITE(*,90)
90 FORMAT(' END OF SIMULATION')
WRI TE(20,95) TSTOP











[ F(]CHLPR.EO. ]CHL) THEN
I=O
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REAL*8 MAT (3,3), TEMP(3,3) ,DET
DET = MAT(I,I)*MAT(2,2)*MAT(3,3) + MAT(I,2)*MAT(2,3)*MAT(3,1) +
& MAT(I,3)*MAT(2,1)*MAT(3,2) - MAT(I,3)*MAT(2,2)*MAT(3,1) -
& MAT(I,I)*MAT(2,3)*MAT(3,2) - MAT(I,2)*MAT(2ol)*MAT(3,3)
TEMP(I, I)--MAT(2,2)_MAT (3,3)-MAT(2,3)_MAT(3,2)
TEMP(I, 2)--MAT(2,3)*MAT(3, I)-MAT(2, I)*MAT(3,3)
TEMP(1,3)=MAT(2. I)*MAT(3,2)-MAT (2,2)*MAT(3, I )
TEMP(2, I)--MAT(I, 3)tMAT(3,2)-MAT(I, 2)*MAT(3,3)
TEMP(2,2)--MAT(I, I)_MAT(3,3)-MAT(I,3)*MAT(3, I)
TEMP(2,3)=MAT(I, 2)*MAT(3, I )-MAT(I, I)*MAT(3,2)
TEMP(3, I)--MAT(I, 2)*MAT (2_ 3)-MAT(I, 3)*MAT(2,2)
TEMP(3,2)=MAT (1,3)_MAT(2, I)-MAT( I,I )_MAT(2,3)
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This routine simulates the Navigation Function, which consists of the
Truth Generator, Scene Processor, and Navigation Processor.
Prototype Version 1.0 Avtec Systems, Inc. August 1992
Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of HEO satellite
Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of LEO satellites
Number of LEO satellites
LEO satellite index








Period of HEO satellite (ORBITBLK)


























20 FORMAT(l/' TRUTH GENERATOR',4X,'(KN)',2OX,'X',12X,'Y',12X,'Z'/
1 20X,'(KM/SEC)',16X,2HX',llX,2HY',lIX,2HZ'//' ',73A1)
25 FORHAT(//' T]HE =',F12.3,' SEC',6X,'HEO ',3F13.3/35X,3F13.3)
26 FORRAT(/29X,'LEO',I2,1X,3F13.3/35X,3F13.3)
C ...............................................................................
C Scene Processor determines FOV coordinates of LEO satellites.
C ...............................................................................
IF(.NOT.REALTIHE) THEN
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ECLIND = ' '




50 FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC',8X,'LEO',I2,' ECLIPSED')
55 FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC',8X,'LEO',I2,' NOT ECLIPSED')
60 FORMAT(//' SCENE PROCESSOR',22Xa'ECLIPSE',SX,'AZ(DEG), ,
I 6X,'EL(DEG)'//' ',69AI)
65 FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC'°SX,'LEO',I2,A9, FI5.5,F13.5)
C ...............................................................................
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C This routine simulates the Navigation Processor, which superimposes
C ephemeris errors on the true satellite positions and veLocities.
C




C NAVIGPR Initialization is performed in first call




C HEO = Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of HEO satellite
C LEO = Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of LEO satellites
C NLEOS = Number of LEO satellites
C ILEO = LEO satellite index
C TCUR = Current time
C PRDH = Period of HEO orbit (ORBITBLK)








HEONAV = Coordinates of HEO satellite including ephemeris errors






























HEONAV(J) = HEO(J) + EPHH*DSIN(ARG)
HEONAV(J+3) = HEO(J+3) + EPHHWHFREQWDCOS(ARG)
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LEONAV(J,ILEO) = LEO(J,ILEO) + EPHL*DS]N(ARG)
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C Control software simulation for the Optical Multiple Access (ONA) system.
C (compatible _ith Microsoft FORTRANVersion 5.0 and VA_ FORTRANV5.5)
C
c This main program simulates the real-time executive program.
C
C
C Prototype Version 1.0 Avtec Systems, Inc. August 1992
C
C










c In simutation mode:
C
C REALTINE is false.




10 CALL POSITION(ICHANNEL,INTRACK,U,V, ISTEPA,]STEPB)
GO TO 10
END
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This routine fits a quadratic function of time to each position coordinate
and velocity component using 3 points.
Prototype Version 1.0 Avtec Systems, Inc. August 1992
Inputs:
HINTG = 3 Runge-Kutta integration points of HEO satellite state
LINTG = 3 Runge-Kutta integration points of LEO satellite states
NLEOS = Number of LEO satellites
T1 = Time of first integration point






TMAT(2,2) = TI + DT]NTG
























ENTRY QVAL(TCUR,ILEO, HEO, LEO)





C TCUR = Current time




C HEO : Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of NEO satellite
C LEO = Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of LEO satellites








81 HEO(ICOORD) = HCOEFF(ICOORD,1) + HCOEFF(ICOORD,2)*TCUR +
82 1 HCOEFF(ICOORD,3)wTCURSQ
83
84 LEO(ICOORD,ILEO) = LCOEFF(ICOORD,ILEO, 1) +
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1 C ...............................................................................
2
3 SUBROUTINE RNDM (Z)
4
5 C GENERATES RANDOM NUMBERS HAVING A UNIFORM DISTRIBUTION, USING THE
6 C MULTIPLICATIVE CONGRUENTIAL METHOD
7 C
8 C REFERENCE:
9 C B. CARNAHAN, H.A. LUTHER AND J.D. WILKES, "APPLIED NUMERICAL METHODS"




14 IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O°Z)
15 INTEGER*4 A,M,X
16
17 DATA I /1/
18
19 IF(I .EQ. 1) THEN
20 I = 0
21 M = 1048576 !2"'20
22 FM = M
23 X = 566387 !SEED
24 A = 1027 !2"'10+3
25 END IF
26
27 X = MOD(A*X,M)
28 Z = X/FM
29 RETURN
30 END
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5 C Fourth order Runge-Kutta integrator.
6 C




11 C X(I,2,3) = current satellite position in geocentric coordinates (km)
12 C X(4,5,6) = current satellite velocity in geocentric coordinates (km/sec)




17 C XNEW(1,2,3) = satellite position propagated ahead DT sec
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I C ...............................................................................
2
3 SUBROUTINE SCANGN (ILEO, ICHL,MODE,SCANRES,TCUR,AZSCAN,ELSCAN)
4
5 Scan Generator implements acquisition and reacquisition patterns.














11 C = LEO satellite index
12 C = Channel index
13 C = Channel modes
14 C = Scan reset ftags
15 C = HEO beamwidth
16 C = Current time
17 C TSMALLSCAN = Earliest time for smaLL scan pattern (ATTBLK)




22 C AZSCAN(ILEO) = Azimuth coordinate of scan position
23 C ELSCAN(ILEO) = Elevation coordinate of scan position













37 DATA ISQUARE /1089/ ! Nun_oer of beams in square pattern
38 DATA ISMALLSQUARE /121/ ! Number of beams in small square pattern
39 DATA SMALLSCAN /.FALSE./
40 DATA IPOSIT /6*0/
41 DATA INIT /1/
42
43 IF(INIT.EO.1) THEN
44 HALFBEAM = BEAMW/2
45 QRTRBEAM = BEAMW/4
46 INIT = 0
47 END IF
48
49 IF(.NOT.SMALLSCAN .AND. TCUR.GE.TSMALLSCAN) THEN
50 ISQUARE = ISMALLSQUARE




55 C If the scan pattern was previously just finished, repeat it.
56 C ...............................................................................
57
58 IF(IPOSIT(ILEO).GE.ISQUARE .AND. .NOT.SCANRES(ILEO)) THEN
59
60 SCANRES(ILEO) = .TRUE.
61 IF(WFLAG) WRITE(15,20)
62 20 FORMAT(17X,'REPEAT SCAN')
63 WRITE(20,21) TCUR,ICHL
64 21 FORMAT(/' TIME =',F12.3,' SEC',BX,'CHANNEL',I2,' REPEAT SCAN')
65
66 IF(MOOE(ICHL).EQ.'ACQUISITION') THEN
67 MOOE(ICHL) = 'SLEW TO ACQ'
68 ELSE
69 MOOE(ICHL) = 'SLEW TO REACO'
70 END IF
71
72 IF(WFLAG) WRITE(15,23) MOOE(ICHL)
73 23 FORMAT(A16)















































































C If scan reset flag is false, continue the scan pattern.
C ...............................................................................
IPOSIT(ILEO) = IPOSIT(1LEO) + 1







= ELSCAN(ILEO) + HALFBEAM*ISIGN(ILEO)
= AZSCAN(ILEO) + HALFBEAM*]SIGN(ILEO)
|F(ICOUNT(ILEO) .EQ. ISIZE2(ILEO)) THEN
ICOUNT(ILEO) = 0
ISIZE(ILEO) = ISIZE(ILEO) + 1
ISIZE2(ILEO) = ISIZE(ILEO) * 2






















































































The Scene Processor computes the azimuth & elevation of a received
LEO beam center, including the effects of attitude errors.
Prototype Version 1.0 Avtec Systems, Inc. August 19<)2
Inputs:
HEO = Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of HEO satellite
LEO = Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of LEO satellites
NLEOS = Nunt)er of LEO satellites
ILEO = LEO satellite index
NCHANNELS = Number of disc channels
TCUR = Current time
IRATE = Tracking rate (MISCBLK)
PRDH = Period of HEO orbit (ORBITBLK)
Outputs:
ECLIPSE(ILEO) = True if LEO is eclipsed by the earth
AZS(ILEO) = Azimuth in HEO FOV
















DATA ROLADJT /1D30/, PCHADJT /1D30/, YAWADJT /1D30/
DATA OLDVIBROL /ODO/, OLDVIBPCH /ODO/, OLDVIBYAW /ODO/
DATA INIT /1/
IF(INIT.EQ.1) THEN
CI = TI,K_PI / (PRDH/2)
C2 = 1 - DEXP(-TWOPI*VIBBANDW/(IRATE*NCHANNELS)) ! All channels called











C Generate random vibrations in roLL, pitch ar_l yaw.
C ...............................................................................
VIBROL = OLDVIBROL + (GAUSS(ODO,GVAR)-OLDVIBROL) * C2
VIBPCH = OLDVIBPCH + (GAUSS(ODO,GVAR)-OLDVIBPCH) * C2
VIBYAW = OLDVIBYAW + (GAUSS(ODO,GVAR)-OLDVIBYAW) * C2
C ...............................................................................
C If #acquisitions is at least 2 (and there are at least 4 LEOs arw_ channels),
! Slow roll and pitch variation (rad)
! Adjusted slow roll and pitch variation (tad)
! Slow yaw variation (rad)
! Adjusted slow yaw variation (rad)
! Standard deviation of vibration (rad)
! 3 dB bandwidth of vibration PSD (Hz)
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IF(FINDADJT .AND. NACQS.GE.2) THEN
ROLADJT = - ROLPHS
DONE= .FALSE.
DO WHILE (.NOT.DONE)




PCHADJT = " PCHPHS
DONE = .FALSE.
DO WHILE (.NOT.DONE)














C Determine total errors in roll, pitch and yaw. If time is Large enough,
C adjust attitude variations.
C ...............................................................................
IF(TEHP.LT.ROLADJT) THEN
ROLERR= ATTRP * DSIN(TENP+ROLPHS) + VIBROL
ELSE
ROLERR= ATTRPADJ * DSIN(TENP+ROLPHS) + VIBROL
END IF
IF(TENP.LT.PCHADJT) THEN
PCHERR= ATTRP * DSIN(TENP+PCHPHS) + VIBPCH
ELSE
PCHERR= ATTRPADJ * DSIN(TEHP+PCHPHS) + VIBPCH
END IF
IF(TEHP.LT.YAWADJT) THEN
YAWERR= ATTY * DSiN(TEHP+YAWPHS) + VIBYAW
ELSE
YAWERR= ATTYADJ * DSIN(TEHP+YAWPHS) + VIBYAW
END IF
C ...............................................................................




C Include effects of attitude errors on azimuth and elevation.
C ...............................................................................
AZTENP = AZS(ILEO) + PCHERR
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148
149 OLDVIBROL = VIBROL
150 OLDVIBPCH = VIBPCH
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Truth Generator simulates orbital dynamics of the HEO and LEO satellites.
Prototype Version 1.0 Avtec Systems, Inc. August 1992
Inputs :
HEO = Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of HEO satellite
LEO = Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of LEO satellites
NLEOS = Number of LEO satellites
ILEO = LEO satellite index
TCUR = Current time
Outputs:
HEO = Updated geocentric-equatorial coordinates of HEO satellite







C If initializing, propagate orbits using Runge-Kutta integration to obtain















C If necessary to obtain a later point for quadratic fit, propagate orbits












TPROP = TPROP + DTINTG
END IF
C ...............................................................................
C EvaLuate quadratic functions to obtain satellite coordinates between
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DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION XKEP (ECC,XM,TOL)
SOLVES KEPLER'S EQUATION "XM=XKEP-ECC*SIN(XKEP)"








IF (DE.LE.TOL) GO TO 20
EOLD=ENEW
WRITE(*,IO0)

















































































SUBROUTINE XYZAZEL (HEO,LEO, ILEO,COORD,BEAM,ECLIPSE,AZ,EL,
1 AZAHEAD,ELAHEAD)
This routine transforms LEO X,Y,Z to HEO FOV coordinates AZ,EL.
Prototype Version 1.0 Avtec Systems, Inc. August 1992
Inputs:
NEO = Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of HEO satellite
LEO = Geocentric-equatorial coordinates of LEO satellites
ILEO = LEO satellite index
COORD = Coord source: 'T' (Truth Generator) or DN' (Navigation Processor)
BEAM = Beam direction: 'R' (receive) or 'T' (transmit)
Outputs:
ECLIPSE(]LEO) = Eclipse flag
AZ(%LEO) = Azimuth
EL(ILEO) = Elevation
AZAHEAD(ILEO) = Azimuth point-ahead angle











I Speed of light (km/sec)






IF(BEAM .EQ. 'R') SIGN = -I










IF(COORD.EQ.'T') RNORIZ = DSQRT(RHEO**2-RESQ)
IF(COORD.EQ.'N') RHORIZ = DSQRT(RHEO**2-RSO)
COSTHRES = RHOR]Z/RHEO
DO J=1,3















































TPROP = DSQRT((HEO(1)-LEO(1,1LEO))**2 + (HEO(2)-LEO(2,ILEO))**2











AZAHEAD(ILEO) = 2 * (AZ(ILEO) - AZTEHP) * SIGN
ELAHEAD(ILEO) = 2 * (EL(ILEO) - ELTEMP) * SIGN
RETURN
END


